
Chapter 1

Introduction

The right to vote is central to full political vote, including physical intimidation and harass-
participation of all citizens of this Nation. It grants ment, the use of literacy tests, the poll tax, English-
to all citizens the power to elect those persons who only elections, and racial gerrymandering. The
make decisions affecting their lives. Although it is a results of these practices were low registration and
precious right, it has not been exercised freely by voter turnout among minorities when compared
minority citizens, due to continued efforts of State voter turnut an t asenc o a sgn can nmr
and local officials and private citizens to deny them tes ad the a ence o r

of minority elected officials. In many areas, minori-that right. In January 1960, in his annual message to m rty e ted oiil m e
the Congress on the state of the Union, President ties were almost totally excluded from the political
Dwight D. Eisenhower said: process. 6

- The Voting Rights Act of 19657 is the culmination
In all our hopes and plans for a better world we all recognize that of numerous efforts to create an effective remedy for
provincial and racial prejudices must be combatted. In the long discriminatory voting practices. The act as amendedperspective of history, the right to vote has been one of the
strongest pillars of a free society. Our first duty is to protect this is intended to prevent government officials and
right against all encroachment. In spite of constitutional guaran- private citizens from interfering with the right of
tees, and notwithstanding much progress of recent years, bias still. 
deprives some persons in the country of equal protection of the minority citizens to register and to vote. It contains
laws. '

permanent provisions and special provisions. The
The 15th amendment prohibits the denial of permanent provisions of the act protect the votingThe 15th amendment prohibits the denial of

voting rights on the basis of race, color, or previous rights of minorities throughout the Nation. The
condition of servitude.2 Congress was given thes special provisionss offer added protections to minor-
power to enforce this amendment through appropri- ities in those jurisdictions where discrimination in
ate legislation,3 and such legislation was passed in " voting has been the most blatant and pervasive. This
1870, 1957, 1960, and 1964. 4 Nevertheless, pervasive report focuses on the special provisions. 9

racial discrimination continued to thwart the guar- One of the mandates of the U.S. Commission on
antees of the 15th amendment. Numerous practices Civil Rights is to investigate complaints alleging
were used to deny minority citizens the right to
1 Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States. Dwight D. Eisenhower, Free (1963); Voting in Mississippi (1965); The Voting Rights Act. .. The FirstJan. 1, 1960 to Jan. 20, 1961, p. 14. Months (1965); Political Participation (1968); and The Voting Rights Act: Ten
2 U.S. Const. amend. XV, §1. Years After (1975).
3 Id. §2. 6 See, e.g.: U.S., Commission on Civil Rights: Report of the U.S. Commission
4 Act of May 31, 1870, ch. 114, 16 Stat. 140; Civil Rights Act of 1957, Pub. on Civil Rights, 1959; Statutory Reports 1961, Book 1: Voting, Civil RightsL. No. 85-315, §131, 71 Stat. 637; Civil Rights Act of 1960, Pub. L. No. 86- '63, "Voting" (1963); Voting in Mississippi (1965); Political Participation
449, §601, 74 Stat. 90; Civil Rights Act of 1964, Pub. L. No. 88-352, §101, (1968).
78 Stat. 241. The current version of these acts is codified at 42 U.S.C. §1971 7 Voting Rights Act of 1965, Pub. L. No. 89-110, 79 Stat. 437 (codified at(1976). 42 U.S.C. §§1971, 1973 to 1973bb-1 (1976)).

See, U.S., Commission on Civil Rights: Report of the U.S. Commission on s §§4-9 of the Voting Rights Act, currently codified at 42 U.S.C. §§1973b-Civil Rights, 1959; 1961 U.S. Commission on Civil Rights Report, Book 1: 1973g (1976).
Voting; Report of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1963; Freedom to the 9 For a full discussion of the special provisions, see chapter 2.



denial of the right to vote by reason of race, color, on voting between 1975 and 1980. Second, letters
religion, age, sex, handicap, or national origin.10 To from the Department of Justice to covered jurisdic-
help secure full and meaningful enfranchisement of tions, objecting to proposed changes in voting
minorities, the Commission has responded to con- procedures that jurisdictions sought to implement,
gressional requests for testimony," held hearings, 12 were examined. Third, major civil rights organiza-
and issued reports'3 on voting rights problems. After

tions were asked whether they knew of instances ofa comprehensive study in 1975 the Commission
reported to the Congress on progress under the possible or actual denial of voting rights.19 Fourth,reported to the Congress on progress under the

Voting Rights Act during hearings on extension of the Commission's regional offices and State Adviso-
the act. 4 The Commission found that minorities had ry Committees provided information on reported
made substantial progress in entering the political voting problems and made site visits to polling
system compared to almost total exclusion in 1965, places in their areas.
but also found that persistent and serious obstacles To determine how extensive and serious these
remained. 15voting rights problems were, Commission staff

The present report assesses whether discrimina- undertook an indepth examination of jurisdictions
tion continues to exist in jurisdictions covered by the subject to the preclearance provisions of the Voting
original special provisions of the Voting Rights Act, Rights Act.2 0 Jurisdictions considered for indepth
under consideration for extension in 1982.16 These analysis met the following criteria:
special provisions require jurisdictions to preclear a .he . o .. i i(a) The jurisdiction had a total minority popula-with the United States Department of Justice or the tn of 20 p t o 
U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia any percent o m
proposed changes in voting practices or procedures (b) The percentage of minority elected officials
prior to implementing them. Jurisdictions must was less than the percentage of minorities in the
prove that such changes are not discriminatory in population;
purpose or effect.17 In addition, this report assesses (c) The jurisdiction had more than one reported
whether discrimination continues to exist in jurisdic- voting problem; and
tions made subject to preclearance by the 1975 (d) Sufficient information could be obtained to
amendments to the Voting Rights Act. These analyze the nature and extent of the alleged
provisions are due for extension in 1985.18 problems.

For jurisdictions subject to the preclearance pro-
visions, first, Commission staff examined court cases

10 42 U.S.C. §1975c(a)(1) (Supp. III 1979). 16 See appendix B, table B.1, for a list of jurisdictions covered by the
' See, e.g.: U.S., Congress, House, Subcommittee No. 5 of the Committee original special provisions of the Voting Rights Act.

on the Judiciary, Voting Rights: Hearings on H.R. 6400, 89th Cong., 1st 17 Under the special provisions, jurisdictions may also be designated for
sess., 1965, pp. 123-311; U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Constitu- Federal examiners and observers. For a full discussion of the duties of
tional Rights of the Committee on the Judiciary, Amendments to the Voting Federal examiners and observers, see chapter 2
Rights Act of 1965: Hearings on S.818, S.2456, S.2507, and Title IVofS.2029, See a ndix B, table B.3, for a list of jurisdictions covered by the 1975
91st Cong., 1st and 2nd sess., 1969 and 1970, pp. 28-87, 396-431, 661-62; S aendmes tae V o ting Rights Act. 42 U . §193b(a) provides a
U.S., Congress, House, Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights of mendments to the Votng Rights Act. 42 o.S.C. §1973b(a ) provides a
the Committee on the Judiciary, Extension of the Voting Rights Act: Hearing mechanism whereby ursdctions covered by the special provisions of the
on H.R. 939, H.R. 2148, H.R. 3247, and H.R. 3501, 94th Cong., 1st sess., act may achieve exemption from coverage ("bailout). Jurisdictions
1975, pp. 17-60; U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Constitutional covered in 1965 may seek bailout in 1982. These provisions may be
Rights of the Committee on the Judiciary, Extension of the Voting Rights Act extended in 1982 to require coverage for an additional number of years.
of 1965: Hearings on S.407, S. 903, S. 1297, S. 1409, and S. 1443. Jurisdictions covered by the 1970 amendments may seek to bail out in 1987
12 U.S., Commission on Civil Rights, Hearing, Montgomery, Ala., Dec. 8- while those covered by the 1975 amendments are required to be covered a
9, 1958, and Jan. 9, 1959; U.S., Commission on Civil Rights, Hearing, Los minimum of 10 years under the act before bailout is possible. These
Angeles, Jan. 25-26, 1960; U.S., Commission on Civil Rights, Hearing, San provisions would have to be extended in 1985 if coverage were to be
Francisco, Jan. 27-28, 1960; U.S., Commission on Civil Rights, Hearing, required for an additional number of years.
New Orleans, Sept. 27-28, 1960, and May 5-6, 1961; U.S., Commission on 19 The organizations contacted were: Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights
Civil Rights, Hearing, Jackson, Miss., Jan. 16-20, 1965. Under Law, the Voter Education Project, the Mexican American Legal
13 See, e.g., U.S., Commission on Civil Rights: Political Participation (1968); Defense and Educational Fund, the American ivil Liberties Union, the
and The Voting Rights Act: Ten Years After (1975)..and The Voting Rights Act: Ten YearsAfe(1NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc., the NAACP, the
14 U.S., Congress, House, Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights NAACP Legal Defense and Educatonal Fund Incthe NACP, the
of the Committee on the Judiciary, Extension of the Voting Rights Act: outhern over w Center, and the Southwest Voter Registration
Hearings on H.R. 939, H.R. 2148, H.R. 3247, and H.R. 3501, 94th Cong., 1st Education Project.
sess., 1975, pp. 17-60; U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Constitu- 20 Due to limited resources, the Commission was unable to undertake an
tional Rights of the Committee on the Judiciary, Extension of the Voting examination of possible voting problems throughout the Nation as a whole.
Rights Act of 1965: Hearings on S.407, S.903, S. 1297, S. 1409, and S. 1443. The study was limited to jurisdictions covered by special provisons of the
15 For a full discussion of the types of problems that remained in 1975, see Voting Rights Act.
U.S., Commission on Civil Rights, The Voting Rights Act.' Ten Years After 21 The term "minorities" refers to blacks, Hispanics, Asian Americans, and
(1975). American Indians.
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The report also seeks to determine whether there continue to experience problems in registering to
has been effective enforcement of the minority vote. Chapter 4 considers whether problems in
language provisions of the Voting Rights Act.2 2 voting continue. Chapter 5 presents an analysis of
Jurisdictions subject to these provisions are required the difficulties minority voters and minority candi-
to print materials related to registration and voting dates are experiencing in achieving fair representa-
in the applicable minority language as well as tion. Chapter 6 presents an analysis of Department
English and to provide oral assistance in registration of Justice objections to proposed changes in voting
and voting, if needed. 23 practices and procedures and of noncompliance with

The Commission interviewed over 150 individuals the Voting Rights Act by covered jurisdictions.
who are knowledgeable about the voting problems Chapter 7 analyzes the effectiveness of the minority
that exist in the minority communities within the language provisions in increasing the political partic-
jurisdictions studied. These persons included minori- ipation of language minorities in the political pro-
ty elected officials, former candidates for national, cess. Finally, chapter 8 presents findings and recom-
State, and local government positions, attorneys, mendations.
religious and community leaders, representatives of In addition, there are seven appendices to the
local and national civil rights organizations, partici- report which contain relevant background informa-
pants in registration and voting drives at the local tion. For example, appendix G includes responses to
level, and State and local election officials. In statements made in the report pursuant to section
addition, Commission staff analyzed alleged voting 102(e) of the Commission's statute and section
problems in depth in 70 jurisdictions subject to the 702.18 of its rules and regulations. According to the
preclearance and/or the minority language provi- statute, "If a report of the Commission tends to
sions in Alabama, Arizona, California, Colorado, defame, degrade or incriminate any person, then the
Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, New Mexico, New report shall be delivered to such person thirty days
York, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, before the report shall be made public in order that
South Dakota, Texas, and Virginia. Field visits were such person may make a timely answer to the
made to 32 of these jurisdictions. Alleged voting report." 26

problems in the remaining 38 jurisdictions were In fulfilling this requirement the Commission
analyzed with information obtained from the De- identified 58 local registration and election officials
partment of Justice and civil rights organizations. as well as various officials holding elective office in
This information includes court decisions, Depart- 38 jurisdictions discussed in the report. Letters were
ment of Justice objection letters, 24 complaints filed sent to these officials containing pertinent sections of
with the Department of Justice, and Commission the report and requesting a verified answer. Thirty-
regional office and State Advisory Committee re- five verified responses concerning 28 jurisdictions
ports. The report that follows presents the results of were received and appear in appendix G. These
this analysis.2 5 (Appendix A lists the jurisdictions verified responses were taken into consideration in
discussed in the report.) preparing the report in its final form. In some cases,

Chapter 2 of this report explains the Voting the draft was modified on the basis of the Commis-
Rights Act and discusses the effects the act has had sion's analysis of the facts contained in the verified
in enabling minorities to register and vote and in answers. In other cases, a response to the answer
increasing the number of minority elected officials. was prepared, and it also appears in appendix G,
Chapter 3 explores the issue of whether minorities immediately following the verified answer.

22 42 U.S.C. §§1973b(b), (f)(l)-(4), 1973aa-la(a)-(e) (1976). 26 42 U.S.C. 1975-1975e, §102(e). For the complete Commission statute
23 Id. §1973b(f)(4), §1973aa-la(c). and regulation relating to defame and degrade, see appendix F of the
24 See chapter 6 for a discussion of Department of Justice objection letters. report.
25 Due to limited resources, the Commission was unable to undertake a
systematic examination of the effectiveness of the Department of Justice in
enforcing the Voting Rights Act.
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Chapter 2

The Voting Rights Act and Its
Effects

The Voting Rights Act1 was enacted on August 7, absentee if they have applied for absentee ballots not
1965, and was amended in 1970 and 1975. The act later than 7 days prior to the Presidential election. 5

contains general provisions that are permanent and If a qualified voter moves to another State or
affect the entire Nation; it also has special provisions jurisdiction within 30 days of a Presidential election
that are temporary and only affect jurisdictions that (and, therefore, does not satisfy the 30-day registra-
meet certain criteria specified in the act. tion requirement), the voter must be allowed to vote

either in person or by absentee ballot at his or her
General Provisions former residence. 6

The general provisions of the act protect the The general provisions, furthermore, provide for
voting rights of Americans in several important increased enforcement of voting guarantees by
ways. These provisions prohibit voting qualifica- private parties. Section 3 permits private parties, as
tions or procedures that would deny or abridge a well as the Attorney General of the United States, to
person's right to vote because of race, color, or file suit to enforce the voting guarantees of the 14th
inclusion in a minority language group.2 The general and 15th amendments.7 Under the remedies of
provisions also make it a crime for a public official to section 3, the court may authorize the appointment
refuse to allow a qualified person to vote or for any of Federal examiners and observers or may require
person to use threats or intimidation to prevent preclearance in any jurisdiction in the United States,
someone from voting or helping another to vote.3 regardless of its coverage under the Voting Rights

Another general provision is section 202, which Act. 8 Private enforcement of voting rights is also
abolishes durational residency requirements as a aided by section 14, the general provision authoriz-
precondition to voting for President and Vice ing the payment of attorney's fees to prevailing
President. 4 Section 202 also establishes nationwide parties in voting rights cases. 9

standards for absentee registration and balloting in Another permanent provision with nationwide
Presidential elections. Under this section, States are application that has helped to remove obstacles to
required to allow qualified persons to apply to voting is section 201 of the act, prohibiting the use of
register to vote 30 days prior to a Presidential tests or devices in voting.10 This permanent ban on
election and to allow qualified voters to vote tests or devices refers to any requirement that
' Voting Rights Act of 1965, Pub. L. No. 89-110, 79 Stat. 437, as amended Id. §1973aa-l(d).
by Pub. L. No. 91-285, 84 Stat. 314, and Pub. L. No. 94-73, 89 Stat. 402 6 Id. §1973aa-l(e).
(codified at 42 U.S.C. §§1971, 1973 to 1973bb-1 (1976)). 7 Id. §1973a(c).
2 42 U.S.C. §§1973, 1973b(f)(2) (1976). Id. §1973a(a) and (c).
3 Id. §§1973i(a) and (b) (1976). 9 Id. §19731(e).
4 Id. §1973aa-1(b). 10 Id. §1973aa(a).
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persons, as a prerequisite to voting or registering, be voting or registering, and less than 50 percent of
required to: its voting age population were registered on
(1) demonstrate the ability to read, write, or understand, or November 1, 1972, or voted in the Presidential
interpret any matter; election of 1972, and more than 5 percent of the

(2) demonstrate any educational achievement or. . .knowledge citizens of voting age in the jurisdiction were
of any particular subject; members of a single language minority group.15

(3) possess good moral character; or The coverage formula is not limited to one
geographic region; jurisdictions throughout the Na-(4) prove [their] qualifications by the voucher of registered eor ire urisdictions o o the

voters or member of any other class. tion are covered. Jurisdictions covered by these
provisions include the entire States of Alaska,

Special Provisions Alabama, Arizona, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi,
Additional voting protections are provided citi- South Carolina, Texas, and Virginia, and counties or

zens in certain jurisdictions through application of towns in Connecticut, California, Colorado, Florida,
the act's special provisions. The special provisions Hawaii, Idaho, Massachusetts, Michigan, NewHawaii, Idaho, Massachusetts, Michigan, Neware found in sections 4 through 9 and section 203 of H , Hampshire, New York, North Carolina, Souththe act. Unlike the general provisions, which are
permanent and apply nationwide, the special provi- Dakota, and Wyoming. Appendix B lists all jurisdic-permanent and apply nationwide, the special provi- 
sions are temporary and apply only in those jurisdic- tons covered by the Voting Rights Act.
tions that meet certain criteria. The special provisions of the Voting Rights Act

were enacted to provide protection against perva-
Coverage Formula sive racial discrimination in registering, voting, and

A jurisdiction is "covered" or made subject to the running for office. Prior to their enactment, State
act's special provisions if it meets one of the and local officials were able to effectively exclude
following tests found in section 4: minorities from political participation in many ar-

(1) The jurisdiction maintained on November 1, eas.16 For example, some jurisdictions used "literacy
1964, any test or device as a precondition for tests" as a prerequisite to registration, which were
voting or registering, and less than 50 percent of manipulated in such a way that most blacks failed,
its total voting age population were registered on . . . .but most whites passed.17 Other jurisdictions re-November 1, 1964, or voted in the Presidential
election of 1964 o. rvtn12 tequired blacks, who attempted to register, to beelection of 1964. 12

accompanied by two persons already registered;(2) The jurisdiction maintained on November 1, c anied by two persons already registered;
1968, a test or device as a precondition for voting since no blacks were ready registered, whites had
or registering, and less than 50 percent of its total to be found, and none made themselves available.l8

voting age population were registered on Novem- In some areas discrimination was so pervasive blacks
ber 1, 1968, or voted in the Presidential election of knew that any attempt to participate in elections was
1968.13 futile.19 Although legislation had been passed prohi-
(3) The jurisdiction maintained on November 1, biting discrimination in voting,2 0 minorities contin-
1972 any test or device,14 as a precondition to ued effectively to be excluded from the political

11 Id. §1973aa(a)(b). Extension of the Voting Rights Act: Hearing on H.R. 939, H.R. 2148, H.R.
12 Id. §1973b(b). 3247, and H.R. 3501, 94th Cong., 1st sess., 1975, pp. 398-486 (testimony of
3 Id. Dr. Charles Cotrell, professor of political science, St. Mary's University,

14 Id. §1973b(f)(3). This section was added by the 1975 aendmdents to the San Antonio).
act and states that the term "test or device" shall also mean any practice or 16 U.S., Commission on Civil Rights, Political Participation (1968), pp. 6--7,
requirement by which a jurisdiction provided any registration or voting (hereafter cited as Political Participation).
notices, forms, instructions, assistance, or other information relating to the 17 Washington Research Project, The Shameful Blight: The Survival of
electoral process, including ballots, only in the English language. Racial Discrimination in Voting in the South (Washington, D.C.: 1972), p. 1
15 42 U.S.C. §1973b(b) (1976). When the Voting Rights Act was under (hereafter cited as Shameful Blight); U.S., Congress, Senate, Committee on
consideration for extension in 1975, testimony was presented showing that the Judiciary, Hearings on Voting Rights, 89th Cong., 1st sess., 1965, S.
minority language groups were victims of the same types of discriminatory Rept. 1564, pp. 9-11.
practices used to prevent blacks from registering and voting. In addition, 18 Ibid.
testimony revealed that the use of English-only election materials also 19 Ibid.
prevented minority language groups from registering and voting. As a 20 Act of May 31, 1870, ch. 114, 16 Stat. 140; Civil Rights Act of 1957, Pub.
result of this testimony, a coverage formula was devised that would apply L. No. 85-315, §131, 71 Stat. 637; Civil Rights Act of 1960, Pub. L. No. 86-
to those areas where discrimination against members of minority language 449, §601, 74 Stat. 90; Civil Rights Act of 1964, Pub. L. No. 88-352, §101,
groups was most blatant. See, U.S., Congress, House, Subcommittee on 78 Stat. 241. The current version of these acts is codified at 42 U.S.C. §1971
Civil and Constitutional Rights of the Committee on the Judiciary, (1976).
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process in many jurisdictions. As a result, few repressive schemes. Experience demonstrates that the coinci-
21 and candidates and . dence of such schemes and low electoral registration or participa-

minorities were registered,21 and candidates and tion is usually the result of racial discrimination in the administra-
officeholders were able to ignore the needs and tion of the election process.24

concerns of minority citizens.2 2

The special provisions of the Voting Rights Act
were intended to overcome such blatantly discrimi- Exemption from Coverage
natory treatment. These provisions are limited to In order to exempt itself (bail out) from coverage

those jurisdictions that manifested a problem of under the special rovisions, a jurisdiction must
pervasive, overt discrimination, through the use of obtain a declaratory judgment in the U.S. District

pervasive,* ovr iciiaiCourt for the District of Columbia that it has nottests or devices as a prerequisite to registering and ourt for th D t o m atat o
voting, resulting in low minority registration and used a test or device with a discriminatory purpose
voting rates. In his 1965 testimony before the House or effect for a certan period of years prior to filing
Committee on the Judiciary during hearings on the the action Jurisdictions that maintained tests or
Voting Rights Act, Attorney General Nicholas devices as a precondition to voting or registering on

Katzenbach explained why these provisions were November 1, 1964 (i.e., jurisdictions covered by the

needed: act in 1965), or November 1, 1968 (i.e., jurisdictions
covered by the 1970 amendments), must prove that

Three times in the last decade-in 1956, in 1960, and in 1964- such tests or devices have not been used with a
those who oppose stronger Federal legislation concerning the 
electoral process have asked Congress to be patient; and Congress discriminatory purpose or effect for 17 years.2 5

has been patient. Three times since 1956 they have said that local Jurisdictions covered in 1965 may seek to bail out in
officials, subject to judicial direction, will solve the voting 1982 and those covered by the 1970 amendments
problem. And each time Congress has left the problem largely to 
the courts and the local officials. Three times since 1956 they may seek to bail out 1987. Jurisdictions that
have told us that the prescription would provide the entire cure- maintained tests or devices in November 1972 (i.e.,
this prescription aided by time-and Congress has followed that jurisdictions covered by the 1975 amendments) must
advice ...

prove that such tests or devices have not been used
I will not burden this committee again with numerous examples of with a discriminatory purpose or effect for 10
the use of tests and similar devices which measure only the race of t b 
an applicant for registration, not his literacy or anything else. ars These urisdictions may seek to bai out in

1985. Some jurisdictions have been able to prove
And I need not describe at length how much time it takes to that they have not used a test or device with a
obtain judicial relief against discrimination, relief which so often 
proves inadequate. Even after the Department of Justice obtains a discriminatory purpose or effect prior to the end of
judicial decree, a recalcitrant registrar's ability to invent ways to the 17- or 10-year period and, thus, have been able to
evade the court's command is all too frequently more than equal bail out.2 7

to the court's capacity to police the State registration process. 23 T i ii i ii t 
The bailout provision, which indicates the number

Attorney General Katzenbach stated that the of years required for jurisdictions to prove that they
coverage formula, which would apply to jurisdic- have not used a test or device with the purpose or
tions that used tests or devices and that had low effect of discriminating, has been extended twice, for
registration rates or voter turnout, was not perfect, 5 years in 1970 and 7 years in 1975. Extension of this
in that it would include areas that might not be using provision means that jurisdictions included in the
tests or devices in a discriminatory manner, and it coverage formula will be subject to the preclearance
could exclude areas that might be discriminating in provision of section 5 and can be designated for
other ways. He believed, however, that the cover- Federal examiners and observers.
age formula did affect most areas where voting Past extensions of the act were based on judgment
discrimination was particularly flagrant: by the Congress that denials of voting rights

continued to exist in jurisdictions subject to preclear-
The tests and devices with which the bill deals include the usual
literacy, understanding and interpretation tests that are easily ance. The issue of whether the 1975 extensions were
susceptible to manipulation, as well as a variety of other justified was raised in a recent decision of the

21 Political Participation, pp. 12-13. 27 Id. Since January 1975 jurisdictions in three States have bailed out of the
22 Shameful Blight, p. 1. special provisions. They are: (1) the 18 municipalities in the State of Maine
23 U.S., Congress, Senate, Committee on the Judiciary, Hearings on Voting (Maine v. United States, No. 75-2125 (D.D.C. Nov. 25, 1975)); (2) Curry,
Rights, 89th Cong., 1st sess., 1965, S. Rept. 1564, pp. 8-9. McKinley, and Otero Counties, New Mexico (New Mexico v. United
24 Id. at 14. States, No. 76-0067 (D.D.C. July 30, 1976)); and (3) Choctaw and
25 Id. §1973b(a). McCurtain Counties, Oklahoma (Oklahoma v. United States, No. 76-1250
26 42 U.S.C. §1973b(a) (1976). (D.D.C. May 12, 1978)).
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Supreme Court of the United tates, City of Rome . determination that at least another seven years of statutory
remedies were necessary to counter the perpetuation of 95 years

United States. 28 The city of Rome, Georgia, which of pervasive voting discrimination is both unsurprising and

was seeking to remove itself from coverage under unassailable. The extension of the Act, then, was plainly a

section 5 of the act, argued that the special provi- constitutional method of enforcing the Fifteenth Amendment.
3 3

sions of the Voting Rights Act had "outlived their The city of Rome also argued that it was a

usefulness by 1975, when Congress extended the act "political subdivision" that could seek to "bail out"

for another seven years. "29 despite the fact that the coverage formula included
The Court rejected the city's argument, stating th entire State of Georgia. The formula for deter-

that the judgment of the Congress was based on mining which jurisdictions are subject to the special
evidence showing that minorities continued to beevidence showing that minorities continued to beprovisions can include an entire State or a political

seriously underrepresented in most elective pos- subdivision within a State even though the entire

tions, that recent gains were only due to the act's State is not covered. Specifically, the coverage

preclearance requirement, and that the preclearance formula can include "any State or. .any political

requirement prevented jurisdictions from devising subdivision of a State" 34 that meets the criteria

new ways of discriminating against minority citiz- described in the formula.

ens.3 0 The Court further stated: The Supreme Court of the United States stated

that the issue is whether the city of Rome is defined
It must not be forgotten that in 1965, 95 years after ratification of
the Fifteenth Amendment extended the right to vote to all as a State or a political subdivision under the act.
citizens regardless of race or color, Congress found that racial The Court held that neither definition applied to the

discrimination in voting was an "insidious and pervasive evil city since "the coverage formula. . .has never been
which had been perpetuated in certain parts of our country applied to it. Thus, the city could not eek to bail

through unremitting and ingenious defiance of the Constitu- t it. Thus the coul ot seek to b
tion."31 In adopting the Voting Rights Act, Congress sought to out independent of the State. The Court stated:
remedy this century of obstruction by shifting "the advantage of
time and inertia from the perpetrators of the evil to its victims."3 2

Ten years later, Congress found that a seven-year extension of the . . .[T]he city comes within the act because it is part of a covered

Act was necessary to preserve the "limited and fragile" achieve- State. Under the plain language of the statute, then, it appears that

ment of the Act and to promote further amelioration of voting any bailout action to exempt the city must be filed by, and seek to

discrimination. When viewed in this light, Congress' considered exempt all of, the State of Georgia.36

28 446 U.S. 156 (1980). In 1966, the city of Rome, Georgia, made several judgment to the United States. The city then appealed the district court's

changes in its method of electing members both to its city commission and decision to the Supreme Court of the United States, and the Supreme Court

board of education. Before 1966 the city had a nine-member city of the United States affirmed the district court's decision. The city made

commission and a five-member board of education. Members of both bodies several arguments on appeal, major ones of which are discussed in this

were elected at large by a plurality of the vote. Members of the city chapter.

commission had to reside in one of nine wards even though they were to be 29 Id. at 180.

elected on an at-large basis. There was no residency requirement for 30 Id. at 180-181.

members of the board of education. In 1966 Rome's new city charter 31 South Carolina v. Katzenbach, 383 U.S. 301 at 309.

changed the method of electing members to the city commission by (1) 32 Id. at 328.

decreasing the number of wards from nine to three; (2) providing for three 33 446 U.S. at 181-182.

numbered posts in each of the three new wards; (3) establishing a majority 34 42 U.S.C. §1973b(b) (1976).

vote with a runoff requirement; and (4) providing for staggered terms for 35 446 U.S. at 167.

the three commissioners in the new wards. The city charter changed the 36 Id. During the 1965 House and Senate consideration of the Voting

method of electing members to the board of education by (1) increasing the Rights Act of 1965, the issue of why a political subdivision within a

size of the board from five to six members, (2) creating three wards with covered State should not be permitted to bail out independently of the State

two numbered posts, (3) establishing a residency requirement and (4) was also addressed. Several reasons were given for the act's denying a

providing for staggered terms. In addition to the changes in the method of political subdivision within a covered State the right to seek individual

electing members to the city commission and the board of education, the exemption from the Voting Rights Act. First, "where the discriminatory

city made 60 annexations between Nov. 1, 1964, and Feb. 10, 1975. use of tests and devices is a matter of State policy it is appropriate that

None of the election changes made by the city of Rome was submitted to suspension of these tests and devices be statewide." H.R. Rep. No. 439,

the Department of Justice for preclearance until 1974. When they were 89th Cong., 1st sess., reprinted in [1965] U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 2437,

submitted, the Attorney General objected to the use of numbered posts, 2446. Second, because of the relationship between political subdivisions and

majority vote, and staggered terms for electing members to the city State government, a political subdivision may be required to implement

commission. It objected to these same voting rules and to the residency State laws or policies which discriminate against minorities irrespective of

requirement for electing members of the board of education. In addition, its own inclinations or intent. This was specifically noted in the Senate

the Attorney General objected to 13 of the 60 annexations made by the Judiciary Committee report on the proposed Voting Rights Act:

city. (The 13 annexations were subsequently precleared for school board [I]n most of the States affected by section 4 [bailout] local boards of

elections, but not for city elections.) The Attorney General determined that registration are so closely and directly controlled by and subject to the

the city had not met its burden of proving that the changes were not direction of State boards of election-and, indeed, the State legisla-

discriminatory in purpose or effect. To support its conclusion it noted that ture-that they would be required to misapply tests and devices,

the city's use of an at-large election system where racial bloc voting existed irrespective of their own inclinations, if this suited the general policy

prevented blacks from electing candidates of their choice. of the State government. S. Rep. No. 162, 89th Cong., 1st sess., (Joint

After the Attorney General objected, the city sought a declaratory Views of 12 Members of the Judiciary Committee Relating to the

judgment in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia that its Voting Rights Act of 1965, reprinted in [1965] U.S. Code Cong. & Ad.

election changes were not discriminatory, but the court granted summary News 2508, 2554).
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Preclearance (5) Any change in the eligibility and qualifica-
A State or political subdivision covered by one of tion procedures for independent candidates;

the criteria in section 4 is subject to the requirements (6) Any action extending or shortening the term
of section 5 of the act. Section 5 requires a covered of an official or changing the method of selecting
jurisdiction to submit ("preclear") any proposed an official (e.g., a change from election to appoint-
change in its voting laws, practices, or procedures to ment);
the U.S. Attorney General or to the U.S. District (7) Any change in the method of counting
Court for the District of Columbia.3 7 The submitting votes.4 2

jurisdiction has the burden of proof in establishing The requirement that jurisdictions submit all
that the proposed change does not have a racially changes in their voting laws, practices, and proce-
discriminatory purpose or effect.3 8 The jurisdiction dures is an effective device for preventing new or
may not enforce or administer the change if the subtle forms of discriminatory practices in voting.4 3

Attorney General objects to it.39 The new qualifica- The importance of section 5 was discussed by
tion or procedure may be enforced 60 days after the Assistant Attorney General J. Stanley Pottinger
submission is completed if the Attorney General during the 1975 hearings on extension of the Voting
does not issue an objection.40 The submitting juris- Rights Act:
diction still may seek a declaratory judgment in the
U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia that In summary, there have been significant improvements in thepolitical role of blacks since the passage of the Voting Rightsthe proposed change is not discriminatory in pur- Act ... The number of objections which the Attorney General
pose or effect if the Attorney General objects. 4' has made to changes in voting laws submitted to him under

The scope of changes that must be submitted for section 5 shows that there is still a potential for the passage oflegislation which has either as its purpose or effect the exclusionpreclearance is broad, including changes that appear of black voters from their rightful role. This potential could
to be minor. Legislation and administrative actions become reality in the absence of some objective control at the
within the scope of section 5 review include, but are Federal level.'
not limited to, the following types of changes: In City of Rome v. United States, 4. the city, which

(1) Any change in qualifications or eligibility for was attempting to exempt itself from coverage under
voting; the act, argued that section 5 is unconstitutional
(2) Any change in procedures concerning regis- since it requires jurisdictions subject to preclearance
tration, balloting, or informing or assisting citizens to prove that proposed changes in voting practices
to register and vote; or procedures are not discriminatory in purpose or
(3) Any change in the constituency or bound- effect. The city alleged that section 1 of the 15th
aries of a voting unit (e.g., through redistricting, amendment only prohibits voting practices that have
annexation, or reapportionment), the location of a a discriminatory purpose and "that in enforcing that
polling place, change to at-large elections from provision pursuant to section 2, Congress may not
district elections or to district elections from at- prohibit voting practices lacking discriminatory
large elections; intent even if they are discriminatory in effect." 46
(4) Any alteration affecting the eligibility of The Supreme Court of the United States upheld
persons to become or remain candidates or obtain the constitutionality of section 5. It stated that the
a position on the ballot in primary or general city was actually arguing that the Court reverse one
elections; of its earlier decisions upholding the constitutionali-

Not allowing each political subdivision within a covered State to bail out 41 Id. §1973b(a).
independently of the State also would remedy the problem of discrimina- 42 Procedures for the Administration of Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act oftion on a statewide level and would place the reponsibility for eliminating 1965 28 C.F.R. §51.4 (1980).discrimination both with the State and its political subdivisions. 43 The Voting Rights Act establishes a broad definition of "voting,"The 1965 House committee report on the proposed Voting Rights ActThe 1965 House committee report on the proposed Voting Rights Act including all action needed to cast an effective ballot in any primary,(H.R. 6400) also stated that allowing each political subdivision within a
covered State to sbail out aindependently of the State "would impose a special, or general election; this includes, but is not limited to, registering,
covered State to bail out independently of the State "would impose a
continuation of the burdensome county-by-county litigation approach casting a ballot, and having the ballot counted properly and included in the
which has been shown to be inadequate." H.R. Rep. No. 439, 89th Cong., appropriate totals. 42 U.S.C. §19731(c)(1) (1976).
1st sess., reprinted in [1965] U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 2437, 2446. 44 U.S., Congress, House, Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights37 42 U.S.C. §1973c (1976). of the Committee on the Judiciary, Extension of the Voting Rights Act.
38 Procedures for the Administration of Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act of Hearings on H.R. 939, H.R. 2148, H.R. 3247, and H.R. 3501, 94th Cong., 1st1965, 28 C.F.R. §55.2 (1980). sess., 1975, p. 174.
39 42 U.S.C. §1973c (1976). 45 446 U.S. 156(1980).
40 Id. 4" Id. at 173.
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ty of the special provisions of the Voting Rights amendments. 5 5 The selection and appointment of
Act, South Carolina v. Katzenbach. 47 In that decision Federal examiners is handled by the U.S. Office of
the Court stressed that section 2 of the 15th Personnel Management, formerly the U.S. Civil
amendment gave Congress power to enforce the Service Commission.5 6

voting guarantees of section 1 of that amendment. It Under the act, duties of Federal examiners include
stated: interviewing and listing people eligible to vote and,

at least once a month, transmitting a list of eligible
By adding this authorization [in §2], the Framers indicated that
Congress was to be chiefly responsible for implementing the voters to the appropriate State or local election
rights created in §1. "It is the power of Congress which has been official for inclusion on the jurisdiction's official
enlarged. Congress is authorized to enforce the prohibitions by
appropriate legislation. Some legislation is contemplated to make
the [Civil War] amendments fully effective."4 8 Accordingly, in examiner is issued a certificate of eligibility to vote.5 8

addition to the courts, Congress has full remedial powers to Additionally, examiners are available during an
effectuate the constitutional prohibition against racial discrimina- 
tion in voting.4 9 election and within 48 hours after the polls close to

receive complaints that qualified voters have been
In City of Rome, the Supreme Court of the United denied their right to vote.
States again found that section 5 was appropriate for The use of Federal oservers is another way in
enforcing the 15th amendment.5 0 The Court stated, which the special provisions of the act attempt to
"Congress could rationally have concluded that,"Congress could rationally have concluded that, deal with obstacles to voting that may be imposed at
because electoral changes by jurisdictions with a Attorney General may request

the local level. The Attorney General may request
demonstrable history of intentional racial discrimina- of Personnel Management to appoint

the U.S. Office of Personnel Management to appoint
tion in voting create the risk of purposeful discrimi- F l o s fr e s in t 

Federal observers for elections in those jurisdictions
nation, it was proper to prohibit changes that have a 
discriminatory impact.""5 1 The Supreme Court of the designated for examiners.5 Observers are usually
United States, therefore, affirmed the judgment of civil servants who work with attorneys from the
the district court that the city of Rome had failed to Department of Justice." They are assigned to
meet its burden of proving that certain electoral polling places and observe whether persons who are
changes and annexations which were not precleared eligible to vote are allowed to vote. They may also
by the Attorney General did not have a discrimina- observe whether votes cast by eligible voters are
tory effect. 5 2 being properly counted.

The Attorney General considers three basic fac-

Federal Observers and Examiners tors before making a determination that Federal
Another of the acs special provisions permits the observers will be sent to a jurisdiction. These factorsAnother of the act's special provisions permits the

appointment of Federal examiners.5 3 These examin- are
ers may be authorized by the Attorney General if he (1) The extent to which those who will run an
receives 20 meritorious written complaints from election are prepared so that there are sufficient
citizens in a jurisdiction claiming that their right to voting hours and facilities, procedural rules for
vote has been denied on account of race, color, or voting are adequately publicized, and nondiscrimi-
inclusion in a minority language group. 54 Federal natorily selected polling officials are instructed in
examiners may also be authorized if the Attorney election procedures;6 1
General believes their appointment is necessary to (2) The confidence of the minority community
enforce the voting guarantees of the 14th or 15th in the electoral process and the individuals con-

47 383 U.S. 301 (1966). 
5
4 Id.

48 Ex parte Virginia, 100 U.S. 339, 345 (1879); the Civil War Amendments 55 Id.
were ratified in an attempt to provide newly freed slaves rights and 56 Id.
privileges similar to those enjoyed by other citizens. The 13th amendment 57 Id.
abolished slavery within the United States and its territories. The 14th 58 Id
amendment granted citizenship to the former slaves and prohibited State 59 42 U.S.C. §1973f(1976).
interference with a citizen's right to due process and equal protection of the 60 Id. David Hunter, attorney, Litigation Unit, U.S., Department of

* ̂ , * - , , , c i - * 60 Id.; David Hunter, attorney, Litigation Unit, U.S., Department of
laws. The 15th amendment gave the freedmen the right to vote;
9 446 U.S. at 174, citing South Carolina v. Katzenbach 383 U.S. at 325-26. Justice, telephone interview, July 24, 1981.

50 446 U.S. at 175. 61 U.S., Congress, Senate, Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee on

51 Id. at 177. Constitutional Rights, Hearings on Extension of the Voting Rights Act of
52 Id. at 158. 1965, 94th Cong., 1st sess., 1975, S.407, S.903, S.1297, S.1409, and S.1443, p.
53 42 U.S.C. §1973d (1976). 538. (testimony of J. Stanley Pottinger, Assistant Attorney General).
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ducting the election, including the use of minori- order 66 if the court determines that they are neces-
ties as poll officials; 62

sary to enforce voting guarantees or as part of any
(3) The possibility of forces outside the official final judgment if the court determines that violations
election machinery (such as racial violence, of voting rights justifying equitable relief have
threats of violence, or a history of discrimination occurred. 67

in other areas) interfering with the election.63 Federal examiners have been appointed to three
Between January 1975 and December 1980, the jurisdictions that were not included in the act's

Department of Justice sent examiners to two coun- coverage formula: Thurston County, Nebraska 6

ties for purposes of listing people eligible to vote, Bartelme, Wisconsin;69 and San Francisco, Californi-Bartelme, Wisconsin; 9 and San Francisco, Californi-Humphries and Madison Counties, Mississippi. The a.70 The U.S. Department of Justice filed lawsuits
Department also counties and sent 5,234 observersDepartment also counties and sent 5,234 observers against each of these jurisdictions seeking to enforce
to 74 counties covered by the Voting Rights Act. 64 the voting guarantees of the 14th and 15th amend-
(See appendix C for the covered jurisdictions desig- ments. A consent decree o a preliminary injunction
nated for examiners and observers) )ments. A consent decree or a preliminary injunctionnated for examiners and observers.) was entered in each of the cases.was entered in each of the cases.

Under section 3(c) of the Voting Rights Act the
Applicability of the Special Provisions to court may require preclearance by a State or
Noncovered Jurisdictions political subdivision if the Attorney General or an

Although the coverage formula in the Voting aggrieved person files a suit under any statute to
Rights Act designates which jurisdictions are sub- enforce the 14th or 15th amendments and the court
ject both to the special provisions requiring pre- finds that violations of voting rights have oc-
clearance and permitting the appointment of Federal curred. 71 As an alternative to the court, the jurisdic-
examiners and observers, these remedies can be used tion may preclear its proposed changes in voting
in any jurisdiction in the United States, even though practices or procedures with the Attorney General.
the jurisdiction is not included in the coverage Preclearance becomes retroactive to the date the
formula. They can be used in jurisdictions in which suit was filed and lasts as long as the court deems
courts have found violations of the Voting Rights necessary.72

Act based on statutes enforcing the 14th and 15th In U.S. v. Thurston County, Nebraska, 73 preclear-
amendments.6 5 ance was one of the remedies stipulated in the

Under section 3(a) of the Voting Rights Act a consent decree between the county and the U.S.
court can authorize the appointment of Federal Department of Justice. The United States alleged
examiners in any jurisdiction (State or political that the county's at-large method of electing its
subdivision) in the Nation if the Attorney General or county board of supervisors diluted the voting rights
an aggrieved person files suit to enforce the right to of American Indians, in violation of the 14th and
vote under the 14th and 15th amendments. Examin- 15th amendments and section 2 of the Voting Rights
ers may be appointed as part of any interlocutory Act. A consent decree was entered in the case
62 Id. Voting Rights Act of 1965 as amended and the 14th and 15th amendments.
63 Id. The United States alleged that the town of Bartelme, Wisconsin, and
64 Gerald W. Jones, Chief, Voting Section, U.S. Department of Justice, Shawano County, Wisconsin, denied Indian residents of the Stockbridge-letter to Caroline Davis Gleiter, Assistant Staff Director for Program and Munsee Reservation the right to vote. The town signed a petition whichPolicy Review, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Mar. 12, 1981; U.S., the county approved severing the reservation from the town of Bartelme.Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Voting Section, "Counties Residents of the reservation, who formerly had voted and held electiveDesignated as Examiner Counties," Mar. 9, 1981; and U.S., Office of office in the town, were not allowed to vote for town or county officials inPersonnel Management, "Cumulative Totals on Voting Rights Examin- Bartelme. A preliminary injunction was issued ordering the "new" town ofing," Dec. 31, 1980. Bartelme to allow residents of the Stockbridge-Munsee Reservation to vote
65 42 U.S.C. §1973a(a) (1976). at polling locations in Bartelme during the upcoming primary and general
66 An interlocutory order is a temporary action by the court during the county elections.
course of a lawsuit which decides an issue but is not a final determination of 70 U.S. v. City and County of San Francisco, No. C-78 2521 CFP (N.D.the entire controversy. Cal. May 8, 1980). This was an action to enforce the minority language
67 Id. Section 3(a) also provides that examiners need not be authorized if provisions of the Voting Rights Act. The United States alleged thatincidents of denials of voting rights "(1) have been few in number and have Chinese- and Spanish-speaking residents of the city and county were notbeen promptly and effectively corrected by State or local action, (2) the receiving bilingual assistance in registration and voting, as required by thecontinuing effect of such incidents has been eliminated, and (3) there is no minority language provisions. (See the following section for a discussion ofreasonable probability of their recurrence in the future." the minority language provisions.)
68 U.S. v. Thurston Coanty, No. 78-0-380 (D. Neb. May 9, 1979) (consent 71 42 U.S.C. §1973a(c) (1976).decree) (see discussion of this case in the text). 72 Id.
69 U.S. v. Town of Bartelme, No. 78-c-101 (E.D. Wisc. Feb. 17, 1978) 73 United States v. Thurston County, No. 78-0-380 (D. Neb., May 9, 1979)(order granting preliminary injunction). This was an action to enforce the (consent decree).
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requiring county commissioners to be elected from increased substantially. The increase in registration
single-member districts.74 As part of the decree, /and voting has also led to an increase in the number
Thurston County was placed under sections 3(a) of minority elected officials, who rely substantially
(i.e., Federal examiners will be appointed) and 3(c) on minority voters to win election. The remainder of
(i.e., the jurisdiction must preclear its election this chapter will discuss trends in the numbers of
changes) of the Voting Rights Act for 5 years.75 minority elected officials and minority registration in

the jurisdictions that are covered under the preclear-
Minority Language Provisions ance provisions; that is, they meet one of the

The special provisions requiring assistance to requirements in section 4 and are therefore required
language minorities were added to the Voting to preclear changes in voting practices and proce-
Rights Act in 1975. The act was expanded because dures in accordance with section 5 of the Voting
the Congress determined that "voting discrimination Rights Act.
against citizens of language minorities is pervasive
and national in scope."7 6 Congress found that such Minority Elected Officials
citizens have been effectively excluded from partici-
pation in the electoral process through various Black Elected Officials
practices and procedures, including holding English- The number of blacks elected to public office in
only elections. 7

7 the States covered by the preclearance provisions of
Jurisdictions covered under sections 203(b) and the Voting Rights Act has been increasing steadily

4(f)(4) of the Voting Rights Act as amended must since the act was extended in 1975. In July 1980 a
comply with the special provisions requiring assis- total of 2,042 blacks held public office in the
tance to citizens of language minorities.78 Specifical- Southern States under statewide coverage,8 ' accord-
ly, these jurisdictions must provide: ing to data supplied by the Joint Center for Political

Studies, a public interest research firm providing
..any registration or voting notices, forms, instructions, assis- information and technical assistance to black elected

tance, or other materials or information relating to the electoral
process, including ballots,. . .in the language of the applicable officials, and the Virginia State Conference
minority group as well as in the English language.7 9 NAACP. The largest number of black elected

e . . s f r se t w t l officials was in Mississippi, where blacks held 387The provisions further state that where the lan-. e .<,^ .~~~~~~ r ui * . *elective offices. The State with the smallest number
guage of the applicable minority group is oral or

of black officeholders was Virginia, with 124. Tableunwritten, or, in the case of Alaskan Natives, if the 1 s h u r o ib i i m e s h 2.1 shows the number of black elected officials, bypredominant language is historically unwritten, the . . ,type of position, in the Southern States covered byjurisdiction only is required to furnish oral instruc-. 
the Voting Rights Act. (Data in this and thetions, assistance, or other registration and voting t V ng n n 

. .p * ofollowing tables include all of North Carolina,information.8 0 Over 100 counties and cities nation- f 
although 60 of 100 counties are not subject towide are covered by the minority language provi- 
preclearance.)sions. Table B.2 in appendix B lists those jurisdic- preclear

In 1980 blacks held a wide variety of politicaltions covered by the minority language provisions of . we 
the Voting Rights Act. positions. Ten State senators were black, as were 94

State representatives. The elective office that blacks
The Effet of the Vot g R h held most frequently was membership on municipal

The Effect of the Voting Rights governing bodies. Blacks also were often members
Act of elected school boards. They were less frequently

Since passage of the Voting Rights Act, some elected to county governing boards or to law
impediments to registration and voting have been enforcement positions (including sheriffs and
removed, and minority registration and voting have judges).

74 Id. at 3. "the jurisdiction to decide what materials must be provided in a minority
75 Id. language. A jurisdiction required to provide minority language materials is
76 42 U.S.C. §1973b(f)(1) (1976). only required to publish in the language of the applicable language minority
77 Id. §§1973b(f)(3), 1973aa-la. group materials distributed to or provided for the use of the electorate
78 Id. §1973aa-la(e) (1976). The language minorities covered under the act generally." 28 C.F.R. §55.19 (1980).
are American Indians, Asian Americans, Alaskan Natives, and persons of 80 42 U.S.C. §§1973b(f)(4), 1973aa-la(c) (1976).
Spanish heritage.81 This figure includes North Carolina which is not subject to statewide
79 42 U.S.C. §§1973b(f)(4) and 1973aa-la(c) (1976). The statute requires coverage under the preclearance provisions of the Voting Rights Act.
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The number of blacks holding public office in few blacks had been elected to the U.S. Congress or
1980 is especially striking when comparison is made to State senates in the Southern States covered by
with the number of blacks who held public office in the preclearance provisions. Larger numbers of
1974, before the act was extended. That year, black elected officials, however, had been elected to
according to data from the Joint Center for Political municipal governing bodies or to local school
Studies, 964 blacks had been elected to public office boards.
in the 6 covered States in the South, plus North Although the number of blacks elected to public
Carolina. (Texas was not covered at the time.) As office is increasing, they remain a very small
table 2.2 shows, the number of blacks holding percentage of all officials. For instance, over 40
elective offices almost doubled in most of these percent of black officials were members of municipal
States between 1974 and 1980. The largest percent- governing bodies in all of the Southern States
age increase occurred in Louisiana, where the subject to preclearance, but in no Southern State did
number of black elected officials rose 143.6 percent blacks constitute more than about 10 percent of
between 1974 and 1980. By contrast, the number of municipal body members; and in most States blacks
black officials elected in North Carolina rose 55.3 were a far smaller proportion, as can be seen in table

percent.8 2 2.4. In Virginia, where 18.9 percent of the popula-
In most States covered under the preclearance tion is black, blacks constituted 5.2 percent of

provisions, the number of blacks increased in each municipal governing bodies. In Georgia, where 26.8
type of office, and in some cases the gains were quite m g b I G percent of the citizens are black, 5.2 percent of
large. In South Carolina, for example, the number ofs r black

9'~~~ ' ~municipal body members were black.
black county and city school board members rose T u o bl a l

---- ~...~., ., ^The underrepresentation of blacks as elected
from 24 to 56. In Mississippi the number of blacks on

officials can also be seen in an analysis of elected
county governing boards rose from 8 to 27, and theni c, ounty officials in counties with at least a 20 percent
number of blacks on county and city local school l l l l 

black population. Blacks were consistently underre-
boards rose from 27 to 58. The number of black ,

boards rose from 27 to 58. The number of b k presented as elected county officials throughout the
mayors in Louisiana tripled, from 4 to 12, between
1974 and 1980. South in 1980. In Georgia, in 107 counties blacks

constituted at least 20 percent of the population, asThese large numerical increases in the number of constitutedat least 20 of the opulation, as
table 2.5 shows. Only 20 blacks served on countyblacks elected to public office do not necessarily table 25 shows 20 blacks served on 

indicate that they are now achieving fair representa- governing boards in those 107 counties as of uly
i980. Almost half of the elected black countytion. Blacks remain seriously underrepresented as 198 Almost half of the elected black county

officeholders throughout the South. In Alabama and officials in those counties (30 of 62 officials) were
Georgia, for example, about one-quarter of the school board members. Moreover, 74.8 percent ofGeorgia, for example, about one-quarter of the b

population is black, but 5.7 percent and 3.7 percent the counties that were at least 20 percent black had
of the elected officials in those two States, respec- no black elected officials.
tively, were black in 1980. In Mississippi, over one- The same situation exists in other Southern States:
third of the population is black, but 7.3 percent of most black county officials have been elected to
elected officials were black. In none of the Southern local school boards, but not to the governing boards
States covered under the preclearance provisions of or to law enforcement positions; and in many
the Voting Rights Act were blacks elected to public counties with substantial black populations, there
office at a rate approaching their proportion in the were no black elected county officials. The propor-
population. Table 2.3 provides data on the propor- tion of counties with at least a 20 percent black
tions of elected officials who are black and the black population that had no black elected county officials
population in Southern States subject to the pre- ranged from 15.2 percent (Louisiana) to 74.8 percent
clearance provisions. (Georgia). A list of all counties with a minimum

The underrepresentation of blacks in public office black population of 20 percent, and the number of
is evident at every level, but is most obvious at the blacks elected to each type of county office, is
highest levels of government. Through July 1980, shown in table D. 1 in appendix D.

82 This report covers only changes occurring since 1975. Available data 1965. By 1968, 156 blacks had been elected to public office in these States.
indicate, however, that there were fewer than 100 black elected officials in See U.S., Commission on Civil Rights, Political Participation (1968), p. 15.
the 7 Southern States prior to the enactment of the Voting Rights Act in
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TABLE 2.3 Blacks as Percentage of Population and Elected Officials in
Southern States Covered Under the Preclearance Provisions of the
Voting Rights Act, July 1980

Elected officials

State Population percent black, 1980 Total officials Black officials
Number Percent of total

Alabama 25.6% 4,151 238 5.7%
Georgia 26.8 6,660 249 3.7
Louisiana 29.4 4,710 363 7.7
Mississippi 35.2 5,271 387 7.3
North Carolina' 22.4 5,295 247 4.7
South Carolina 30.4 3,225 238 7.4
Texas 12.0 24,728 196 0.8
Virginia 18.9 3,041 124 4.1

' Statewide data, including the 40 counties subject to preclearance.
Source: Joint Center for Political Studies, National Roster of Black Elected Officials, vol. 10 (1981). Data on Virginia supplied by
Virginia State Conference NAACP.

TABLE 2.4 Black Elected Officials as Percentage of all Elected Officials in
Southern States Covered Under the Preclearance Provisions of the
Voting Rights Act, July 1980

County Local Municipal Population
U.S. State governing school governing percent

State Congress legislature body board board black, 1980

Senate House Senate House

Alabama 0.0% 0.0%/ 5.7% 12.4% 6.6% 7.1% 5.3% 25.6%
Georgia 0.0 0.0 3.6 11.7 3.4 5.9 5.2 26.8
Louisiana 0.0 0.0 5.1 9.5 13.2 13.4 9.4 29.4
Mississippi 0.0 0.0 3.8 12.3 6.6 10.3 10.4 35.2
North Carolina' 0.0 0.0 2.0 3.3 3.7 7.4 6.0 22.4
South Carolina 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.3 11.7 11.6 6.7 30.4
Texas 0.0 4.2 0.0 8.7 0.5 1.0 1.4 12.0
Virginia 0.0 0.0 2.5 4.0 6.8 5.2 18.9

1 Statewide data, including the 40 counties subject to preclearance.
-not an elective position.

Sources: U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Popularly Elected Officials, vol. 1, no. 2 (1979). GC77(1)-2: and
Joint Center for Political Studies, National Roster of Black Elected Officials, vol. 10 (1981). Data on Virginia supplied by Virginia
State Conference NAACP.
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Even in counties with a majority black popula- State house of representatives. The percentages of
tion, blacks continue to have difficulty being elected, officials in each office who were Hispanic are shown
as table 2.6 shows. In Alabama, 10 counties had a in table 2.9.
majority black population. Two of these counties Data for county elected officials in Texas show
had no black elected county officials. In every that Hispanics were also underrepresented in these
covered Southern State except Texas (which has no positions. Texas has 54 counties in which Hispanics
majority black county) and Virginia, there is at least constitute at least 20 percent of the population. 84 In
one predominantly black county with no black 1979 these counties had 77 Hispanic members of
elected county officeholder in any position. governing boards, an average of less than 1.5 per

county. 85 These 54 counties had 9 elected Hispanic
Hispanic Elected Officials law enforcement officials (county judges), 430 local

Data on the number of Hispanics elected to public school board members, and 47 other elected county
office, although not as complete as data on blacks, officials (including county clerk, tax assessor and
indicate thaticaHisnis are also underrepresented as collector, auditor, and county treasurer). In 8 of the
elected officials. In 1979-1980, according to data 54 counties (14.8 percent) in which Hispanics consti-
supplied by the Mexican American Legal Defense tuted at least 20 percent of the population, there
and Educational Fund (MALDEF), there were were no elected Hispanic county officials.86
1,138 Hispanic elected officials in the two States Most of the Hispanic elected officials in Texas
covered under the preclearance provisions that have were in the 25 counties in which Hispanics consti-
large Spanish-speaking populations, Arizona and tuted a majority of the population. Of all elected
Texas. Most of the Hispanic officials were school Hispanic county officials in Texas, 64 of the govern-
board members (575) or members of municipal ig board members (77.1 percent), 8 of the county
governing bodies (372). As table 2.7 shows, few judges (72.7 percent), 312 of the school board
Hispanics were elected to the U.S. Congress (2) or members (65.3 percent), and 43 of the other elected
to State legislatures (32).83 county officials (91.5 percent) were in these 25

The underrepresentation of Hispanics in elective predominantly Hispanic counties. For example, Hi-
offices is seen by comparing the percentage of dalgo County, which was 81.3 percent Hispanic, had
Hispanics in these two States with the percentage of 3 Hispanic governing board members, 1 Hispanic
Hispanic officeholders, as shown in table 2.8. In law enforcement official, 84 Hispanic school board
Texas, Hispanics constituted 21.0 percent of the members, and 3 other Hispanic officials. A complete
population but were 6.3 percent of all elected list of all counties in Texas with at least a 20 percent
officials within the sample; in Arizona, Hispanics Hispanic population, and the number of elected
elected to public office constituted 13.3 percent of Hispanic officials in those counties, is in table D.2 in
all elected officials within the sample, and their appendix D.
percentage in the population was 16.2 percent.
Although these figures suggest that Hispanics are Minority Registration
well represented in Arizona, further examination Data on minority registration in States covered by
reveals that Hispanics were primarily municipal the preclearance provisions of the Voting Rights
body and school board members; they were underre- Act were collected by the Bureau of the Census in
presented on county governing boards, and in the 1976.87 These data, which remain the most recent on

83 Although the States of California and Colorado are not covered under 86 "Texas Roster."
section 5, certain counties are covered by section 5 and section 203 of the 87 This survey was conducted by the Bureau of the Census pursuant to the
Voting Rights Act and data for these States are included in tables 2.7, 2.8, requirements of section 207 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 as amended
and 2.9. These States also have relatively few Hispanic elected officials. (42 U.S.C. §1973aa-5 (1976)). Section 207 was added to the Voting Rights
(Table B.3 in appendix B lists jurisdictions covered by section 5 and section Act in 1975. This section requires the Bureau of the Census to conduct a
203.) survey of registration and voting in jurisdictions covered by the preclear-
84 U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Census of ance provisions following every Federal election. It also allows the U.S.
Population and Housing: 1980, PHC80-V-45, table 1, pp. 4-32. Commission on Civil Rights to designate jurisdictions to be surveyed after
85 Counties in Texas have an average of 4.0 governing board members. any election. Commission staff met with personnel from the Bureau of the
U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Popularly Elected Census on numerous occasions following passage of the 1975 amendments,
Officials, No. GC77(1)-2 (1979), table 7; data on Hispanics in elected to discuss plans for a survey of registration and voting in all counties
positions in Texas were compiled by the Southwest Voter Registration covered by the preclearance provisions. In 1976 the Bureau of the Census
Education Project, "Texas Roster of Spanish Surname Elected Officials" conducted a limited survey, which did not include data on a county-by-
(July 1980) (hereafter cited as "Texas Roster"). county basis for States under statewide coverage. After completion of this
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TABLE 2.5 Black Elected County Officials in Southern States Covered Under
the Preclearance Provisions of the Voting Rights Act, in Counties
with 20 Percent or More Black Population, July 1980

Counties at least County Law Local Other Counties with no black
20 percent black governing enforcement school county county elected officials

State 1980 board officials board positions* Number Percent

Alabama 37 18 39 23 9 22 59.5%
Georgia 107 20 7 30 5 80 74.8
Louisiana 46 76 32 81 0 7 15.2
Mississippi 65 27 75 44 34 37 56.9
North Carolina' 55 16 6 29 0 23 41.8
South Carolina 40 32 20 45 5 14 35.0
Texas 28 3 4 19** 0 13 46.4
Virginia 42 33 5 - 3 19 45.2

Statewide data, including the 40 counties subject to preclearance.
* Other county positions includes election commissioners, treasurers, tax assessors, etc.

* School board members elected in independent school districts in Texas.
- Not an elective position.
Source: Joint Center for Political Studies, National Roster of Black Elected Officials, vol. 10 (1981). Data on Virginia supplied by
Virginia State Conference NAACP.

TABLE 2.6 Black Elected County Officials in Southern States Covered Under
the Preclearance Provisions of the Votinq Rights Act, in Counties
with 50 Percent or More Black Population, July 1980

Offices held

Counties at least County Law Local Other Counties with no black
50 percent black governing enforcement school county county elected officials

State 1980 board officials board positions* Number Percent

Alabama 10 16 26 20 9 2 20.0%
Georgia 19 9 7 9 5 9 47.4
Louisiana 6 13 8 18 0 1 16.7
Mississippi 21 21 61 37 29 4 19.0
North Carolina' 7 2 0 7 0 3 42.9
South Carolina 12 16 12 8 4 2 16.7
Texas 0 0 0'' 0 0 0 0.0
Virginia 5 11 3 3 0 0.0

1 Statewide data, inclraing the 40 counties subject to preclearance.
* Other county positions include election commissioners, treasurers, tax assessors, etc.

** School board members elected in independent school districts in Texas.
Not an elective position.

Source: Joint Center for Political Studies, National Roster of Black Elected Officials, vol. 10 (1981). Data on Virginia supplied
by Virginia State Conference NAACP.
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Table 2.7 Hispanic Elected Officials, by State, 1979-1980

County School MunicipalU.S. State governing County board governingState Congress legislature board judges members Mayor body Total
Senate House

Arizona 0 5 6 4 - 97 14 79 205California' 1 3 3 16 319 20 134 496Colorado 2 0 3 5 10 - 49 11 94 172Texas 2 4 17 83 11 478 45 293 933
Total 3 15 31 113 11 943 90 600 1,806

- Not an elective position.
' Statewide data, including the three counties subject to preclearance.
2 Statewide data, including one county subject to preclearance.

Source: Mexican American Leaal Defense and Educational Fund, "Chicano Political Participation in the Southwest, 1979-80"(1980). Data on Texas from Southwest Voter Registration Education Project, "Texas Roster of Spanish Surname Elected Officials"(July 1980).

TABLE 2.8 Hispanics as Percentaae of Population and Elected Officials, by
State, 1979-1980

Elected officials3
State Population percent Hispanic, 1980 Total officials Hispanic officials

Number Percent of total
Arizona 16.2% 1,547 205 13.3%California' 19.2 7,595 496 6.5Colorado2

11.7 3,143 172 5.5Texas 21.0 14,880 933 6.3

Statewide data, including the three counties subject to preclearance.
2Statewide date, including one county subject to preclearance.
3 Totals exclude most elected judicial offices and elected positions in special district govern-ments. Data on Hispanic representation in these offices are not available.
Source: Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund, "Chicano Political Participationinthe Southwest, 1979-80"(1980). Data on Texas from Southwest Voter Registration Education Project, "Texas Roster of Spanish Surname Elected Officials"(July 1980).
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Table 2.9 Hispanic Elected Officials, as Percentage of all Elected Officials, by
State, 1979-1980

County Local Municipal Population
U.S. State governing school governing percent

State Congress legislature board board body Hispanic, 1980

Senate House

Arizona 0 16.7% 10.0% 9.3% 10.2% 18.9% 16.2%
California1 2.2% 7.5 3.8 5.7 5.9 6.1 19.2
Colorado 2 0 8.6 7.7 5.4 4.8 5.7 11.7
Texas 7.7 12.9 11.3 8.1 6.1 5.9 21.0

Statewide data, including the three counties subject to preclearance.
2 Statewide data, including one county subject to preclearance.

Sources: U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Popularly Elected Officials, vol. 1, no. 2 (1979), GC77 (1)-2; and
Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund, "Chicano Political Participation in the Southwest, 1979-80" (1980).
Data on Texas from Southwest Voter Registration Education Project, "Texas Roster of Spanish Surname Elected Of-
ficials" (July 1980).

TABLE 2.10 Percentage of Voting Age Population Reported Registered in
Jurisdictions Covered by Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act, by
Race and Ethnicity, 1976

State Percent reported registered, 1976
American Indian/

White Black Hispanic Alaskan Native

Alabama 75.4% 58.1% 
Alaska 73.0 -- 62.8%
Arizona 71.5 - 60.9% 48.0
California* 65.3 - 49.5
Colorado* 68.1 - 52.8
Florida* 66.5 - 63.7
Georgia 73.2 56.3
Louisiana 78.8 63.9 
Michigan** 63.7 - 52.4
Mississippi 77.7 67.4 
New York* 69.8 - 51.4
North Carolina* 63.1 48.2 - 65.6
South Carolina 64.1 60.6
South Dakota* 77.3 - 52.7
Texas 69.4 64.0 61.1
Virginia 67.0 60.7

* Selected county (counties) subject to preclearance rather than entire State.
** Selected towns subject to preclearance rather than entire State.
- Group not covered under section 5.

Source: U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Registration and Voting in November 1976-Jurisdictions Covered
by the Voting Rights Act Amendments of 1975, series P-23, no. 74 (1978), tables 1 and 2.
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TABLE 2.11 Estimated Voting Age Population and Registered Voters, by State
and Race, 1980

Voting age
population Registered Percent

(1980 estimates) voters registered Difference

Black White Black White Black White
Louisiana 759,000 2,007,000 463,648 1,533,566 61.1% 76.4% 15.3%
North Carolina 796,000 3,216,000 439,713 2,313,722 55.2 71.9 16.7
South Carolina 573,000 1,483,000 319,826 914,363 55.8 61.7 5.9

Sources: U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Projections of the Population of Voting Age for States: November
1980, series P-25, no. 879 (1980), table 1; State of Louisiana, Secretary of State, Dec. 31, 1980; State of North Carolina, State
Board of Elections, Oct. 6, 1980; State of South Carolina, State Election Commission, Oct. 24, 1980. Data for other covered States
not available.
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registration by race or ethnicity in all jurisdictions not collect voter registration statistics by race,
subject to preclearance, are summarized in table except for the State of Georgia, which has recently
2.10.88 This table shows that substantial disparities in begun to do so.) In each of these three States, the
registration rates between whites and minorities black registration rate is substantially lower than the
continued in virtually every covered State. In all white, as shown in table 2.11. In Louisiana 76.4
States, approximately two-thirds to three-fourths of percent of the white voting age population was
the white voting age population was registered in registered, in contrast to 61.1 percent of the black
1976, but a far smaller percentage of minorities were voting age population. Statewide figures for North
registered. In Louisiana, for example, 78.8 percent of Carolina show that 71.9 percent of the whites were
the whites were registered to vote, but 63.9 percent registered, compared with 55.2 percent of the
of the blacks. In Alabama 75.4 percent of the whites blacks. In South Carolina, 61.7 percent of the whites
were registered, but 58.1 percent of the blacks. In and 55.8 percent of the blacks were registered.
the two covered counties in South Dakota, 77.3
percent of the whites were registered, but 52.7
percent of the American Indians. In Arizona 71.5 Conclusion
percent of the whites, but 48.0 percent of the The figures presented in this chapter show that
American Indians and 60.9 percent of the Hispanics minorities are still considerably underrepresented as
were registered. In Alaska 62.8 percent of the elected officials, despite progress that has been made
Alaskan Natives were registered, compared to 73.0 since the Voting Rights Act was extended in 1975.
percent of the whites. In covered counties in New Moreover, minority registration rates in 1976 contin-
York two-thirds of the whites (69.8 percent), but ued to lag well behind the rates of whites in virtually
about half of the Hispanics (51.4 percent) were every jurisdiction covered under the original special
registered in 1976. provisions; more recent surveys are not available.

Statewide registration statistics for the 1980 elec- These data indicate that minorities still face numer-
tion are available for only three of the States studied: ous barriers in registering, voting, and running for
Louisiana, North Carolina, and South Carolina. office. The problems that they continue to encounter
(Other Southern States subject to preclearance do are discussed in the following chapters.

survey the Commission requested that the next survey, following the 1978 of the Voting Rights Act, however, indicated that the percentage
Federal election, include these data, but funds needed to complete it were difference in registration rates for blacks and whites ranged from about 23
not approved by the Congress, and no further surveys were done. The 1976 percent to about 63 percent in the States under statewide coverage. In 1965
survey was completed in 78 jurisdictions covered by section 4(a) and in the r instance, it was estimated that in Louisiana 80.5 percent of the white
9 States under statewide coverage. The data are for registration as reported for ing age populati on was registered, and about . percent of the white
in personal interviews; actual registration figures may be lower.votg age
88 This is the only survey of registration by race in all jurisdictions covered voting age population, a difference of 48.9 percentage points. U.S.,
by the preclearance provisions; similar data from other years are not Commission on Civil Rights, The Voting Rights Act. Ten Years After (1975),
available for comparison. Estimates of registration prior to the enactment table 3, p. 43.
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Chapter 3

Registration

The Voting Rights Act of 1965, as amended, In addition to these problems, there are other
prohibits registrars from refusing to allow minorities barriers that affect minority registration adversely.
to register.1 It also bans the use of literacy tests that These include the "discriminatory closing of regis-
were formerly used to prevent minorities from tration offices, physical and economic intimidation
registering and voting.2 Although minority registra- of [minority] registrants, interference with [minori-
tion rates have increased substantially since 1965, ty voter registration campaigns, and segregation in
minorities nevertheless experience disproportionate- the registration process."7 The purpose of this
ly low registration rates compared to whites, asly low registra n res c d to w es, as chapter is to determine whether conditions such as
chapter 2 showed.

Low registration rates have been attributed to a these continue to exist for minorities in jurisdictionsLow registration rates have been attributed to a
combination of inconveniences and obstacles 4 that studied by the Commission. Registration problems
have made it very difficult for minorities to register. confronted by members of minority language com-
The Washington Research Project, a private interest munities are primarily addressed in chapter 7.
research organization, and the League of Women
Voters Education Fund, have summarized in sepa- 
rate reports some of these problems: Registration Harassment and Intimidation
offices are usually located in courthouses and typi- In the past, minorities have reported that when
cally have been open only during business hours; they attempted to register, white registration offi-
public transportation to registration offices, especial- cials were discourteous and intimidating towards
ly for those who live in rural areas, has usually been them. One study, for example, reported that blacks
unavailable; minority deputy registrars, who could in some areas had expressed fear of registering to
facilitate registration in minority communities, have v h e i i i 

rarelybee appointe. vote, had experienced "economic reprisals" for
rarely been appointed.5

In its 1972 report, The Shameful Blight, the registering, and had been harassed and intimidated
In its 1972 report, The Shameful Blight, the

Washington Research Project explained why these by registration officials to the point that they refused
obstacles have disproportionately affected registra- to register. In some of the jurisdictions that the
tion rates for blacks in the South: Commission studied, blacks continue to be discour-

aged from registering and participating in registra-
These barriers are doubly burdensome to blacks in the South. ti activities because white registrars reportedly
First, because blacks in the past were not allowed to vote, the
initial process of registration has not yet been completed for them. are discourteous and harass minorities who come to
Secondly, inconvenient hours are more burdensome for blacks, register and otherwise discourage their participa-
whose economic situation frequently does not allow them the o
flexibility [of] many whites. .. .In addition, lower educational tion in registration activities. Instances of harassment
levels-also the result of discrimination-and the memory of past nd intimidation reported to the Commission are
discrimination make complicated forms and unhelpful or discour- 
teous [registration] staff a greater problem [for them].6 discussed below.

1 42 U.S.C. §§1971, 1973 to 1973bb-1 (1976). 4 League of Women Voters Education Fund, Administrative Obstacles to
2 Id. Voting (1972) (hereafter cited as Administrative Obstacles).
3 Washington Research Project, The Shameful Blight. The Survival of 5 Shameful Blight, ch. 2, and Administrative Obstacles.
Racial Discrimination in Voting in the South (Washington, D.C.: 1972), p. 12 6 Shameful Blight, p. 13.
(hereafter cited as Shameful Blight); U.S., Commission on Civil Rights, The Ibid
Voting Rights Act: Ten Years After). 1975), pp. 52-58 (hereafter cited as
Voting: Ten Years After). Ibld, pp. 18-19.
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In 1980 a black 25-year-old female attorney went plained that when a group of blacks comes into the
to the Greensville County courthouse in Emporia, office to register, "the registrar may come in at 9,
Virginia, to register to vote. 9 She reported that the take a break at 10, and then take a long lunch."20 He
attitude of the white person who registered her was stressed that these practices have occurred since
"nasty" and that "the atmosphere was uncomfort- blacks have been registering to vote in Port Gib-
able." 10 The registrar was very "noncongenial" son. 21
towards the black applicant until she learned that the He also indicated that whites who come to
registrant was an attorney." According to the register are treated differently from blacks, contrast-
respondent, "She [the registrar] became more conge- ing the registration procedure he once witnessed for
nial towards me."12 The respondent also noted that a black person and a white person. The registrar was
after asking about her occupation, the registrar then friendly and congenial 22 towards the white person,
wanted to know the name of her employer.13 The but subjected the black person to "interrogation."2 3
Virginia registration form does not contain any The tax assessor said the questioning of black
specific question for the name of an employer. applicants by the registrar is "intimidating." 2 4 The

The registrant said that this questioning could registrar asks blacks such unrequired questions as,
easily deter some blacks from registering, because "Do you own the house you're staying in?" and
"they are scared of whites asking them questions. "How many children do you have?" 25 Once he
They, especially some of the older population, still observed the clerk asking an elderly black woman
remember the way things used to be to register and such questions. "The woman became so nervous that
having to go through a lot of questions reminds she could not answer any of the questions." 26
them of those times."' 4 To register in Port Gibson, applicants have to

In Port Gibson, Mississippi, the city clerk, who is give information on their employment.27 The tax
the registrar for city elections, described the regis- assessor thinks that asking persons, especially blacks,
tration process as being "simple and quick."' 5 Ac- about their employment is a "form of harassment."28

cording to her, registration is an informal procedure Once he heard the registrar ask a black person, "Do
whereby the registrant gives his or her name, you know if [your employer] knows you're here
address, and employment.16 According to Mississip- registering?"2 9 Questions about an individual's em-
pi law, every person entitled to be registered shall ployment can be more intimidating to older black
sign his or her name in the registration book and persons because, according to the respondent, "To
"thereupon be registered ... ."17 The Claiborne an older black, this [type of questioning] is fearful.
County tax assessor who lives in Port Gibson The fear is that the white employer will find
explained that the registration of a white may be a out. .. .For the older black, it's a scare tactic. The
"simple" process, but that the registration of blacks older black person also feels that the employer
may "take up to 1 hour" to complete.'1 The knows who he or she is going to vote for."3 0

respondent also noted, "Once the clerk hears of A community leader and former mayoral candi-
black registration efforts, she will start erratic date in Port Gibson who gave a similar account
registration [procedures]."'9 For example, he ex- stated that the registrar should show "common

9 Alda White, attorney for Emporia Legal Services, interview in Emporia, 19 Ibid.
Va., Jan. 28, 1981. 20 Ibid.
o1 Ibid. 21 Ibid. Evan Doss' discussion on registration practices in Port Gibson
" Ibid. pertains to Carole Brezeale, the current clerk, and two former city clerks.

12 Ibid. rEvan Doss, tax assessor, Claiborne County, telephone interview, June 4,
13 Ibid. For the response of Sarah Harris, city registrar for Emporia, Va., to 1981; Kathleen Cade served from 1944 to 1976, and Evelyn Segrest served
these statements, see appendix G of this report.these statements, see appendix G of this report. from 1976 to 1980. Kathleen Cade, former city clerk, telephone interview,14 Ibid.
15 Carole Brezeale, city clerk, interview in Port Gibson, Miss., Dec. 5, 1980 June 19, 1981. Both former clerks were interviewed by Commission staff onCarole Brezeale, city clerk, interview in Port Gibson, Miss., Dec. 5, 1980 Dec. 5, 1980.
(hereafter cited as Brezeale Interview).ec 19
16 Ibid. 22 Ibid. Doss Interview.

17 Miss. Code Ann. §23-5-31 (Supp. 1980). The Mississippi election statute 23 Ibid.

does not require applicants to complete applications in the presence of the 24 Ibld.
registrar. Miss. Code Ann. §25-5-303 (4) (Supp. 1980). The registrar in 25 Ibid.
Port Gibson stated that there is no application form to fill out. Applicants 26 Ibid.
must sign the registration book giving their name, address, and employ- 27 Miss. Code Ann. §23-5-303 (Supp. 1980).
ment. Brezeale Interview. 28 Doss Interview.
18 Evan Doss, tax assessor, Claiborne County, interview in Port Gibson, 29 Ibid.
Miss., Dec. 2, 1980 (hereafter cited as Doss Interview). 30 Ibid.
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courtesy and decency" when registering all per- while she waited for them, "the sheriff and three
sons. 31 He noted that "hostile" questions discourage other men in a car drove next to her parked car."42

blacks from registering.32 Blacks also feel intimidat- According to the respondent, the sheriff "stared" at
ed in Port Gibson if they go to register and the her. "The way he looked scared me to death."4 3 She
police chief is present. According to the community said that the sheriff drove slowly around her car "a
leader, "Sometimes the police chief [sits] in city hall total of three times."4 4 As a result of this experience,
if there is a known registration drive before an the respondent stated, "I ain't going back there [to
election." 33 The respondent said that the police the courthouse] anymore. .. .I'm too old to be
chiefs presence "makes black people afraid to beaten up."45

register. .. ."34 While Mississippi law permits the In Georgetown, South Carolina, one black com-
appointment of bailiffs for the purposes of keeping munity leader stated that the location of the registra-
the peace at elections, 3 5 the police chiefs presence tion office coupled with the hostile attitude of the
may have been intimidating to some blacks. One former registrar has had an intimidating effect on
respondent indicated that since there is so much laks. 4 6 noted that the location, behind theblacks. 46 He noted that the location, behind the
intimidation, registration of blacks would be more sheriffs office, has helped to discourage blacks from
effective if conducted in black churches.36 4

coming there to register.47 He also argued that
In Johnson County, Georgia, respondents inin Jsl C ounty, Geoa, rponedet blacks are not likely to come to the registration

Wrightsville, the county seat, complained that
Wrigtsvlle the . ounty sea t. comlane tat office because, in the past, blacks did not feel

blacks are intimidated when they register to vote
welcome and the registrar had a "nasty" attitude

because of the presence of the white sheriff. Accord- 
*towards them. 48 He further explained that "whening to a black community and religious leader, the towards them

sheriff "was at the registration office during much of ne black learns from another black about the
the time that voter registration was taking place."37 atmosphere [at the registration office], that black is
Blacks felt intimidated because they "are afraid of discouraged from going to register."4 9 This "word-
him."38 Some blacks who learned that the sheriff of-mouth" communication about registration experi-
was in the registration office were discouraged from ences adversely affects the number of blacks who
registering, because they did not want "the sheriff to register. The availability of alternative registration
see them in the courthouse."39 The community locations in Georgetown County during major
leader further explained that blacks feel that if the registration drives, however, helped to make regis-
sheriff "thinks they are registering to get him out of tration more accessible to blacks who may feel
office, there's no telling what he might do to intimidated by the central registration location or
them." 40 who may be deterred from registering because of the

The fear that some blacks have of the sheriff also attitude of the former registrar.
discourages them from taking other blacks to regis-
ter. In 1980 an older black citizen, who lives in
Wrightsville and who had been involved in registra- Access to Registration
tion drives before, drove two blacks to the court- Reports published since the passage of the Voting
house so they could register to vote.41 She said that Rights Act have also indicated that one of the major

31 James Miller, Urban League field officer and community leader, 39 Ibid.
interview in Port Gibson, Miss., Dec. 2, 1980. 40 Ibid.
32 Ibid. For the responses of Kathleen Cade and Evelyn Segrest, former 41 Community leader, interview in Wrightsville, Ga., Nov. 18, 1980.
city clerks in Port Gibson, to these statements, see appendix G of this 42 Ibid.
report. 43 Ibid.
33 Ibid. The police chiefs office is not located in city hall, Evan Doss, tax 44 Ibid.
assessor, Port Gibson, Miss., telephone interview, June 4, 1981 (hereafter 45 Ibid. For the response of Roland Attaway, sheriff of Johnson County,
cited as Doss Telephone Interview). Georgia, to these statements, see appendix G of this report.
34 Ibid.
^ i*35 IbM>c iidss. CdAn§25 7 .Te pc cie 46 Morris Johnson, community leader, interview in Georgetown, S.C.,35 Miss. Code Ann. §23-5-109 (1972). The police chief has never served as
a bailiff for registration or voting. Doss Telephone Interview. For the . i, , u
response of Harvey Jones, the police chief of Port Gibson, to these appointment of Gordon Miller, Jr., who served as registrar until his
statements, see appendix G of this report. retirement in December 1980. For the response of Gordon Miller, Jr.,
36 Doss Interview. former chairman, Georgetown County Board of Registration, S.C., to these
37 E.J. Wilson, community and religious leader and advisor, Johnson statements, see appendix G of this report.

County Justice League, interview in Wrightsville, Ga., Nov. 18, 1980 47 Ibid.
(hereafter cited as Wilson Interview). 48 Ibid.
38 Ibid. 49 Ibid.
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problems faced by minorities in getting registered is tration was reported in Johnson County, Georgia,
access to registration sites.50 Many of these problems where the registration rate for whites exceeded that
stem from the fact that registration is an urban, for blacks by 32 percentage points in 1980.56 In
business-hour process that is, for the most part, Johnson County, persons who want to vote in
inaccessible to rural and low-income people either county elections must register at the county court-
because they cannot afford transportation to the ouse in Wrightsville. The office is open Monday
registration location (usually the county courthouse) o 5 through Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.5 7 One blackor because the registration office is closed before 

community leader reported that the location of thethey can get there to register.51 In 1977 over 44 o ce not conenent or e
office is not convenient for persons who workpercent of the black population in the South lived in

nonmetropolitan areas and over 39 percent of this outsde of Wrightsville. According to the respon-
population was below the poverty level. 52 If regis- dent, "Many people do not have transportation to
tration is to be accessible to them, registrars will get to the registrar. Either they don't have a car or
have to take more affirmative steps toward making the car is at work."5 9 A large percentage of the
the registration process more flexible. blacks in Johnson County are poor and, thus, would

In many cases, this has been a serious problem. have difficulty in affording transportation to the
For example, in Lodge v. Buxton, 53 the U.S. Court of registrar's office. According to the 1970 census, 65
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit affirmed a ruling by the percent of all black families in the county were
U.S. District Court for the Southern District of below the poverty level while the countywide
Georgia that the at-large method of electing county average among all families was 32 percent. 60 As a
commissioners in Burke County, Georgia, was un- result of limited access to registration, eligible black
constitutional. In that case, the court of appeals voters arelessable toregister to vote.
affirmed the district court's finding that the county i J C h Blacks in Johnson County have attempted to solvehad been "unresponsive to the particularized needs t s 

of the black community. This included their this situation by requesting that the registrar takeof the black community."5 4 This included their
continued resistance to making registration accessi- affrmatve steps to increase black registration. In
ble to black voters in the 54 percent black county. preparation for the August 1980 primary elections,a
According to the court: community leader attempted to increase black regis-

tration between May and June 1980.62 He asked the
The county did, indeed, establish additional registration sites. But county registrar to open the registration office on
only after a pre-trial conference before and "friendly persuasion"
by this court. The defendants' tepidity was further demonstrated Saturdays and to appoint black deputy registrars. 63

by the fact that a period of 4 months was required to get the The respondent stated that the county registrar
registration cards to the new sites, and that the new sites were
operative only a short while before the registration period ended. promised [to extend registration office hours to
Admittedly, the county commissioners recently approved a Saturdays] and then changed her mind." 64 Accord-
transportation system that should help solve access problems for ing to the community leader, the registrar also said
some, but only after being prodded by the prosecution of this
lawsuit. The commissioners' sluggishness in this respect is another that there was no need to appoint black deputy
example of their unresponsiveness to the black members of the registrars.65 The respondent contacted the American
community.""55 ~~~~~community.5 ~5~Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) in Atlanta, Georgia,

In jurisdictions that Commission staff visited this for assistance.66 An ACLU attorney wrote to the
was also found to be a problem. Inaccessible regis- registrar and called the Governor's office to obtain

50 Shameful Blight, pp. 13-17; Voting: Ten Years After, pp. 71-78. 57 Wilson Interview; Gail Bentley, county registrar, interview in Wrights-
51 Ibid. ,.„ . ,,ville, Ga., Nov. 20, 1980 (hereafter cited as Bentley Interview).

52 The black poverty rate is for all nonmetropolitan blacks. Most blacks WilsonInterview.
(90.6 percent), however, who live in nonmetropolitan areas live in the 59 Ib d
South. The corresponding poverty rate for nonmetropolitan whites is 11.2 I
percent. U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Social and 60 U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Census of
Economic Characteristics of the Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan Popula- Population: 1970, vol. 1, part 12, pp. 518, 570. Where 1970 poverty figures
tion: 1977 and 1970, series P-23, No. 75 (1978), table 3; U.S., Department of are cited, 1980 census data are not yet available.
Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Characteristics of the Population Below the 61 Wilson Interview.
Poverty Level. 1978, series P-60, No. 124 (1980), table 4. 62 Ibid.
53 Lodge v. Buxton, 639 F.2d 1376 (5th Cir. 1981). 63 Ibid
54 Id. at 1376.Ib

55 Id. at 1377, note 38.4 Ib
56 Registration rates were calculated on the basis of data supplied by the 65 Ibid. Georgia law permits registrars to be appointed. Ga. Code Ann.
Office of Secretary of State, State of Georgia, and Office of Planning and §34-604(a) (Supp. 1978).
Budget, Georgia State Data Center. 66 Wilson Interview.
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the necessary assistance for black citizens in Johnson not have the time or resources to make the trip to
County. 6 7 Subsequently, the registrar agreed to open the registration office in Opelika.7 8 Currently, there
the registration office for 2 half-days on Saturdays. 6 8 is no public transportation between Auburn and
In addition, the registrar appointed three deputy Opelika. 79

registrars-two blacks and one white.6 9 The function In June 1980 the NAACP official and two other
of the deputy registrars in Johnson County was black citizens were deputized to conduct a registra-
limited, however. According to the registrar, their tion drive in the black community.8 0 According to
role was only to transport people to the county one respondent, however, these drives have been
courthouse to register. T One community leadercourthouse to register. One community leader sporadic and often terminated with little notice from
remarked that these persons "actually served no , 

the registrar.81 In general, the respondent stressedpurpose," 71 since they were not allowed to register 
*9~~~~ ~~that "registration is kept a very closed process."82people. One reason given for the deputy registrars

being excluded from the total registration process in The overall result of this lack of access has been
Wrightsville was that they had not received train- low black registration rates. Although it is impossi-
ing. 72 In addition, the registration drive was nearly ble to calculate precisely registration rates by race,
over when the deputy registrars were appointed.73 since Lee County does not tabulate this information,
The letter from the ACLU requesting the appoint- Margaret Latimer, professor of political science at
ment of deputy registrars was written on June 2, Auburn University, has estimated that the black
1980, but the board did not make the appointments registration rate continues to trail that of whites. 8 3 In
until July 1980. This left almost no time for the fact, she has estimated that in 1970, after a period of
deputy registrars to serve since the registration major increases in black registration, the white rate
deadline for the August primary was July 7.74 still surpassed the black rate by 25 percent.8 4

In Auburn, Alabama (Lee County), blacks com- Butts County, Georgia, is a sparsely populated
plained that they did not have access to the county in which 35 percent of the black families are
registration process because deputy registrars had below the poverty level.8 5 Efforts to establish
not been appointed. Alabama law permits the ap-ntbna-ppointed. Alabm l affirmative measures to boost registration among the
pointment of deputy registrars,75 and in May 1980

i_~~~~ '_~~~~~~~~ , - 11predominantly poor black population have met with
Governor Fob James wrote to all boards of regis- n 

trars asking them "individually and collective- resistance from local registration officials. In Marchtrars asking them "individually and collective-
ly. . [to] appoint those citizens who apply to 1980 a black community leader requested assistancely. . .[to] appoint those citizens who apply to
become Deputy Registrars, in keeping with the spirit from the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) in
and intent of the law."7 6 Prior to this, an NAACP his efforts to obtain greater access to registration.8 6

official in Auburn had written letters to legislators According to the complaint, registration in the
requesting that the county registrar appoint deputy county is "only allowed at the tax commissioner's
registrars.77 The problem had been particularly office located at the courthouse" in Jackson. 87 The
acute since over 40 percent of all black families in community leader's concern was that many potential
this county are below the poverty level and often do black voters work outside of Butts County and are

67 Christopher Coates, ACLU Foundation, Southern Regional Office, 78 Pitts Interview; U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
Atlanta, letter to Raymond Carter, Board of Registrars of Johnson County, Census of Population: 1970, vol. 1, part 2, pp. 377, 401.
Ga., June 2, 1980 (hereafter cited as Coates Letter). 79 Pitts Interview.
68 Wilson Interview. 8 Ibid
69 Bentley Interview.
70 Ibid.Ib
7 Wilson Interview. 82 Ibid.
72 Ibid. 83 Margaret Latimer, assistant professor of political science, Auburn
73 Ibid. University, telephone interview, May 28, 1981.
74 Coates Letter; Wilson Interview. 84 Margaret Latimer, "Voter Participation in the Rural South: Before and
75 Ala. Code §17-4-136, 17-4-158 (Supp. 1980). After the Voting Rights Act" (preliminary research report delivered at the
76 Fob James, Governor of Alabama, letter to all boards of registrars, May 1976 annual meeting of the Southern Political Science Association, Atlanta,
6, 1980. Nov. 4-6, 1976), p. 4.
77 Barbara Pitts, community leader and officer in the Auburn, Ala.,
NAACP, interview in Auburn, Ala., Sept. 12, 1980 (hereafter cited as Pitts 5 U.S., Depament of Commerce Bureau of the Census, Census of
Interview); Barbara Pitts, president, Auburn Alumnae Chapter, Delta Population: 1970, vol. 1, part 12, pp. 512, 565.
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., letter to Bill Nichols, U.S. Congressman, 86 Christopher Coates, American Civil Liberties Union, Southern Regional
Auburn, Ala., Sept. 20, 1979; Barbara Pitts, chairperson, Auburn political Office, Atlanta, Ga., letter to A.L. Weavers, chief registrar, Butts County,
and social action committee, letter to Ted Little, State senator, Auburn, Ga., Mar. 14, 1980 (hereafter cited as Coates Letter).
Ala., Feb. 20, 1980. 87 Ibid.
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unable to come to the courthouse to register during communicated to all citizens, and the participation in
workdays. 88 He requested that "the Board of Regis- them by minorities is encouraged, purging and
trars appoint some deputy registrars who would be reregistration activities can be discriminatory in
authorized to register people at a designated site(s) effect.
located in the predominantly black residential In 1975 the State of Texas submitted a bill
area."89 Under Georgia law, the board may appoint requiring purging and reregistration to the Depart-
deputy registrars and designate alternate locations ment of Justice for preclearance under section 5 of
for registration.o the Voting Rights Act. 98 The bill required a purge of

In response to a letter from the ACLU, the Butts all currently registered voters and terminated the
County Board of Registrars, which consists of ne registration of those who failed to reregister by
black and two whites, maintained that the office at March 1, '976 99
the courthouse "is adequately staffed" to handle The Attorney General objected to the change.
registration responsibilities. 91 The board agreed, Although he found "nothing to suggest a discrimina-
however, to extend the office's operation to "two the purge, he d find a potential-
Saturdays before the final day to register for the y discriminatory effect
primary election and two Saturdays before the final
day to register for the general election, from 8:00
a.m. to 4:00 p.m." 92 In addition, the board said that it With regard to cognizable minority groups in Texas, namely,

would pace "a special table" for restratin "in the blacks and Mexican-Americans, a study of their historical votingld place a pecial table or registration n the problems and a review of statistical data, including that relating to
hallway" of the courthouse on these four Satur- literacy, disclose that a total voter registration purge under
days. 93 The board has planned to appoint another existing circumstances may have a discriminatory effect on their
black deputy registrar who "will be teamed" with voting rights .... Moreover, representations have been made to

this office that a requirement that everyone register anew, on thethe present black registrar, and the two will operate heels of registration difficulties experienced in the past, could
the special table. 94 The board has also promised cause significant frustration and result in creating voter apathy
"suitable advance advertisement" of these "special" among minority citizens. . .10
registration procedures. 9 .registration procedures.9 5 Given these circumstances, the Attorney General

Despite these proposed remedies, Butts County stressed that "we are unable to conclude. . .hat
still lacks any registration activities outside the eetat u a e n e ll nimplementation of such a purge in Texas will notcounty courthouse. In November 1980 the black have the effect of discriminating on account of raceregistration rate trailed the white rate by over 37 o colo and langage m

or color and language minority status." TM

percent; 96 73.7 percent of voting age whites were
registered, but only 36.2 percent of voting age blacks In February 1977 officials Lee County, issis-

9were registereduo.nl 3.pecnofsippi, submitted to the U.S. Attorney General,were registered. 9,
pursuant to section 5 of the Voting Rights Act, a
request to change its reregistration procedures. 103

Purging and Reregistration The Department of Justice objected to the submis-
Problems related to purging and reregistration sion because Lee County could not prove that the

occur when the names of persons are removed proposed change would not be discriminatory in
without their knowledge from the registration list, purpose or effect. The objection letter stated that
or when voters have not been notified adequately "black residents were not involved in the formula-
that they must reregister to vote. Unless all of the tion of the reregistration plans; there are no black
technical provisions of these two procedures are deputy registrars in the county, nor are blacks in any
s8 A.L. Weaver, Zella Mae Taylor, and Levi Ball, Butts County Board of 97 Ibid.
Registrars, letter to Christopher Coates, American Civil Liberties Union, J Stanley Pottinger, Assistant Attorney General, ivil Rights Division,
Southern Regional Office, Atlanta, Ga., Mar. 25, 1980 (hereafter cited asey ssistnt ttone eneral, Cl R s D ,
Weaver Letter). U.S. Department of Justice, objection letter to Mark White, secretary of
89 Coates Letter. state, State of Texas, Dec. 10, 1975.
90 Ga. Code Ann., §§34-604(a) 34-613(b), and 34-610(a)(d) (Supp. 1978). 99 Ibid.
91 Weaver Letter. 100 Ibid.
92 Ibid 10 Ibid.
93 Ibid.
94 Ibid. 102 Ibid.
95 Ibid. 103 Drew S. Days III, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division,
6 Registration rates were calculated on the basis of data supplied by the U.S. Department of Justice, objection letter to W.P. Mitchell, attorney atOffice of Secretary of State, State of Georgia, and Office of Planning and law, Tupelo, Miss., Apr. 1, 1977.

Budget, Georgia State Data Center.
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other way intended to be involved in the conduct of sissippi; and Johnson County, Georgia, minority
the reregistration."104 The county officials did not respondents reported harassment during registration.
propose to send, by mail, a notice of the need for In addition, minority organizations and private
reregistration and planned to require "personal citizens who have attempted to secure more flexible
reregistration."1 05 Reregistration would be made registration procedures reported lack of cooperation
available at the county courthouse "only during or hostility on the part of registration officials. In
regular work hours" and on "a small number of Johnson County, Georgia; Lee County, Alabama;
Saturdays."1 06 and Butts County, Georgia, minority respondents

reported problems in implementing more flexible
Conclusion registration procedures even though the appropriate

Registration for minorities should be no more State laws permitted these changes. In these jurisdic-
difficult than it is for whites. However, given the tions, registrars have been reluctant to remedy
depressed economic status of many minority com- problems of transportation and intimidation. Those
munities, restrictive registration practices are espe- organizations and persons that succeeded in getting
cially burdensome. Because of past discrimination alternative registration procedures had a difficult
against minorities and the continuing economic time convincing authorities of the need for them,
dependence of minority communities, restrictive and when changes were implemented, they did not
registration practices ensure limited minority access fully satisfy minorities' concerns.
to the electoral process. If the registration process Some of these kinds of problems have been
does not increase the percentage of minority voters, remedied by sections of the Voting Rights Act.
then minorities will remain permanently at a disad- Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act, for example, has
vantage. Their past exclusion from the election been instrumental in preventing the implementation
process, therefore, warrants additional consideration of registration practices and procedures that could
on the part of officials in providing flexible registra- discriminate against minorities in purpose or effect.
tion procedures. In the case of purging and reregistration, for

The Commission found that the depressed eco- example, objections by the Attorney General to
nomic status of minority communities coupled with proposed purging procedures in Mississippi and
other obstacles to registration continues to retard Texas have forestalled implementation of devices
minority registration in jurisdictions subject to pre- that could potentially discriminate against minority
clearance. In Emporia, Virginia; Port Gibson, Mis- registrants.

104 !bid. 106 Ibid.
105 Ibid.
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Chapter 4

Voting

The Voting Rights Act of 19651 prohibits the use in white communities, minorities have been extreme-
of barriers to voting such as literacy tests and ly reluctant to vote because of their fear of harass-
provides for appointing Federal observers to moni- ment and intimidation at the polls. 3 The Commission
tor elections so that all persons can exercise their was concerned whether polling place locations in
right to vote. As chapter 2 reported, the number of the jurisdictions subject to preclearance continued
minorities who register, vote, and run for office has to be inconvenient, inaccessible, or intimidating to
increased since passage of the act. Although it has minorities
been instrumental in helping to protect minorities' In Hopeweil, Virginia, blacks are concerned about
right to vote, practices implemented at the local voting at the Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW) Hall
level that serve to prevent minorities from voting l i t 
have been reported. Such practices have includedted the co t A or to thepresident of the Virginia chapter of the Southernomission of the names of registered minorities from rsden ea chater o the outChristian Leadership Conference, there are no vot-voter lists, failure to provide sufficient and conve- 
nient polling places that are accessible to minority ing places i the black community.4 Bcks are now

voting in an organization's building whose member-citizens, harassment of minority voters by elections building whose member-
officials, refusal to assist minority voters, inadequate ship is all white.5 He said, "It's like having the pollsofficials refusal to assist minority voters, inatory at a coutry club." He additionally alleged that theat a country club. M6 He additionally alleged that theinstructions to minority voters, and discriminatory
use of absentee ballots and other procedures.2 In this location the polling place has had a negative
study, the Commission was concerned whether the effect on the black voter turnout. 7 According to the
right to vote continues to be denied to minorities in respondent, "If one precinct was in the black
such ways. community, then black people might become more

accustomed to voting."8

In February 1977 officials in Raymondville,
Polling Places Texas, submitted changes in the location of two

The location of the polling place is an important polling places to the Attorney General pursuant to
factor in determining whether minorities exercise section 5 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965. 9

their right to vote. When polling places are located Although the Department of Justice did not object
1 42 U.S.C. §§1971, 1973 to 1973bb-1 (1976). 5 Ibid.2 U.S., Commission on Civil Rights, Poliltcal Participation (1968), p. 60; 6 bid
U.S., Commission on Civil Rights, The Voting Rights Act: Ten Years After
(1975), p. 97 (hereafter cited as Voting: Ten Years After). Ibid.
3 Washington Research Project, The Shameful Blight: The Survival of Ibid.
Racial Discrimination in Voting in the South, (Washington, D.C.: 1972), pp. Drew S. Days III, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division,80-82; Political Participation, pp. 67-69.80-82; Political Participation, pp. 67-69. Department of Justice, objection letter to Jerry Jacobs, superintendent,Rev. Curtis Harris, president, Virginia chapter of the Southern Christian Department of Justice, objection letter to Jerry Jacobs, superintendent,
Leadership Conference, interview in Hopewell, Va., Jan. 12, 1981 (hereaf- Raymondville Independent School District, Raymondville, Tex., Mar. 25,
ter cited as Harris Interview). 1977, pp. 1-4.
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to one of the polling place changes, it objected to the the new polling place for a local election.19 Persons
other change in location.10 According to the Depart- were given only 2 weeks' notice of the polling place
ment, it "received unrebutted representations indi- change, and the newspaper "contained the address
cating that the change in the location of the Precinct of the old polling place for that precinct up until the
1 polling place from City Hall to the American day before the election."2 0 The Department noted
Legion Hall may have the purpose or effect of that, as a result of these factors, "a number of black
denying or abridging the right to vote on account of

registered voters who would otherwise have voted
race, color, or membership in a language minority

were unable to vote" in the April 1978 city elec-group."" The Department reported that the polling were unable to vote the 1978 elec-
place change "will result in a significant inconve- tion2 It concluded that "in this instance we have
nience for many Mexican American voters" who some evidence of actual rather than just potential
reside in portions of that precinct.' 2 In its objection, [discriminatory] effect." 22 Although the Department
the Department additionally wrote that "the Ameri- of Justice precleared changes in four of the pre-
can Legion Hall appears to be a place where many cincts, it was unable to conclude that the polling
Mexican Americans feel unwelcome. Thus it is place change in the majority black precinct "does
likely that the use of the American Legion Hall will not adversely affect minority participation in the
have the effect of deterring participation by Mexican political process."23

Americans. .. ."3 The Attorney General objected In October 1979 the board of commissioners
to the proposed change since he was "unable to submitted a polling place change in the city of
conclude, as he must under the Voting Rights Act, t 

Taylor in Williamson County, Texas, to the Attor-
that. . .the use of the American Legion Hall as the

* * * or ney General. 24 According to the Department ofpolling place for Precinct 1 will not have the effect Genera According to the Department of
of discriminating on account of race, color, or Justice, the polling place would be moved from the
membership in a language minority group."' 4 "centrally located" City Hall to the National Guard

In April 1978 the city of New Orleans, Louisiana, Armory which is located "approximately ten to
submitted changes in five polling locations to the twelve blocks north of City Hall in a predominantly
Department of Justice for preclearance under sec- white area."2 5 The Department concluded that-the
tion 5 of the Voting Rights Act."5 According to the new polling place would be "a significant inconve-
Department, one of the changes was a polling place nience to the city's minority voters who appear to be
located in a precinct where 92 percent of the concentrated in the southern and southwestern
registered voters are black.'6 According to the portions of the city. . .[and] may have. . .the effect
Department of Justice, the new polling place was . .Department of Justice, the new polg ple ws of deterring participation by some minority voters in
"approximately 16 blocks from the old polling

elections. .. .,26 The Attorney General was unable
place" and "located in another precinct."' 7 The 

to conclude that the polling place change would notDepartment further noted that many of the voters, to conclude that the chan would not
particularly the elderly, did not have automobiles have the effect of discriminating against minorities.27

and that there was "no convenient public transporta- In September 1980 a Hispanic city councilman,
tion" to get to the new polling place.' 8 Proof of the who represents a district in the Bronx, New York,
polling place's inaccessibility to minority voters that has a Hispanic population of over 50 percent,
occurred when city officials changed the polling wrote to the executive director of the Bronx Board
place in this precinct prior to preclearing it and used

10 Ibid., p. 1. 19 Ibid. pp. 1-2.
" Ibid., p. 

2
. 20 Ibid.

12 Ibid. 21 Ibid., p. 2.
13 Ibid. The Department of Justice did not object to the use of the 22 Ibid., p. 1.
American Legion Hall, if another polling place which would be more 23 Ibid., p. 2.
convenient to the Mexican Americans living in portions of the precinct 24 Drew S. Days III, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division,
were established. Department of Justice, objection letter to Weldon C. Berger, chairman,
14 Ibid., pp. 2-3. Board of Commissioners, Taylor, Tex., Dec. 3, 1979, pp. 1-3.
15 Drew S. Days III, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, 25 Ibid., p. 1.
Department of Justice, objection letter to Ernest L. Salatich, assistant city 26 Ibid. The Department noted that in the 1972 election held at City Hall,
attorney, New Orleans, La., May 12, 1978, pp. 1-3. three minority candidates ran for office and 2,231 votes were cast. In 1973,
16 Ibid., p. 2. when the Armory was used, there were no minority candidates and only
17 Ibid. 717 votes were cast.
18 Ibid. 27 Ibid., p. 2.
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of Elections inquiring about the change of the guage.34 In this study, the Commission was con-
polling location in his district.2 8 The councilman cerned whether minorities who needed assistance
wrote that the new polling place is "nine blocks were able to vote, and if they received adequate
away" from the old one. 29 He further explained to assistance at the polls.
Commission staff that some of the Puerto Rican and According to Texas State law, a person who
black "senior citizens" had complained to him that either is on the registration list or has a registration
they would be unable to vote because of transporta- card at the polls can vote. 35 In some jurisdictions in
tion problems in getting to the new location.30 In a Texas, however, minorities are challenged or denied
letter to the councilman, the executive director the ballot even though they meet the requirements
explained that the polling place could not be of the law. In one instance, a minority poll watcher
changed back to the old location because of the in the city of Hondo, in Medina County, Texas,
"time element involved with the coming local alleged that the election judge's decision to chal-
registration in October and the November [1980] lenge a voter's eligibility or deny the ballot to a
election."31 She also wrote that "due to the 1981 re- voter was based on the race and ethnicity of the
apportionment, we will make every effort to change voter. According to her, more Hispanics are chal-
it next year."3 2 lenged at the polls than whites. 36 The respondent

The location of the polling place is an important alleged that in 1979 when she served as a poll
facet of the voting process. If minorities do not have watcher, the election judge at her precinct would
access to a polling place because of lack of transpor- "challenge more Mexican American voters, espe-
tation or if they feel uncomfortable or intimidated cially those who ran for office." 37 She cited an
there, they will be unable to vote. Voting becomes a example, however, of how an Anglo was treated
burden for minorities when they must vote outside differently even though there was uncertainty about
their community, especially when feasible alterna- his residency:
tives exist. Minorities are also reluctant to vote in a
building that symbolizes exclusion to them. The An Anglo had been living in San Antonio (after moving from

failure of white officials to provide a voting environ- Hondo). He came back to Hondo to vote because he said his
-< .tha. .c l *- 11s * * parents still lived here (in Hondo). He did not have a registration

ment that is acceptable and accessible to all citizens card but he remained on the voter list. He was allowed to vote
has helped to discourage minorities from voting. despite the question over his residence. 3s

In one instance, a well-known Hispanic communi-
Assistance at the Polls ty leader in Medina County explained how he was

For many minority voters, the kind of assistance challenged by election officials:
that they receive at the polls determines whether
they will vote. If minority voters who do not speak When I went to vote I didn't have my registration card but my
English or who are illiterate receive inadequate name was on the list. One [official] man knew me and knew my
assistance, they may become too frustrated and name was on the list. Another man kept asking him, "Are you

sure? Are you sure?"T 3
discouraged to vote or they may mark their ballots
in such a way that they will not be counted. Before He continued, "They [the election officials] don't
the Voting Rights Act of 1965 was amended, most bother me, but a lot of people can be scared off
States required that elections be conducted only in easily. It's those. . .hassles you go through and
English. 33 The minority language provisions, which unless you are persistent. . .[you] are scared off." 40

were added to the act in 1975, require that voting In Bexar County, Texas, a voter at Precinct 356
assistance be given in the applicable minority lan- was told during the November 4, 1980, election that

28 Gilberto Gerena-Valentin, councilman, New York City, letter to Bea 33 Voting: Ten YearsAfter, p. 117.
Berger, executive director, Bronx Board of Elections, Sept. 10, 1980 34 42 U.S.C §§1971, 1973-1973bb-1 (1976) at 1973b(f)(1). A complete
(hereafter cited as Gerena-Vaientin Letter); Gilberto Gerena-Valentin, discussion of the provisions can be found in chapter 7.
councilman, telephone interview, May 21, 1981. 35 Tex. Elec. Code Ann. arts. 8.07, 8.08, 8.09 (Vernon Supp. 1980).
29 Gerena-Valentin Letter. 36 Irma Torres, community leader and former poll watcher, interview in
30 Ibid.; Gilberto Gerena-Valentin, councilman, telephone interview, May Hondo, Tex., Dec. 18, 1980 (hereafter cited as Torres Interview).
21, 1981. 37 Ibid.
31 Beatrice Berger, chief clerk, Bronx Borough Office, letter to Gilberto 38 Ibid.
Gerena-Valentin, councilman, New York City, Sept. 16, 1980. The old 39 Lucio Torres, community leader, interview in Hondo, Tex., Dec. 18,
polling place had been used since June 1979. 1980.
32 Ibid. For the response of Beatrice Berger, chief clerk, Bronx Borough 40 Ibid. For the responses of Henry Stiegler and V.H. Neumann, election
Office, to these statements, see appendix G of this report. judges, Hondo, Tex., to these statements, see appendix G of this report.
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the marked sample ballot he was carrying could not leave."47 Election day observers also reported that
be taken into the voting booth. 41 The voter insisted on November 4, 1980, Hispanic voters at one
that doing so was his right and asked that the precinct in Phoenix, Arizona, were not told what
election official call the Texas Secretary of State's their alternatives were if they were not on the
office for clarification. Staff there confirmed that a registration list:48
self-marked ballot may be taken into the voting
booth. The voter was only allowed to vote afterbooth. The voter Many [Hispanic] voters were turned away because they were not
signing a sworn statement that the sample ballot was on the registrar's list. .. .People were not told what they could

self-marked. 4 2
do to vote, only that they could not vote. . .. [The] Election

An incident such as that reported in Bexar County judge was not attentive and did not try to explain to minority
voters who were not on the registrar's list what they could do to

might have discouraged a less well-informed person vote. . .49

from voting. Testimony presented by State Repre-
sentative Paul Moreno of El Paso, Texas, at a Problems related to bilingual assistance at the
hearing on voting irregularities supports this conclu- polls also were reported. A community leader in
sion. Representative Moreno testified that he knew Atascosa County, Texas, observed that when Mexi-
of many cases in which voters with marked sample can Americans who could not read or write went to
ballots were not allowed to vote. 43 He stated that the vote in the primary election, the election judges
potential voters "have their ballots in their pockets refused to let the two Hispanic clerks at Precinct 20
and at times they are searched. . .and if something is assist them.5 One Hispanic clerk who served as an
found. . .they are ejected."4 4 In response to Repre- election clerk at Precinct 20 during the May 3
sentative Moreno's statement, Shad Jefferies, direc- Democratic primary said, "No attempt is made to
tor of special projects for the secretary of state's try to assist them, unless. . . just take it upon
election division, te the iti the s tated to get up and go help the secreardless of
of state's office: whether [the election judge] like[s] it or not."5 ' She

continued:

...those people who were ejected. . .if they had themselves
marked those sample ballots or whatever, then they are entitled to When we are allowed to help somebody, they will send
keep that with them as long as they marked it themselves. They somebody with us, an Anglo. Then they will stand there and say,
should not be thrown out, or turned away from the polls for that "Well, you are supposed to read the ballot in English." If the
reasn'"45reason.4 5

person doesn't understand, how can you possibly read the ballot

in English. . .?52
According to an Arizona State representative, in

Maricopa County, "[e]lection officials are not The other Hispanic election clerk, who was
trained to explain to [Mexican American] people assigned to record the voters' names on the poll list,
who are not on the registration list that they may be also noted that there were only two bilingual clerks
assigned to another precinct."46 He said, "They just at Precinct 20 to assist "the Mexican American
tell them they are not on their list and the people people coming up to vote. . . .A lot of them did not

41 Election day observation by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights' the proper precinct of his residence. If he is at the wrong polling place, give
Southwest Regional Office staff, Precinct 356, Lion's Field Center, 2900 him the address of the polling place in his precinct from the list of polling
Broadway, San Antonio, Tex., Nov. 4, 1980. place addresses furnished in your precinct supplies. If he resides in your
42 Ibid. precinct and qualifies to vote a Questioned Ballot, follow the Questioned
43 Southwest Voter Registration Education Project, An Inquiry Into Voting Ballot Voter instructions. If a solution is not found in any of these ways,
Irregularities in Texas, hearing, Austin, Tex., Oct. 22, 1980, p. 51. (hereafter refer this person to the Elections Department. Precinct Election
cited as An Inquiry Into Voting Irregularities in Texas). Board Instructions, 1980, Maricopa County Department of Elections, pp. 2-
44 Ibid. 
45 Ibid., p. 52. For the response of Beverly B. Wallace, election judge, 48 Election Day observations by U.S. Commission on Civil Rights staff at
Precinct 356, Bexar County, Tex., to these statements, see appendix G of
Pths recinct 356, Bexar County, Tex., to e statements, see appendix G of Lincoln School, Precinct No. 1251, Phoenix, Ariz., Nov. 4, 1980 (hereafterthis report. cited as Election Day Observations-Phoenix). The observers visited a48 Earl Wilcox, State representative, interview in Phoenix, Ariz., Nov. 4, cited as Election Day Observations-Phoenix). The observers visited a
1980. predominantly Hispanic precinct. While they were present, the only voters

47 Ibid. According to the instructions provided election workers in to come to the precinct were Hispanics.
Maricopa County, "No person shall be allowed to vote in your precinct 4 Election Day Observations-Phoenix. For the response of David J.
polling place unless he is qualified in one of the following ways: (1) His Nicol, director of elections, Maricopa County, Ariz., to these statements,
name appears on the Precinct Register; (2) He surrenders a County see appendix G of this report.
Recorder's Certificate authorizing the addition of his name to the Precinct 50 Abraham Saenz, Jr., community leader, interview in Pleasanton, Tex.,
Register; or (3) He qualifies to vote a Questioned Ballot as detailed in the Dec. 17, 1980 (hereafter cited as Saenz Interview).
Questioned Ballot Voter section of these instructions. When a person's 5' Minnie B. Leal, testimony, An Inquiry Into Voting Irregularities in Texas,
name is not found on your precinct register, direct this person to the 1980 p. 167 (hereafter cited as Leal Testimony).
Maricopa County Precinct Map and Election Information Guide to locate 52 Ibid., p. 168.
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understand the English language and they were are illiterate cannot vote or vote effectively if they
asking for assistance."53 Realizing that it was diffi- receive assistance from an intimidating, insensitive
cult to carry out her assigned duties as well as assist poll worker, or if there are restrictive rules that
the Hispanic voters, the clerk approached the govern the assistance procedure.
election judge about more bilingual help. According In 1979, according to the Department of Justice,
to the clerk, the judge "kind of got upset House Bill No. 854 was passed by the Mississippi
and. . .made the comment. . .that as far as she was 

Legislature. 64 It proposed to change the State'sconcerned, if they did not speak the English lan- t 
guage, if they didn't understand it, they didn't have system of providing assistance to voters. Under the
the right to vote."54 old law, illiterate voters could receive assistance

In Medina County, Texas, a former poll watcher from the person of their choice, whether or not that
at the last city election in Hondo (April 1980) person was a registered voter in the same precinct.
noticed that some of the Mexican American voters One individual could assist any number of voters,
were not being assisted.55 When she brought it to the and no other person was permitted or required to be
attention of the election worker, he warned her that, present when assistance was given.66 The bill re-
as a poll watcher, she could say nothing.5 6 She said quired that the person giving assistance be a regis-
that the election worker told her, "I don't care what tered voter of the same precinct of the persons
you people want. You [Mrs. Torres] are not sup- receiving assistance, that one person could assist no
posed to say anything."57 more than five others, and that the poll manager

Parts of New York City are covered by section 5 67must be present while assistance was given. 67
of the Voting Rights Act. One councilman indicated n 

In May 1979 the bill was submitted to thethat more bilingual workers are needed to assistthat more bilingual workers are needed to assist Department of Justice for preclearance under sec-
Spanish-speaking voters in the Williamsburg section 
of Brooklyn, New York (District No. 27).58 Another tion 5 of the Voting Rights Act.6 8 In July 1979 the
Hispanic councilman in a Bronx, New York, district Attorney General wrote that he was "unable to
(no. 11) stressed that there are seldom bilingual conclude that the proposed system of assistance does
election officials who work at the polls.5 9 The not have the purpose and will not have the effect of
Hispanic director of a Bronx housing clinic con- denying or abridging the right to vote on account of
curred that in his Bronx district (no. 6), "There were race or color."69 The Department also noted that it
no Spanish-speaking election officials working at the is common for more than five black voters to receive
polling places" 6 0 to provide assistance to non-En- assistance from the same person and that there is no
glish-speaking persons. need for the person giving assistance to reside in the

Although many formal barriers to voting (such as same precinct as the voters receiving assistance.'7
tests or devices) 61 have been eliminated, lack of he Department of Justice noted that the vast
adequate assistance can act as a barrier to illiterate 

majority of voters who have requested votingvoters. 62 The quality of that assistance is one of the
major factors that determines whether illiterate assstance Mississippi are black and their voting
minority voters may vote. 63 Minority persons who

53 Maria Elena Reyna, testimony at An Inquiry Into Voting Irregularities in 60 Jose Espinosa, director, East Tremont Housing Clinic, Bronx, interview
Texas, p. 170 (hereafter cited as Reyna Testimony). in New York City, Mar. 3, 1981.
54 Ibid., p. 172. The minority language provisions of the Voting Rights Act 61 42 U.S.C. 1973a(b) (1976)
require that assistance should be given to persons who do not speak 2 Voting Ten Yearster, p. 12
English. The official's insensitivity to that need was not in accord with the 63 Ibid., pp. 121 24 1
spirit of the law. 28 C.F.R. §55, 20(b) (1980).3 PP6 121
55 Torres Interview.4 Drew S. Days III, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division,

56 Ibid. Under Texas law, the poll watcher is only at the polling place to Department of Justice, objection letter to A.F. Summer, attorney general,
observe the election and is not to give any advice to voters or hold any Mississippi, July 6, 1976, p. 1 (hereafter cited as Mississippi Letter).
conversation with any voter. The poll watcher is not permitted to converse 65 Ibid.
with the judges or clerks regarding the election as it progresses except for 66 Ibid., p. 2.
the purpose of calling to the attention of the election officers fraud, mistake, 67 Ibid.
or irregularity. Tex. Elec. Code Ann., art. 3.07 a-h (Vernon Supp. 1980). 68 Ibid., p. 1.
57 Torres Interview. For the response of Henry Stiegler, election judge, 6 Ibid., pp. 1-2. In June 1979 the Attorney General did not initially object
Hondo, Tex., to these statements, see appendix G of this report. In June 1979the toney General did not initially object
58 Luis Olmedo, councilman, Brooklyn, interview in New York City, Mar. to the proposed change in Mississippi's voter assistance law. After
3,1981. reexamining the proposal, the Attorney General found the bill unaccept-
59 Gilberto Gerena-Valentin, councilman, New York City, interview in able.
New York City, Mar. 5, 1981. 70 Ibid.
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rights would be adversely affected by the bill's Intimidation of voters was reported in Johnson
requirements.7 County in Wrightsville, Georgia. A well-known

In November 1979 Louisiana enacted a law that black community leader who assisted black voters
requires illiterate persons who want assistance at the reported an incident in which blacks were accused
polls to present an affidavit to the registrar (in by the election official of "blocking the entrance to
person or by mail) explaining the reasons for the the courthouse," which is the polling place.77 When
assistance. 72 Without the affidavit on record, these he explained that he and the other blacks were
voters cannot receive assistance at the polls. The law standing an acceptable distance from the polling
does not permit them to file an affidavit at the place, the election official called the State troopers
polling location if they have not filed previously to get them to leave. The respondent continued
The inflexibility of the law places a great burden on standing in front of the courthouse, and the election
voters who wish to obtain assistance to vote, by official called the sheriff and State troopers again.
requiring them to understand a legal procedure and The respondent said that Federal observers from the
then penalizing them if they do not understand it. Department of Justice who were monitoring the

In St. Landry Parish, Louisiana, a respondent activities told the official that he was not breaking
explained that many blacks who needed assistance in t l the law. "Later, some white men in a truck stopped
the November elections were not aware of the new in front of the polling place. Guns were visible in the
requirement. TM When they went to vote and asked-requirement. 7 When they went to vote and asked truck."78 They began heckling black people at the
for assistance, they were not allowed to vote

polls. The blacks left the scene (some of them
because they did not have the affidavit on file.74

because - thyddntha e. potential voters) while whites were not harassed by
According to another respondent, such voters didAn inc t sh the official or the white men.79 An incident such as
not have transportation to get to the courthouse to .

.7. 5 , , , . , the one in Wrightsville discourages minorities fromfind out more about the new procedure. 75 Indirectly,
the new law prevented "a lot of [black] people from voting
voting."76 The Louisiana law has had the effect of In Atascosa ounty Texas two former 
preventing minority voters who are elderly or candidates for county positions said that Mexican

illiterate from voting because they are unable to Americans had reason to fear economic reprisal.
understand it or because it is difficult for them to According to one of the candidates, "People are just
comply with it. too scared. I don't blame them. If they vote for

someone that their boss doesn't want them to [and
he finds out], they will lose their jobs."8 0 According

Harassment and Intimidation to one of the two Hispanic election workers in
Harassment and intimidation at the polls-blatant Atascosa County, "the attitude among the personnel

activities aimed at deterring people from voting- working towards the Mexican Americans is bad.
also prevent many minorities, especially those who They treat them bad."8 ' Another community leader
are elderly and less educated, from exercising their said, "Some [Mexican Americans] don't vote be-
right to vote. In some jurisdictions that were cause there are not enough [Mexican American]
studied, minorities have been threatened with eco- clerks to help. If we had more Mexican American
nomic and physical reprisals for voting or for clerks and [election] judges, Mexican Americans
assisting others to vote, or they have been intimidat- would feel more comfortable about voting."8 2

ed by insensitive white election workers. Such In the city of Pearsall in Frio County, Texas, an
conditions discourage minorities from voting, under- official stressed that one white election judge at
mining the intent of the Voting Rights Act. Precinct 2 makes things more difficult for the

71 Ibid. The Department reported that, according to the 1910 census, 76 Bush Interview.
blacks constituted 31 percent of Mississippi's residents aged 25 and over. 77 Rev. E.J. Wilson, community and religious leader and advisor, Johnson
Seventy-one percent of these persons had completed less than 5 years of County Justice League, interview in Wrightsville, Ga., Nov. 18, 1980
formal education. (hereafter cited as Wilson Interview).
72 La. Rev. Stat. Ann. §18.564 (West Supp. 1981).78 Ibid.
73 James Bush, community leader, interview in LeBeau, La., Dec. 11, 1980 79 Ibid.
(hereafter cited as Bush Interview). 80 Saenz Interview.
74 Ibid. 8 Leal Testimony, p. 161.
75 Ron Gilbert, community leader, interview in LeBeau, La., Dec. 11, 82 Jose Torres, president, Atascosa County Council-League of United
1980. Latin American Citizens, interview in San Antonio, Tex., Dec. 17, 1980.
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Hispanics voting and as a result they are not areas were appointed to man voting boxes in
comfortable at the polls.8 3 The official stated that the predominantly Chicano areas."9 4 According to 1980
negative attitude of election judges easily discour- census data, Port Gibson, Mississippi, has a black
ages people from voting.84 According to a paralegal population of 63.4 percent. For the 1980 elections
in Frio County, "Mexican Americans want more there were four poll managers chosen by the
Mexican American election judges. They do not feel election commission, but only one was black. 95 The
at ease at the polls."8 5 A county commissioner lack of minority election officials adversely affects
reiterated that there have been complaints that "they the voting participation of blacks and Hispanics who
[election judges] were being sarcastic to the [Mexi- become discouraged from voting when they believe
can American] voters and [have] tried to discourage that they will be treated in a discriminatory manner
them [from voting]."86 In addition, an Hispanic or assisted inadequately by white election workers at
justice of the peace explained: the polls.

[One of the] biggest obstacles was intimidation at the polls. It is Absentee Voting
hard for people with little education. . .They are easily scared or
discouraged....87 Absentee voting is a procedure that enables

persons in the military, students, and other people
Minority Election Officials who may not be able to go to the polls to exercise

Minorities believe that more minority election their right to vote. The absentee ballot is supposed
workers would decrease the amount of intimida- to be a viable alternative to voting at the polls, but in
tion. 88 In 1980, however, the number of minority some jurisdictions, it has been used to undermine the
election workers was inadequate in some areas with intent of the Voting Rights Act.
a large minority population. According to one of the In 1980 the Atlanta Constitution published a series
Hispanic poll workers at Precinct 20 in Atascosa of articles on the Voting Rights Act. In one article,
County, Texas, there were only 2 Hispanic poll absentee ballot abuse in Taliaferro County, Georgia,
workers out of 14 at this precinct where "half of the was reported. 96 The county has a 71.6 percent black
people that come to the polls are Mexican Ameri- population, but there are no blacks on the county
can." 89 For the primary and general elections in commission. 97 Blacks have been candidates for posi-
1980, Atascosa County had 17 election judges; none tions in the county, but have lost because of the
was Hispanic. 90 In Medina County, Texas, from 1954 "apparent abuse of absentee ballots." 98 According to
to 1980 there were a total of 351 presiding judges the article:
appointed to conduct elections by the county corm- .appointed to conduct elections by the county com- Here in Taliaferro County, the use and apparent abuse of absentee
missioners' court; only 5 (1.4 percent) were Hispan- ballots have been the major tool of the dominant white political
ic, even though they are nearly 50 percent of the establishment to dilute the impact of the black vote ever since

county population.9 In .Frio County, Texas, a justice voter registration drives and the first attempts by blacks to gain
public office more than a decade ago. 99

of the peace commented that at one precinct that is
predominantly Hispanic there was not one Hispanic The article noted that in the 1980 primary election,
or bilingual poll worker during the November 1980 "absentee ballots accounted for more than one-third
election. 92 At another predominantly Hispanic pre- of the 1,545 votes cast." 100 The article reported
cinct, there was only one bilingual clerk. 93 One of abuse of absentee voting by white candidates who
the county commissioners said, "Anglos from distant "regularly hand-deliver absentee ballots to poor and

83 Frank Robledo, justice of the peace, Precinct 1, interview in Pearsall, 91 Statistics were provided by the Mexican American Legal Defense and
Tex., Dec. 16, 1980 (hereafter cited as Robledo Interview). Educational Fund, San Antonio, Tex., Apr. 20, 1981.
84 Ibid. For the response of Mrs. John Stacy, election judge, Precinct 1, to 92 Robledo Interview. The precinct that is discussed is Voting Box 1.
these statements, see appendix G of the report. 93 Ibid. The precinct that is discussed is Voting Box 8.
8 Anita Garza, paralegal, Texas Rural Legal Aid, interview in Pearsall, 94 Alvarez Interview.
Tex., Dec. 17, 1980. 95 Carole Brezeale, city clerk, interview in Port Gibson, Miss., Dec. 5,
86 Adolfo Alvarez, county commissioner, interview in Pearsall, Tex., Dec. 1980
16, 1980 (hereafter cited as Alvarez Interview).
1 1987 R heredter view. 98 "Trouble in Taliaferro County: Absentee Ballot Abuse Keeps Whites in
87 Robledo Interview.
88 Saenz Interview. Office," The Atlanta Constitution, Dec. 9, 1980, pp. 1-A-10-A (hereafter

89 Leal Testimony, p. 166. cited as "Trouble in Taliaferro.")
90 Elidia Sugura, county clerk, Atascosa County, Tex., telephone inter- 97 Ibid., p. 1-A.
view, Feb. 6, 1981; May 1, 1981. For the response of O.B. Gates, county Ibid., p. 10-A.
judge, Atascosa County, Texas, to these statements, see appendix G of this 99 Ibid.
report. '00 Ibid.
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illiterate black voters and stand by the voters while residence, but in every case the ballot must be mailed to the voter
the ballots are filled out."'0' According to the at an address outside the county. ...
newspaper: In the city of Pearsall, in Frio County, Texas,

there is a large number of Mexican AmericanThe candidate or a helper brings along applications for absentee
ballots on visits to households. Potential voters are asked whether migrant or seasonal workers who may not be able to
they wouldn't like the candidate or a helper to deliver the ballot vote in person on election days. Some of these
later. The form then is filled out so that the absentee ballot is workers have applied for absentee ballots. A Hispan-
mailed not to the voter, but to the candidates and their helpers.
Then the candidate or an aide drives the ballot out to the voter ic county commissioner reported, however, that "in
and, if possible, waits while it is filled out-or in the case of absentee voting, the registrar has been very derelict
illiterates, offers assistance. 02 in sending out the [absentee] ballot[s]. [F]or Mexican

Georgia law requires that a person wishing to vote Americans [the seasonal workers] they are sent out
absentee must apply for an absentee ballot (either by very slowly." 1 2 He said that the registrar is not
mail or in person) with the registrar and write on the derelict "in mailing out absentee ballots to Ang-
application the address where the ballot should be los."13
mailed.'03 One white law enforcement official mailed Before the general election in November 1980, an
the absentee ballot applications to the registrar and Hispanic county commissioner said that he knew
placed his address on them. He then delivered the personally that two Mexican American seasonal
ballots to the black voters. 0 4 In most cases, he filled workers applied for absentee ballots with the regis-
out the ballots for black illiterate voters.'05 trar, because they would be out of Pearsall (Frio

The Constitution also noted that after 1966 a County) on election day."4 One of the applicants,
"greater number" of absentee ballots have been filed who would be in Minnesota on election day, had not
by persons-mostly whites-who live outside the received his absentee ballot. Persons related to the
county. T06 This maneuver has been possible because applicant brought the ballot, which was mailed to
of the Georgia law which states that if a voter is out his Pearsall, Texas, address, to the commissioner and
of the county temporarily, a relative 18 years of age his wife. The commissioner's wife said, "I took the
or older living in the county "upon satisfactory sealed envelope, made a copy of the [front side of
proof of relationship" can apply for the absentee the] envelope, and put the date on it. I sent it to
ballot.107 However, the law does not define "tempo- Minnesota by registered mail.""5 When the commis-
rary."' 08 This has allowed persons who have moved sioner called the registrar and asked her why the
out of the county, "temporarily," to receive absentee absentee ballot was mailed to Pearsall instead of
ballots and still vote in Taliaferro elections.109 The Minnesota, she told him that there had been a
article concluded: mistake (in the mailing). The commissioner said

"that this is the kind of response that MexicanTo the extent that whites outside the county continue to vote Americans hear when something like that hap-
there, the black voting majority is diluted. . and everyone here e
says that white incumbents have been effective at winning black pens."6
votes by delivering absentee ballots and offering assistance to The use of absentee ballots is supposed to be a

poor and illiterate voters. 1
viable alternative for persons who want to exercise

According to Texas law, their right to vote in absentia. But the abuse of the
absentee ballot in Taliaferro County, Georgia, and

Qualified voters. . .make application for an absentee ballot on the the inflexibility of its use as a voting alternative in
ground of expected absence from the county of their residence on Frio County, Texas, renders the absentee ballot a
election day, and who expect to be absent from the county during
the clerk's regular office hours. .. .Applications made... may procedure that can deny minorities access to the
be mailed either from within or without the county of the voters' political process.

101 Ibid. "o Ibid.
102 Ibid. "I Tex. Elec. Code Ann. art. 5.05, subd. l(c)(ii) (Vernon Supp. 1980).,03 Ga. Code Ann. §34-1402(a) (Supp. 1978). 112 Alvarez Interview.
104 "Trouble in Taliaferro," p. 10-A. 113 Adolfo Alvarez, county commissioner, Frio County, Texas, telephone
105 Ibid. interview, May 25, 1981 (hereafter cited as Alvarez Telephone Interview).
106 Ibid. 114 Ibid. The workers planned to be in Minnesota and New York City,
107 Ga. Code Ann. §

3
4-1402(a) (Supp. 1978); "Trouble in Taliaferro," p. respectively.

I0~-A. 15 Lupe Alvarez, community leader, Telephone Interview, May 25, 1981.
108 Id. 116 Alvarez Telephone Interview; for the response of Mona Hoyle, county
109 "Trouble in Taliaferro," p. 10-A. clerk, Frio County, Tex., to these statements, see appendix G of this report.
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Vote Buying Conclusion
In 1976 a black candidate, Gilbert Austin, ran for The Commission found that in jurisdictions sub-

a position on the St. Landry Parish, Louisiana, ject to preclearance, barriers and practices still exist
School Board, representing a predominantly black which adversely affect minority access to the polls.
district. Mr. Austin ran against another black and a In Hopewell, Virginia, and in Williamson County,
white candidate. The outcome showed that the Texas, the location of polling places was especially
white candidate won the election. Mr. Austin was burdensome for minority voters. These polling
told, however, that many blacks had been bribed places were either inaccessible to minority voters or
into voting for the winner."17 After securing further located in places that may be intimidating to them.
evidence of "vote buying," the U.S. Department of In addition to the location of polling places, the
Justice filed suit against the St. Landry Parish lack of effective assistance at the polls may also
School Board.1 18 deprive minorities of their right to vote. In jurisdic-

In US. v. St. Landry Parish, Bobby Dupre, a tions in Texas and New York, language minorities
former white school board member, and three poll reported inadequate assistance, which had the effect
commissioners resigned as a result of engaging in of discouraging them from voting. Furthermore, the
vote buying during the 1976 school board elections States of Louisiana and Mississippi have enacted or
in St. Landry Parish.1 19 The district court stated that attempted to enact legislation which places addition-
the defendants' conduct constituted "a violation of a .a .

al burdens upon minority voters who are illiterate.
Sections 1971(a) and 1973 of Title 42 of the United minr iy v rs The Commission also found that minority votersStates Code and the 14th and 15th amendments of e . . o .

are still subject to intimidation at the polls. Inthe Constitution of the United States since said are sl subject to tmdaton at the po In
the Constitution of the United States since said Wrightsville, Georgia, Atascosa County, Texas, andscheme had the purpose and effect of denying or F County, Texas, d

abridging the right to vote on account of race."120 Frio County, Texas, minority respondents reportedabridging the right to vote on account of race."'.2 0

To ensure his election, Mr. Dupre instructed incidents in which they were harassed or intimidated
in their efforts to vote. Finally, the use of thedrivers to bring certain blacks to the polls. These ther effrts to vote Fina use of the

blacks then received assistance in voting from the absentee ballot in Taliaferro County, Georgia, and
three poll commissioners who were defendants in Frio County, Texas, also denied minorities access to
the case, despite the fact that the blacks neither the political process.
needed assistance nor gave a preference for a There are many facets of the Voting Rights Act,
candidate. The blacks were then given tokens, but one of the most important tests of its effective-
which were later redeemed for money.12 ness is at the polls. If minorities go to the polls and

A consent decree was entered in the case. The find election workers who are unwilling to assist
district court declared the February 21, 1976, elec- them, if they are forced to vote at inconvenient
tion null and void (Mr. Dupre resigned on Novem- polling places, if they are intimidated and harassed at
ber 27, 1979), and ordered a special election to be the polls, and if abuses in absentee voting and vote
held on April 5, 1980. Mr. Austin won the special buying persist, they will be unable to exercise their
election. right to vote.
117 Gilbert Austin, school board member, St. Landry Parish, La., interview 119 Id., slip op. at. 1-3.
in Opelousas, La., Jan. 30, 1981. 120 Id., at 1.
"18 United States v. St. Landry Parish School Board, No. 76-1062 (W.D. 121 Id., at 3.
La., Dec. 5, 1979).
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Chapter 5

Fair Representation and
Candidacy

Since passage of the Voting Rights Act, the In certain circumstances, the consequences for
number of minority elected officials has increased minority representation of these different voting
substantially. As chapter 2 noted, however, serious methods can be significant. If, for example, the town
underrepresentation of minorities in elected posi- contains a majority of white voters, who consistent-
tions persists. Chapters 3 and 4 showed that a variety ly refuse to vote for minority candidates (that is,
of impediments prevent minorities from registering there is racial bloc voting), an at-large election
and voting. Underrepresentation of minorities in system has the effect of denying minority voters the
elected office can also be attributed to election opportunity to elect a minority to office. In contrast,
systems, voting rules, and methods of redistricting, elections from single-member districts, some of
as well as to practices that minority candidates may which contain more than 50 percent minority voters,
confront such as harassment, intimidation, and lack ould make minority representation on the govern-
of access to voters.

ing body much more likely.
Combinations of these voting systems are also

Boundary Formation possible. Members of the town governing body
Both the method through which officeholders are could be elected from a mixed system, using at-large

elected and the exact boundaries of the jurisdictions and district elections. For example, of the 10
they represent can affect the opportunities of minori- members of the governing body, 2 could be elected
ties to be elected.1 For example, in any town, city, or at-large and 8 could be elected from single-member
county, each member of the local governing body districts. Given racial bloc voting, the opportunity
can be elected by all of the voters (elected at large) for minorities to be elected under this mixed system
or by only the voters of a particular district (elected would depend upon the proportion of minority
by single-member district). In a town of 10,000 voters in each of the eight districts.
registered voters with a governing body composed In addition, the town council could be divided
of 10 members, this would mean that all 10,000 into multimember districts in which more than one
voters could cast ballots for all 10 members of the member of the town governing body is elected from
governing body, or that the voters, grouped into 10 each district. For example, two districts could elect
districts of approximately 1,000 voters each, would five members each. Again, the opportunity for
be able to elect one member of the governing body minorities to be elected would depend upon the
to represent their particular district, percentage of minority voters in each of the two
I The following election systems and voting rules have also been explained
in a similar format in U.S., Commission on Civil Rights, The Voting Rights
Act. Ten Years After (1975), pp. 204-10.
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districts. If each district reflected the overall racial The effect of this rule upon minority candidates
proportions of the town (for example, 40 percent can be significant, especially in jurisdictions where
minority, 60 percent white), this opportunity would whites are in a majority and consistently refuse to
be limited. If one district, however, had 60 percent support minority candidates. In a jurisdiction with
minority voters and the other 15 percent minority 4,000 minority voters and 6,000 white voters, a
voters, the opportunities for minority representation, majority vote rule would inevitably force a minority
at least in the former district, would be enhanced. candidate to rely upon white voters to be elected. If

When political officials are elected by districts, one minority candidate and several white candidates
the opportunities for minority representation depend run, and if whites split their votes among the white
greatly on the way district lines are drawn. Jurisdic- candidates, the minority candidate may win a plural-
tions have diluted minority voting strength through ity of the votes. Without some white support,
practices such as dividing a geographical concentra- however, minority candidates would probably not
tion of minorities among several districts, all pre- receive a majority of the votes needed to win a
dominantly white, or overpopulating one district runoff. Under a majority vote rule, a runoff with a
with minorities under circumstances in which more white candidate in these circumstances would gener-
than one district could have had substantial minority ally result in defeat.
populations. Although the districts may technically Other voting rules, often found in conjunction
comply with the one-person, one-vote principle with the majority vote rule, also can limit minority
(that is, equalizing population among districts), the opportunities for elected office. When more than
way the districts are drawn may raise questions as to one member of a governmental body is elected at
the jurisdictions' intent, especially if they are neither large, several voting rules can make it difficult for a
compact nor contiguous. For example, with 10 minority community to target its votes in order to
districts in a hypothetical town of 10,000 that is 40 gain elected representation. For example, in a
percent minority, district lines could be drawn so as hypothetical town of 6,000 whites and 4,000 blacks,
to preclude the possibility of any minority represen- 4 council members are simultaneously elected at
tation. large. Each voter is able to cast 4 votes among a

Changing the boundaries of the jurisdiction also field of 10 white candidates and 1 black candidate.
can affect the opportunities for minority representa- With all black voters targeting their votes for the
tion. For example, by annexing predominantly white black candidate and voting for no one else, and if the
areas, a jurisdiction can increase its proportion of white voters split their votes among the 10 white
white voters. The consolidation of two jurisdictions candidates, the black candidate would probably be
also can have this effect. In the context of an at-large among the 4 winners. However, a number of rules,
system and a high degree of racial bloc voting, these in effect, prevent this targeting or "single-shot"
types of changes would reduce the opportunities for voting.
minority representation in the enlarged jurisdiction, First, single-shot voting may be prohibited, by
since the minority percentage of the total population requiring voters to cast ballots for a full slate of
would decrease. candidates to make their ballots count. Under this

prohibition, each black voter would have to vote for
three white candidates in addition to the black

Voting Rules candidate. In this situation, these black ballots
Equally important in determining the opportuni- probably would ensure the success of four white

ties of minorities to be elected are a variety of voting candidates.
rules. In the context of a particular election system Second, the four at-large positions could be
(for-example, at-large, mixed, single-member, multi- distinguished from each other. Although candidates
member districts), there are also voting rules that are all vying for the same at-large positions, there
govern the way candidates are elected and the way would now be four races for four distinct positions.
citizens may vote. For example, jurisdictions may Under this voting rule, particular at-large positions
require winning candidates to receive a majority would be designated on the ballot with a numbered
rather than a plurality of the vote. If no candidate post or place. A candidate would declare for the
receives a majority, the top two candidates face one particular post or place and run only against other
another in a runoff. candidates declared for that position. Black voters in
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this hypothetical election would have no opportuni- ties routinely confront, the combination of these
ty for single-shot voting. The one black candidate election systems and voting rules often places a
would face white opposition for a single position. significant added burden upon minorities running for
With a black electorate of 40 percent or a white office.
electorate that rarely votes for blacks, the black Although minority representation at virtually
candidate's prospects for success would be severely every level in States covered by the Voting Rights
limited. If there is also a majority runoff rule, his or Act has increased over the last 5 years, minorities
her chances for election would be even further continue to be severely underrepresented in most
reduced. elective offices. 2 The situation appears to be even

Third, each of the four positions might have a more acute in jurisdictions with particular election
residency requirement, but voting is done under an systems and voting rules. At-large election systems
at-large system. In other words, candidates for at- appear to have a severe negative effect, and they are
large positions must reside in a specific district or extensively used.3

section of the jurisdiction. This voting rule would For example, in the Southern States covered by
make single-shot voting impossible by separating the the preclearance provisions of the Voting Rights
four at-large positions into four races for four Act, there were 29 municipalities in 1978 with a
distinct positions. Again, the likelihood is increased black majority and total population of 2,500 or more,
that the opportunities for minority elected represen- but with no black representation. Of these, 22 (76
tation would be limited, especially where racial bloc percent) have at-large elections.4 In 59 percent of all
voting prevails in a majority white jurisdiction. thern ce th a population of 2,500 or more, insouthern cities with a population of 2,500 or more, inFourth, the terms of each of the four positionsFourth, the terms of each of the four positions which blacks comprise less than 50 percent of the
might expire in different years (that is, they aremight expire in different y s ( t is, ty ae population, and that employ at-large elections only,staggered). If each position has a 4-year term and no blacks serve on city governing councils. 5 Thisone position is elected each year, single-shot voting .o s w . . oc. ompares with 36 percent of cities using mixed orwould again be impossible. Each position would 

single-member district election systems. 6
have been separated into a distinct race in which the e ti o Multimember election systems also have beenopportunities for minority representation would be
limited. associated with minimal levels of minority represen-

tation. Where multimember election systems are
Elcto . Votin Rues a7 ^ rfiemployed, efforts of minority candidates to gain

Election Systems, Voting Rules, and election are also made more difficult. For example,
Opportunities for Minority in the Southern States covered by the preclearance
Representation provisions of the Voting Rights Act, three State

Rarely do any of these election systems and upper houses and three State lower houses employ
voting rules appear in isolation. For example, at- multimember districts.7 In these legislative cham-
large elections sometimes occur in conjunction with bers, 31 blacks held office in 1980, 5.8 percent of the
the majority vote, numbered post, and staggered total number of legislators.8 The situation is most
term rules. Given other voting problems that minori- severe in States that employ multimember districts

2 See chapter 2. (1980), pp. 95-102; Joint Center for Political Studies, National Roster of
3 For example, of the 22 cities in Virginia with a total population of 5,000 Black Elected Officials, vol. 10 (1981); Southwest Voter Registration
or more and a black population of 15 percent or more, 19 (86 percent) Education Project, "Texas Roster of Spanish Surname Elected Officials,"
employ at-large election systems. However, 41 percent of the black council July 1980. In Mississippi, there are currently 39 cities with populations over
members from these 22 cities are elected from the 4 cities with mixed or 2,500 with at-large city elections. Of those, 27 have no black representation.
single-member districts. Timothy O'Rourke, "City and County At-large Of the 12 at-large cities with black representation, 7 are majority black.
Elections and the Problem of Minority Representation," The University of Frank Parker, director, voting rights project, Lawyers' Committee for
Virginia Newsletter, vol. 55, no. 5 (February 1979), p. 2 (hereafter cited as Civil Rights Under Law, telephone interview, Feb. 20, 1981.
"City and County At-Large Elections"). In Texas, of the 214 home rule 4 Paul Stekler, research associate, Harvard University, letter to Commis-
cities, 179 (84 percent) employ at-large election systems and 31 (16 percent) sion staff, Feb. 24, 1981 (hereafter cited as Stekler Letter).
use single-member districts or a mixed system. Of the 179 jurisdictions that 5 Paul Stekler and Gary Orren, "Determinants of Black Electoral Success
use at-large elections, 12 (7 percent) have black representation on their in Southern Municipalities: Preliminary Analysis" (paper delivered at the
municipal councils and 32 (18 percent) have Mexican American representa- 1979 annual meeting of the Southern Political Science Association,
tion. However, of the 31 jurisdictions with mixed or single-member Gatlinburg, Tenn., Nov. 1-3, 1979), p. 7.
districts, 11 (35 percent) have black representation on their municipal 6 Ibid.
councils and 8 (26 percent) have Mexican American representation. Texas 7 Joint Center for Political Studies, National Roster of Black Elected
Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, A Report on Officials, vol. 9 (1980), pp. 1, 56, 94, 128, 169, 201, 217, 226.
the Participation of Mexican Americans, Blacks and Females in the Political 8 Ibid. Joint Center for Political Studies, National Roster of Black Elected
Institutions and Processes in Texas, 1968-1978, prepared by Charles Cotrell Officials, vol. 10 (1981), pp. 86, 202, 235, 250, 262.
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extensively. In Virginia and North Carolina, where elected office have increased, so has the number of
82 of 162 legislative districts are multimember, minority candidates. For example, in San Antonio,
blacks hold 10 seats, 3.2 percent of all legislative Texas, the change from at-large districts to single-
seats. 9 member districts in 1977, resulting from a Depart-

Where certain election systems and voting rules ment of Justice objection to annexations to the city
have been abolished, minority representation has during the period 1972-74, increased the percentage
increased significantly. For example, in Texas during of Mexican American candidates. In the 1973 and
the period 1970 to 1978, 29 at-large or multimember 1975 elections for city council 26.5 percent of all
systems were changed voluntarily or through litiga- candidates were Mexican American, while in the
tion to single-member districts or mixed plans. 10 1977 and 1979 elections 40.6 percent were Mexican
Immediately prior to these changes, the 29 systems American.18

elected 9 blacks and 8 Hispanics to office." Immedi- An increase in the number of black candidates has
ately after the respective changes, 26 blacks and 24 also occurred when a change from at-large to single-
Hispanics were elected. 12 member districts bolstered black opportunities for

In Louisiana, during the same period, 12 at-large elected office. For example, the redrawing of district
or multimember systems were changed voluntarily lines in Hinds County, Mississippi, in 1979 and the
or through litigation to single-member districts or creation of single-member districts in Montgomery
mixed plans. 13 Before these changes, there were County, Alabama, in 1980 increased significantly the
three black elected officials in these jurisdictions.'4 number of black candidates who were then willing
After these changes, there were 24.15 to run for offices that since the end of Reconstruc-

In Mississippi, as a result of an injunction prevent- tion had been held exclusively by whites. In Hinds
ing implementation of a 1972 State statute requiring County, the number of black candidates for county
at-large elections, 29 cities and towns returned to supervisor increased from two to four,19 and in
district systems for their 1977 municipal elections. 16 Montgomery County the number of black candi-
In that year black city council members in Mississip- dates for county commission increased from zero to
pi increased from 58 to 104.17 seven.2 0 Throughout many other areas covered by

the preclearance provisions of the Voting Rights
Act, there is evidence to suggest that increased

Election Systems, Voting Rules, and opportunities for elected office brought about by
Minority Political Participation changes in election systems and voting rules have

The potential consequences of these election produced an increase of minority candidates. As one
systems and voting rules for minority political black candidate in Hale County, Alabama, said, "To
participation are numerous. As discussed above, tell you the truth, what made me run was when they
particular election systems and voting rules are made the districts."2 1
associated with significant underrepresentation of In the following pages, case studies are presented
minorities in elected office. There are, however, that document the negative effect of particular
several additional consequences. For example, the election systems, boundary changes, and voting
opportunities for elected office influence the interest rules upon minority participation in the political
of minorities in becoming candidates. With few process. Those election systems, boundary changes
opportunities to be elected, the motivation to run is and voting rules that were established subsequent to
similarly restricted. When the opportunities for the effective date jurisdictions were subject to the

9 Ibid., pp. 202, 262. 17 Ibid., p. 3.
10 U.S., Commission on Civil Rights, Southwest Regional Office, "Notes 18 Charles Cotrell and Arnold Fleischmann, "The Change From At-large
on Changes From At-Large Systems" (unpublished paper, 1979), p. 1. Of .
the 29 changes, 18 occurred in conjunction n w li a tigation and 4 in to District Representation and Political Participation of Minority Groups inthe 29 changes, 18 occurred in conjunction with litigation and 4 in
conjunction with objections issued under section 5 of the Voting Rights Fort Worth and San Antonio, Texas" (paper delivered at Annual Meeting
Act. of the American Political Science Association, Washington, D.C., Aug. 30-
1 Ibid. Sep. 3, 1979), p. 22.

12 Ibid. 19 Ally Mack, professor of political science, Jackson State University,
S3 U.S., Commission on Civil Rights, "Notes on Changes From At-large telephone interview, Feb. 26 1981.

telephone interview, Feb. 26, 1981.Systems," exhibit A.
14 Ibid. 20 Frank Bray, Montgomery County commissioner, telephone interview,
15 Ibid. Feb. 20, 1981.
16 Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, Mississippi Office, 21 Bob Blalock, "Election Reflects Change," Tuscaloosa News Nov. 9,
"Mississippi Office: 1978 Report-1979 Litigation Program, 1978 Docket, 1980 p. 4-A
and 1978 Scorecard," October 1978, pp. 2-3.
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special provisions are subject to review under with the high degree of racial bloc voting. At-large
section 5 of the Voting Rights Act. In those elections, the majority vote rule, and staggered
situations, the preclearance process under section 5 terms make it impossible for black candidates to be
has been effective in preventing the implementation elected without white votes. No black candidate has
of election systems, boundary changes, and voting ever won 4- single voting box (precinct) in the white
rules that have an adverse effect on minority community. The one black candidate who reached a
political participation. In some situations where runoff iled to attract the votes that had gone to
these changes were established prior to the effective white candidates defeated in the primary election 2 4

date of coverage, suits have been brought under commission vacan-The informal practice of filling commission vacan-
section 2 of the Voting Rights Act or the 14th or .-. , . 11. . ~cies arising from resignation or death through15th amendment alleging discrimination in voting. i. .

appointments by the remaining commissioners alsoAs the case studies reveal, abolishing already exist- ap e te rman g ommi ners 
ing election systems, boundary changes, and voting has eee black candidates from ever running in
rules that adversely affect minority political partici- eleton c t was no c n
pation under section 2 or the 14th or 15th amend- Although black individuals and organizations have
ment is not only more time-consuming, but it is also attempted to influence the filling of these vacancies,
more difficult. In some cases these election systems, their suggestions have been consistently ignored.2 5

boundary changes, and voting rules which may According to Rev. A.L. Wilson, pastor of the
violate section 2 or the 14th or 15th amendment Thompson Chapel A.M.E. Church in Opelika,
have continued unchallenged since minorities either blacks are never asked to recommend candidates for
lack the resources or the expertise to initiate such these vacancies. 26

efforts. Blacks complain that the all-white city commis-
sion has not been responsive to their needs. They

Local Election Systems and Voting cite problems in employment as well as problems
Rules related to access to services. For example, they

allege that in 1980, 4 of 31 employees at city hall
Alabama were black. All four of these were in the two lowest

paying classifications. In virtually all city depart-Opelika, Alabama--At-Large Elections
ments, blacks were underrepresented or concentrat-

The Opelika City Commission is composed of ed in the lowest paying jobs.2 7 Blacks also claim that
three members who are elected at large. One of the in 1978 twice as many black households were
commissioners also serves as mayor. The electoral 

located on dirt streets than were white households. 2 s
system includes a majority vote rule and staggered oted rt streets tan ee ie 

terms for the commissioners.22 Limited black opportunities in Opelika electoralterms for the commissioners.2 2

Despite the fact that Opelika at one time had a politics have had severe consequences upon the
near majority black population and in 1980 was 33 level of minority political participation. In the last
percent black, no black has ever been elected to the two municipal elections, held in 1979 and 1980, no
city commission. Between 1969 and 1978, four black blacks ran for city commission. 2 9 This undoubtedly
candidates ran for places on the commission. All has led to a further negative impact on the black
were defeated. Currently, all three members of the community since, in the past, black candidacies
Opelika City Commission live in the predominantly almost always have generated a higher level of black
white north side of the city. 23 participation.30 Blacks in Opelika have been frustrat-

The lack of opportunities for black candidates to ed in all of their attempts to gain white support for
gain election to the Opelika City Commission is black representation in elected office, and an increas-
related to-the interaction of the city's election system ing number of blacks may be convinced, as one

22 A.L. Wilson, pastor, Thompson Chapel A.M.E. Church, interview in 25 Id. at 6-8; A.L. Wilson Interview.
Opelika, Ala., Sept. 12, 1980 (hereafter cited as A.L. Wilson Interview). 26 A.L. Wilson Interview.
23 Ibid. Population figures for jurisdictions discussed in this chapter are 27 Plaintiffs' Supplemental Proffer of Evidence, Lee County Branch of the
from the 1980 census. See U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the NAACP v. City of Opelika, at 4-5.
Census, 1980 Census of Population and Housing, series PHC80-V (1981). 28 Post-trial Brief for Plaintiffs at 48.
24 Post-trial Brief for Plaintiffs at 17-20, Lee County Branch of the 29 A.L. Wilson Interview.
NAACP v. City of Opelika, No. 78-13-E (M.D. Ala., filed Jan. 25, 1978) 30 Post-trial Brief for Plaintiffs at 4-5; Stephen J. Ellmann, attorney for
(hereafter cited as Post-trial Brief for Plainirffs). plaintiffs, telephone interview, June 18, 1981.
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black observer put it, that "the white attitude here is against in terms of city services. People Concerned
that black folks are not ready for leadership."31 For Hurtsboro, a black citizens' group, charged in

In January 1978 black plaintiffs sued the city of its July 1980 complaint to the Office of Revenue
Opelika under the 14th and 15th amendments and Sharing of the U.S. Department of the Treasury that
section 2 of the Voting Rights Act.32 The plaintiffs black citizens in Hurtsboro have received unequal
alleged "because of past and present discrimination, provision of public services. 4 1 Examples given in-
black residents and voters of the city of Opelika cluded: Only 1 household in the white community
have had less opportunities than whites to partici- but 126 households in the black community reside on
pate in the political process and to elect representa- unpaved roads; there are 19 storm sewers in the
tives of their choice."33 The case is currently white community but only 1 in the black communi-
pending in the district court.3 4 ty; there are about 1,584 feet of sidewalks in the

white community, none in the black community.4 2

Hurtsboro, Alabama-Annexation As a result of a previous complaint, the Office of

In Hurtsboro, a five-member city council has Revenue Sharing found that the city of Hurtsboro
consistently refused to annex an adjacent black had used revenue sharing funds to perpetuate dis-
community, Twin Gates.3 5 Most recently, Mary crimination in city employment and in the provision
Kate Stovall, the first and only black council of sewer services and fire protection.43

member in the 56 percent black town, introduced a
motion to annex the area. 36 Ms. Stovall argued that Georgia
the annexation would increase the city's tax base and
bring in more Federal funds.3 7 Despite the fact that Johnson County, Georgia-At-Large Elections
services to the Twin Gates area already come from Since Reconstruction, Johnson County has never
Hurtsboro and that the city has lost over 30 percent elected a black to its three-member county commis-
of its population since 1970, the majority argued that sion or to the offices of sheriff, clerk of court,
it would be too costly to provide services. The probate judge, or tax commissioner. 4 4 All of these
motion died for lack of a second.3 8 offices are elected at large or countywide. Current-

Many in the black community are convinced that ly, a black serves as one of the four county justices
affordable housing for blacks is constructed only of the peace, who are elected by districts. 45 Commis-
outside the city limits and that the city refuses to sion staff could not find documentation of any other
annex adjacent black areas because the city council black elected county official from the 32 percent
wants to limit black access to city government. 3 9 In black county in this century.
an article on Hurtsboro, the Wall Street Journal Black candidates are equally scarce. With the
reported that "whites control the town politically exception of the successful black candidate for
because more of them vote than blacks and because justice of the peace, there is no record of any other
the city government has refused to annex a nearby black candidate for county office in at least the last
black section that would tip the racial balance."4 decade.4 6 Although many in the black community

Respondents additionally claimed that black resi- have considered running for office, the at-large
dents within Hurtsboro have been discriminated election system has discouraged them. As one

31 A.L. Wilson Interview. 41 People Concerned for Hurtsboro v. Town of Hurtsboro, Alabama,
32 Complaint at 1, Lee County Branch of the NAACP v. City of Opelika, complaint mailed to U.S. Department of Treasury, Office of Revenue
No. 78-13-E (M.D. Ala., filed Jan. 25, 1978). Sharing, July 22, 1980, p. 1.
33 Id. at 3. 42 Ibid., p. 4.
34 Stephen J. Ellmann, attorney for plaintiffs, telephone interview, May 19, Ibi., p. 4.
1981. For the response of the city of Opelika to these statements, see 43 ., Department of Treasury, Office of Revenue Sharing, Hurtsboro,
appendix G of this report. Ala., No. 012057001-001, filed Sept. 17, 1975. Subsequent to these findings,
35 Peter Martin, staff attorney, Legal Services Corporation of Alabama, the city changed its recruitment procedures, built a sewer extension in the
interview in Opelika, Ala., Sept. 9, 1980 (hereafter cited as Peter Martin black community, and purchased an auxiliary fire truck. Ibid. For the
Interview); Fred Bankston, "Hurtsboro Council Rejects Twin Gates response of the city of Hurtsboro to these statements, see appendix G of this
Annexation," Columbus Ledger-Enquirer, Mar. 20, 1980, p. B-l (hereafter report.
cited as "Council Rejects Annexation"). 44 John Martin, chairman, Johnson County Justice League, interview in
36 Mary K. Stovall, city council member, Hurtsboro, interview in Hurts- Wrightsville, Ga., Nov. 18, 1980 (hereafter cited as John Martin Interview);
boro, Ala., Sept. 8, 1980 (hereafter cited as Stovall Interview).. 
37 Ibid.; Peter Martin Interview. Rev. E.J. Wilson, community and religious leader, and advisor, Johnson
3 Stovall Interview; "Council Rejects Annexation."County Justice League, interview in Wrightsville, Ga., Nov. 17, 1980
39 Peter Martin Interview. (hereafter cited as E.J. Wilson Interview).
40 Neil Maxwell, "Minority Report," Wall Street Journal, Nov. 17, 1980, p. 45 John Martin Interview; E.J. Wilson Interview.
22. 46 John Martin Interview; E.J. Wilson Interview.
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individual who briefly considered running for sheriff plaintiffs and the Court of Appeals for the Fifth
stated, "Black candidates are just wasting their Circuit affirmed.5 7

money."47 The district court found numerous instances of
Blacks feel that the county has been unresponsive county unresponsiveness to the needs of the minori-

to their needs in terms of employment and services.4 8 ty community. Examples included:
For example, a recent Office of Revenue Sharing
investigation found that 3 of 28 full-time county allowing some blacks to be educated in largely segregated and

employees in 1980 were black. 49 In 1979 Johnson clearly inferior schools, failing to hire more than a token number
hr nine employeesal e. 5 0 In 198 of blacks for county jobs, and paying those blacks hired lower

County hired nine employees, all white. In 1980 salaries than their white counterparts; forcing black residents to
Johnson County hired six employees, two of whom take legal action to protect their rights to integrated schools and

were black (a male was hired as a laborer; a female grand juries and to register and vote without interference; and
wa. r.5The only other black participating. . .and contributing public funds to the operation of

was hired as a janitor).51 The only other black private school established to circumvent the requirements of
employee of the county is a "pipe drain supervisor," integration.' 8

but he does not supervise anyone; and although hebut he does nt s e a ; ad a h he Burke County has been ordered to establish a single-
has been on the job for 7 years, he makes only a 

. ,, ' .r ,1member district election system.59
nominal amount more than the newly hired labor-
ers.5 2 In terms of county services, the Office of
Revenue Sharing also found starkly differential College Park, Georgia-Annexation, Redistricting
treatment for whites and blacks.5 3 With few oppor- In 1977 College Park attempted to annex 32 areas
tunities for participation in a county government adjacent to the city and to redistrict its 6-member
that is perceived to be unresponsive to the needs of council. The Attorney General objected to these
the black community, black apathy in Johnson changes under section 5 of the Voting Rights Act, 60

County remains the norm. 54 finding that the black proportion of the city would
have been reduced from 43 to 30 percent and
concentrated into one council district.61 Under the

urke County, Georgia-At-Large Electionsproposed redistricting plan, Ward 2 would have had
Despite the fact that Burke County has a 54 a 77 percent black population. 62 Additionally, the

percent black population, no black has ever been total population of the proposed council districts
elected to the 5-member county commission. 55 Al- would vary as much as 16 percent.6 3 In terms of
though two black candidates have run for the opportunities for black representation, the Attorney
commission, they fared miserably in the countywide General concluded that "the annexations significant-
elections. Neither candidate received a majority of ly dilute the city's black population and that College
votes in any of the predominantly white precincts.56 Park's electoral system does not minimize the

Black residents of the county filed a suit in district dilutive effect of these annexations." 64 The Attorney
court in 1976, alleging that the at-large method of General also objected to the city's proposed redis-
electing county commissioners unconstitutionally tricting plan, since there was not sufficient evidence
diluted their voting strength under the 14th and 15th to show "that the redistricting will not have the
amendments, and section 2 of the Voting Rights effect of abridging the right to vote on account of
Act. The district court held in favor of the black race or color."6 5

47 John Martin Interview. 59 Id. at 1380-81.
48 Ibid.; E.J. Wilson Interview. 60 Drew S. Days III, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division,
49 U.S., Department of Treasury, Office of Revenue Sharing, Johnson U.S. Department of Justice, objection letter to George H. Glaze, city
County, Ga., No. 111083083-002, filed Oct. 31, 1979. attorney, College Park, Miss., Dec. 9, 1977 (hereafter cited as College Park
50 Ibid. Objection Letter).
5, Ibid. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~51 Ibid. ~61 Ibid.
52 Ibid. 62 Ibid.
53 Ibid.; subsequent to these findings, the county initiated an affirmative 6 Ibid
action program with the goal of hiring 11 blacks by 1985. Ibid. 
54 John Martin Interview. 4 Ibid. In City of Richmond v. U.S., the Supreme Court of the United

55 Plaintiffs' Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, Lodge v. tates held that an "annexation reducing the relative political strength of
Buxton, No. 176-55 (S.D. Ga., Oct. 26, 1978), at 2, 3, affd, 639 F.2d 1376 the minority race in the enlarged city as compared with what it was before
(5th Cir. 1981). the annexation is not a statutory violation [of section 5] as long as the post-
56 Id. annexation electoral system fairly recognizes the minority's political
57 Lodge v. Buxton, 639 F.2d 1376 (5th Cir. 1981). potential." 422 U.S. 358, 378 (1975).
58 Id. at 1376-77. 65 College Park Objection Letter.
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Louisiana In 1974 three black plaintiffs filed suit against the
East Baton Rouge Parish School Board under the

Ouachita Parish, Louisiana-B oundary Change 14th and 15th amendments, and in 1976 the Depart-
In 1977 the Ouachita Parish School District ment of Justice filed suit against the board under the

proposed that the residents of Monroe no longer be
14th and 15th amendments, and section 2 of thepermitted to vote in elections for the parish (county)
Voting Rights Act. Both suits alleged that theschool board. Prior to this, residents of the city 

could vote for both the parish and city school multimember election system unconstitutionally di-
boards. The Attorney General objected to this luted the black vote.73 Each suit was dismissed by
change under section 5 of the Voting Rights Act. 66 the district court, but the United States Court of
Under this proposed change, the Attorney General Appeals for the Fifth Circuit revived the cases,
found, the black proportion of the electorate in the sending them back to the district court for further
Ouachita Parish School District not only would proceedings.74

have declined from 28 to 17 percent, but also the A consent decree was issued on June 6, 1980,
only black serving on the parish school board would establishing a single-member election system.75 In
have been removed.6 7 September and November 1980, the first school

The Attorney General also determined that "the board elections using single-member districts were
residents of the city of Monroe have a substantialresidents of the cityofMonroehaveaheld. In the three predominantly black districts,
interest in the parish school system that would l 

-justify their being permitted to black school board members were elected. PressJustify their being permitted to vote in the parish
school elections."68 Over 3,000 students residing in Robison, wo ha run unsuccessfully for the board
the city attend these schools, many of the facilities of in both 1972 and 1976 under the old multimember
the parish school system are located in Monroe, and election system, was one of the successful black
residents of the city of Monroe pay taxes to support candidates. 76

the parish school system.69 Given these facts, the
Attorney General concluded that there was not
sufficient evidence to show that the proposed Mississippi
boundary change "does not have the purpose and
will not have the effect of discriminating on the basis Port G n, Me 

of~ race or color."7 ~ 'Port Glbson, Mississippi-At-Large Electionsof race or color. M7 0

Port Gibson is governed by a mayor and a six-
East Baton Rouge Parish, Louisiana- member council. Members of the city council are
Multimember Election Districts r E D elected at large with staggered terms. Additionally,

In 1971 the East Baton Rouge Parish School the city employs majority vote and anti-sigle-shot
Board established a multimember election system in * 

rules. 7 No black has ever served in elective office inwhich 12 school board members were elected from 3
ward 71 r tA s a A p m im the 63 percent black city. 78 During the period 1970wards.71 Under this system and a prior multimember

election system, no black had ever been elected to to 1976, black candidates ran for positions on both
the school board in the 31 percent black parish the city council and the office of mayor. All lost.79 It
(county).7 2 is impossible to calculate precisely the degree of

66 Drew S. Days III, Acting Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights 75 U.S. v. East Baton Rouge Parish School Board, No. 76-252 (M.D. La.,
Division, U.S. Department of Justice, objection letter to Kenneth C. Aug. 17, 1976); Moch v. East Baton Rouge Parish School Board, No. 74-
DeJean, assistant attorney general, State of Louisiana, Mar. 7, 1977. 280 (M.D. La., Oct. 10, 1974) (consent decree entered on June 6, 1980).
67 Ibid. 76 Sonny Albarado, "Black School Boardmen May Be Crucial Swing
68 Ibid.
69 Ibd. Vote," Baton Rouge (La.)Advocate, Sept. 15, 1980, p. 12-A.

Ibid. 77 Carole Brezeale, city clerk, Port Gibson, Miss., telephone interview,
7 "3 Blacks May Be Elected Under Compromise Plan," Baton Rouge (La.) May 15, 1981 (hereafter cited as Brezeale Interview).
State-Times, May 28, 1980, p. i-A. 78 Evan Doss, Claiborne County tax assessor, and Rev. Eddie Walls,
72 Ibid. president, Port Gibson NAACP, interview in Port Gibson, Miss., Dec. 2,
73 Moch v. East Baton Rouge Parish School Board, No. 74-280 (M.D. La., 1980 (hereafter cited as Doss and Walls Interview); given that the median
Oct. 10, 1974); U.S. v. East Baton Rouge Parish School Board, No. 76-252 age of the black population is lower than that of whites, a black majority of
(M.D. La., Aug. 17, 1976). 65 percent is generally considered necessary for there to be an equal
74 Moch v. East Baton Rouge Parish School Board, 548 F.2d 594 (Sth Cir., number of blacks and whites of voting age.
1977); United States v. East Baton Rouge Parish School Board, 594 F.2d 56 79 Ibid. James Miller, former candidate for mayor, interview in Port
(5th Cir., 1979). Gibson, Miss., Dec. 2, 1980 (hereafter cited as Miller Interview).
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racial bloc voting that occurs, since all residents of referendum to change the at-large election system to
the city vote at the same location,8s but virtually all one with more opportunities for black candidates
respondents stressed that considerable racial bloc again reflected strong racial bloc voting. Seventy-
voting occurs in Port Gibson.81 For example, Evan two percent of all white voters supported the
Doss, Claiborne County tax assessor, stated that retention of the at-large system while 98 percent of
when blacks run for office in Port Gibson, "There is all black voters were opposed.9 3 This strong white
only one issue-that's race." 82 opposition to black candidates and to change in the

The lack of opportunities for black candidates to Jackson election system has been a contributing
be elected in Port Gibson has dampened the desirebe elected Port Gibson has dampened the desire factor, according to one respondent, to "the prevail-
of local blacks to run for office. No black has run for

ing opinion in the black community. . .that it
office in Port Gibson since 1976.83 In fact, the 1980 i

elections in Port Gibson w e ud. 8 4 A [political participation] doesn't matter."9 4
elections in Port Gibson were uncontested.84 A .

In Marcaii 1977 black plaintiffs sued the city offormer candidate for city council said, "Blacks In Marc 1977 black pla ffs sued the cty of
won't run because they have no chance,"s 5 while an Jackson, alleging that "at-large voting for members
unsuccessful black candidate for mayor concluded, of the Jackson City Council unconstitutionally and
"You just can't win."8 6 unlawfully dilutes, minimizes and cancels out black

The election system and voting rules in Port voting strength" in violation of the 13th, 14th, and
Gibson are widely viewed in the black community 15th amendments, and section 2 of the Voting
as crucial mechanisms in limiting black access to city Rights Act.9 5 The district court ruled against the
government. According to one respondent, blacks plaintiffs in 1978,96 but the U.S. Court of Appeals for
could only overcome the barriers presented by the the Fifth Circuit remanded the case to the district
election system and voting rules with a greatly court to be considered in light of a recent Supreme
increased proportion of the population.8 7 Under the Court decision.97 In January 1981 the district court
present system, he stressed, there would never be again ruled against the plaintiffs, who have subse-
black representation in government.8 8 quently appealed the decision. 98

Jackson, Mississippi-At-Large Elections
Jackson, Mississippie E s Greenwood, Mississippi-At-Large Elections

In Jackson, despite a 47 percent black population,
no black has ever been elected to the city's 3- Greenwood also is governed by a three-member
member commission.89 Each commissioner is elected commission.99 The city also uses majority vote and
at large with majority vote and anti-single-shot anti-single-shot rules.100 Although Greenwood has a
requirements.90 Although black candidates have run majority black population, no black has ever served
for the commission, all have been defeated.91 At- as commissioner during the history of commission
tempts of black candidates to secure votes from the government in the city. Black candidates have run
white majority have consistently failed. For exam- for office in Greenwood, but racial bloc voting has
ple, in the 1973 municipal election, winning white severely limited their opportunities for election.101
candidates carried every one of the predominantly All black candidates for elected office in Green-
white precincts in Jackson.9 2 In 1977 the defeat of a wood have been eliminated either in the party

80 The city of Port Gibson does not tabulate votes on the basis of precincts 92 Id. at 1290.
or boxes that are located in particular portions of the city. Rather, all 93 Plaintiffs' Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law at 12,
residents vote in the same location and vote in particular boxes according Kirksey v. City of Jackson, No. J77-0075(N) (S.D. Miss., Aug. 28, 1978)
to the first letter of their last name. (hereafter cited as Plaintiffs' Proposed Findings).
8' Doss and Walls Interview; Miller Interview. 4 Henry Kirksey, Mississippi State senator, interview in Jackson, Miss.,
82 Doss and Walls Interview. Dec. 3, 1980 (hereafter cited as Kirksey Interview).
83 Ibid. 95 Plaintiffs' Proposed Findings at 1.
84 Carole Brezeale, city clerk, Port Gibson, Miss., Evelyn Segrest, former 96 Kirksey v. City of Jackson, 461 F. Supp. 1282, (S.D. Miss. 1978).
city clerk, Port Gibson, Miss., and Catherine Cade, former city clerk, Port 97 625 F.2d 21 (5th Cir. 1980).
Gibson, Miss., interview in Port Gibson, Miss., Dec. 5, 1980 (hereafter cited 98 Kirksey v. City of Jackson, 506 F. Supp. 491 (S.D. Miss. 1981); Frank
Brezeale et al. Interview). Parker, director, Voting Rights Project, Lawyers' Committee for Civil
85 Doss and Walls Interview. Rights Under Law, and Barbara Phillips, attorney, Lawyers' Committee,
86 Miller Interview. interview in Washington, D.C., May 20, 1981 (hereafter cited as Parker and
87 Ibid. Phillips Interview).
88 Ibid. 99 Jordan v. City of Greenwood, No. GC-77-52-K-P, at 4 (N.D. Miss.,
89 Kirksey v. City of Jackson, 461 F. Supp. 1282, 1286 (S.D. Miss. 1978). filed May 6, 1977).
90 Id. at 1286-88. '00 Id. at 4-5.
91 Id. at 1286-90. '0' Id. at 4.
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primaries or defeated as independents in the general plan also contained districts that were neither
election.10 2 compact nor contiguous. Finally, the redistricting

Blacks have sued the city under the 13th, 14th, plan contained no district with more than a 61
and 15th amendments, and section 2 of the Voting percent black population."1 A 65 percent black
Rights Act, alleging that the election system and population is generally considered the minimum
voting rules result in the election of a city commis- necessary to give blacks an opportunity to be elected
sion that is "unresponsive to the particular needs and to office."'
interests of the black community."103 For example, The U.S. District Court for the District of
black membership on appointed city boards has been Columbia denied preclearance of the proposed
limited. In the 52 percent black town, as of October redistricting plan for Warren County. The court
1980, there were 7 boards or commissions with no stated that the county had "failed to demonstrate
black members and 7 with only 1 black member. 0 4 that the proposed plan would not lead to a retrogres-
According to the plaintiffs, a seven-member city sion in the position of racial minorities. . ." and that
council elected from single-member districts would the county had "offered no valid nonracial justifica-
resolve many of these problems. The case has been tion for the district lines within the city of Vicksburg
tried, but no decision has been rendered.105 which result in irregular shaped districts, fragment

the black community and cause a diminution of
Warren County, Mississippi-Redistricting black voting strength."12

In Warren County the 1971 county elections were Subsequent to this decision, the all-white county
held under a redistricting plan objected to by the board of supervisors refused to conduct elections
Attorney General under section 5 of the Voting under the 1929 redistricting plan." 3 However, in
Rights Act.' 06 After the 1975 county elections were September 1979 the district court put into effect an
stayed by the district court pending development of interim, court-ordered, county redistricting plan and
a nondiscriminatory plan by the county, the all- set elections for November 27, 1979.11 The interim
white board of supervisors in the 37 percent black plan included districts that were 67 percent and 65
county filed suit in the District Court for the District percent black.115 The first black county supervisor in
of Columbia seeking approval under the Voting this century was elected in Warren County in that
Rights Act of its proposed redistricting plan. 10 7 election.116

The 1929 redistricting plan, the last plan effective
prior to the Voting Rights Act, contained three North Carolina
districts within the near majority black city of
Vicksburg and two in rural Warren County, but the Wilson, North Carolina-At-Large Elections
new redistricting plan proposed to eliminate the In 1953, under a single-member district election
Vicksburg districts and in each new district combine system, G.K. Butterfield, Sr., became the first black
portions of the city with rural areas.108 One area in in this century elected to the Wilson City Council.1"7

the city with a high concentration of blacks would Mr. Butterfield served two terms and was defeated
be divided among three districts.10 9 The proposed in his bid for a third term in 1957 after a single-
102 Id. at 5. 109 Id.
103 Id. at 4-5; Willie Perkins, attorney for plaintiffs, telephone interview, 'o Id.
June 18, 1981; Democratic Municipal Executive Committee, "Votes Cast in "' Id.
Primary Election held in the City of Greenwood, Leflore County, 12 Id.
Mississippi on the I th day of May, 1965"; Election Commissioners, the 13 Donnell v. United States No. 78-0392 (D.D.C. July 31, 1979), affd, 100
City of Greenwood, "Votes Cast in the city of Greenwood, General S. Ct. 1000 (Feb. 19, 1980); Under section 5 of the Voting Rights Act,
Election held in the City of Greenwood, LeFlore County, Mississippi on objections to redistricting or reapportionment plans that have a discrimina-
Tuesday, June 3, 1969"; Election Commissioners, the city of Greenwood, tory effect are based on the standards established in Beer v. U.S., 435 U.S.
"Votes Cast in the General Election held in the city of Greenwood, 130 (1976). The Department of Justice can conclude that a redistricting
LeFlore County, Mississippi, on the 5th day of June, 1973"; City of plan has a discriminatory effect when it would lead to a "retrogression in
Greenwood, "lst Democratic Primary, May 12, 1981." the position of racial minorities with respect to their effective exercise of
104 Id. at 5-6. electorial franchise." (Ibid. at 141.) Of course, the Department can also
105 Final Pretrial Order, Jordon v. City of Greenwood, Oct. 27, 1980. conclude that district lines were drawn with a discriminatory purpose if
106 Perkins Interview. For the response of the city of Greenwood to these evidence leads to that conclusion.
statements, see appendix G of this report. 114 Stokes v. Warren County Election Commission, No. J79-0425(c)(S.D.,
'07 Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, Mississippi Office, Miss., Aug. 30, 1979).
"Mississippi Office: 1978 Report-1979 Litigation Program, 1978 Docket, "1 Id.
and 1978 Scorecard," p. 2. t6 Id.
o10 Donnell v. United States No. 78-0392 (D.D.C. July 31, 1979), affd, 100 "' Joint Center for Political Studies, National Roster of Black Elected
S. Ct. 1000 (Feb. 19, 1980). Officials, vol. 10(1981), p. 159.
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member district election system was replaced with community that the at-large system was established
an at-large election system.11 From 1957 to 1975, to remove blacks from office and is retained to deny
there was no black representation on the Wilson blacks their full political participation.1 29 As one
City Council, despite the fact that approximately respondent stated, "Every time blacks advance, the
one-third of the city's residents were black."l9 city tries to stop it."130 Despite requests by the black

A.P. Coleman, Wilson's only minority council community that a mixed election system be estab-
member, was first elected as part of a slate sponsoredipation, there islished to ensure greater black participation, there is
by a predominantly white group of 60 Wilsonby a predominantly white group of 60 Wilson little support for such a change on the city coun-business, professional, and civic leaders. 1 2 0 In the
1975 election, the "Wilson Forward" slate elected C13 It appears that in the near future the situation
all four of its candidates.'21 With the financial and will continue by which many blacks in Wilson
organizational support of "Wilson Forward," Mr. perceive the city council as closed to their participa-
Coleman ran well in both black and white precincts, tion One individual stressed that he did not feel that
finishing fourth in the field of 25 candidates and he has a vote on city council.13 2

third on the "Wilson Forward" slate.122 Two other
black candidates who ran without "Wilson For- 

Halifax County, North Carolina--At-Largeward" backing trailed far behind, although one of Elections
the other black candidates outpolled Mr. Coleman in
three of the four majority black precincts.'23 Halifax County is governed by six county com-

In 1977 Mr. Coleman did not seek reelection, but missioners who serve staggered terms and are
another black candidate, G.K. Butterfield, Jr., did elected with majority vote and residency require-
seek election. Although Mr. Butterfield ran first in ments.'3 3 Halifax County also elects a sheriff, regis-
all four black precincts and collected more votes in trar of deeds, and clerk of the court.' 3 4 Despite a 47
each of these precincts than Mr. Coleman had in percent black population, no black has been elected
1975, he lost, because in the six predominantly white to any at-large or countywide position. 35
precincts, he ran last.' 24 The 1980 defeat of George T. Young, Sr., for the

In 1979 Mr. Coleman was one of six candidates District 4 seat on the Halifax County Commission
running for six council seats. 125 In an uncontested reflects the effect of the local electoral system and
election with low turnout, he finished first.126 Al-,' , .,_- , -voting rules on black candidates. Although Mr.
though the top vote getters in 1975 and 1977 had

n m e m r po , M. C n ws n Young was required to reside in District 4 to run forseen made mayor pro tern, Mr. Coleman was not. 127

According to Mr. Coleman, he "was completely the seat, all voters in the county could vote for him

taken by surprise" and "felt race was a factor in the in the electon. hat ths means for black candidates
change."'2 8 from predominantly black and rural districts of

The ability of blacks to be elected under the Halifax County is that they cannot gain election to
present election system in Wilson is, therefore, the county commission without votes from predomi-
dependent upon both white votes and organizational nantly white Roanoke Rapids.' 36 For example, while
resources. Without this support, the opportunities candidate Young defeated his white opponent in
are few. The perception remains in the Wilson black District 4 (the district he was to represent) by 852 to
11 George Butterfield, Jr., Rev. Talmadge Watkins, president, Wilson 127 Supervisor of Elections, Wilson County, N.C. "Official Results, City
NAACP, J.E. Williams, Milton Fitch, Sr., and Milton Fitch, Jr., interview Council Election, Nov. 6, 1979."
in Wilson, N.C., Oct. 22, 1980 (hereafter cited as Butterfield et al. 128 Butterfield et al. Interview; Coleman Interview.
Interview). 129 Coleman Interview.
I'l Ibid. - -,*,130 Butterfield et al. Interview.

120 Ibid.; A.P. Coleman, councilmember, Wilson, N.C., interview in 31 I
Wilson, Jan. 26, 1981 (hereafter cited as Coleman Interview).32 Ibid.232 Ibid.
121 Ibid.
122 Ibid 133 Ibid; For the response of the city of Wilson to these statements, see

123 Ibid.; Supervisor of Elections, Wilson County, N.C., "Official Results, appendix G of this report.
City Council Election, Nov. 4, 1975." 134 George Young, former candidate for Halifax County Commission,
124 Supervisor of Elections, Wilson County, N.C. "Official Results, City interview in Enfield Township, N.C., Jan. 27, 1980 (hereafter cited as
Council Election, Nov. 4, 1975." Young Interview); Horace Johnson, Jr., former candidate for Halifax
125 Butterfield et al. Interview; Coleman Interview; Supervisor of Elec- County Commission, telephone Interview, Jan. 5, 1981 (hereafter cited as
tions, Wilson County, N. C., "Official Results, City Council Elections, Johnson Interview).
1975," and "Official Results, City Council Election, Nov. 8, 1977." 135 Young Interview.
126 Butterfield et al. Interview; Coleman Interview. 136 Ibid.
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713 votes, he lost predominantly white precincts in predominantly white precincts.145 Mr. Knox finished
Roanoke Rapids by more than 1,000 votes.137 As a first among four candidates in his bid for seat 4, but
result, Mr. Young lost the countywide election by did not receive a majority of votes cast.' 4 6 In the
436 votes.'38 Under the county election system and subsequent runoff, he lost by more than 500 votes,
voting rules, Mr. Young was declared the loser, with most of the support for the 2 white candidates
since he needed to gain more votes countywide than who had been eliminated in the primary going to his
his opponent for the District 4 seat. white opponent. 4 7 In the runoff, Mr. Knox polled 94

Both Mr. Young and the only other black candi- percent of the vote in predominantly black pre-
date for Halifax County Commission in the last cincts, while his white opponent polled 94 percent of
decade, Horace Johnson, Sr., stressed that district the vote in predominantly white precincts.' 48

elections are the only way to make the countyelections are the only way -to make the county As of 1980, blacks could not be elected to the
government responsive to the needs of the black Georgetown County Council without first having
community.139 As Mr. Johnson described it, at-large

commnir'3tats M Json d crb , 'a g n been appointed by the white members of the council.
voting perpetuates a system in which "'blacks don't
vget benefits from their taxes.ue a sys 40 i Very high degrees of racial bloc voting in electionsget benefits from their taxes."4 0 *

where there are black challengers limit significantly

South Carolina the opportunities of these candidates. As one former
black candidate put it, "There is a deeply entrenched

Georgetown County, Soutth Carolina--i-At-Large machinery in the county. The problem is finding a
Elections viable alternative to this machinery."' 49

In 1966 Georgetown County established an at- Currently, black plaintiffs are suing the county
large election system for electing five members to its under the 14th and 15th amendments and section 2
governing body. Since that time, the 45 percent of the Voting Rights Act.' 50 They allege that the
black county has also employed numbered post and present election system and voting rules operate
majority vote rules.'41 Under this election system, "impermissibly to dilute the voting power of the
two blacks served on the county council during the County's black electors. .. .Black voters as a class
period 1966 to 1978. Both were appointed first by are deprived of the opportunity meaningfully to
the council to vacant seats and subsequently never participate in the political processes and to elect
faced serious opposition in any election.142 However, legislators of their choice.'915
no black has ever secured a position on the council
by first being elected to a contested seat.143

The 1978 campaigns of Hugh Walker and Herbert Florence County, South Carolina-At-Large
Knox for the Georgetown County Council reflect ctions
the difficulties the present election system poses for In 1971 Florence County School District No. 1
minority candidates. Mr. Walker faced 1 opponent established the procedure of electing nine school
in his bid for seat 3 and lost by 228 votes in the board members at large.152 The new system also
primary.l4 4 Mr. Walker received 83 percent of the employed numbered post and majority vote rules.153

vote in predominantly black precincts, while his Black candidates ran for seats on the school board in
white opponent received 82 percent of the vote in 1971, 1973, 1976, and 1977, but only the two

137 In 1980 Roanoke Rapids was 88.4 percent white. U.S., Department of interview in Georgetown, S.C., Nov. 6, 1980 (hereafter cited as Johnson et
Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Census of Population and Housing. 1980, al. Interview).
PHC80-V-35, table 2, p. 28. 144 Plaintiffs' Brief at 2; Johnson et al. Interview.
138 Young Interview; Supervisor of Elections, Halifax County, "Abstract 145 "Georgetown County Local Races," Georgetown (S.C.) Times, June 15,
of Votes Cast at a Primary Election for County Officers, on Tuesday, May 1978, p. 14.
6, 1980." 14 Ibid.
139 Ibid. Ibid
140 Young Interview; Johnson Interview.141 Young Interview; Johnson Interview. 4 "Georgetown County Runoff Voting," Georgetown (S.C.) Times, June
141 Johnson Interview.
142 Brief for Plaintiffs at 2, People United for Progress v. Georgetown 29, 1978, p. 15.

149 Ibid.
County Council No. 78-1539 (D. S.C., filed Feb. 7, 1980) (hereafter cited as 1

Plaintiffs' Brief); Supplementary Memorandum for Plaintiffs, at 1-2, People 150 0Jnson et a Iterview
United for Progress v. Georgetown County Council (hereafter cited as 51 Plaintiffs' Brief at 8.
Supplementary Memorandum for Plaintiffs). 152 Id. at 13-14, citing White v. Regester, 412 U.S. 755, 766 (1973).
143 Plaintiffs' Brief at 2; Morris Johnson, member, People United for 153 Mordecai Johnson, city councilmember, Florence, S.C., and Frank
Progress; Herman Green, candidate for Georgetown County School Gilbert, interview in Florence, S.C., Nov. 5, 1980 (hereafter cited as
Board; and Cornelius Young, member, People United for Progress, Johnson and Gilbert Interview).
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candidates who had been appointed first to vacan- board elections, the first held under the new voting
cies on the board were elected.154 Each of these rules (plurality vote and no numbered posts), one
candidates ran unopposed. 15 5 All other black candi- black candidate was elected.' 67

dates were defeated.156
In virtually all of these elections, a high level of South Dakota

racial bloc voting in the 37 percent black county has
Tripp and Fall River Counties, South Dakota-prevented black candidates from being elected in the r an a verOrganization of Government, Redistricting

present election system.157 For example, in 1977 a
Under South Dakota law, both Shannon andblack candidate, Freddie Jolley, led all other candi- d out , o 

, . , . r ' i i.c~ o x Todd Counties are unorganized counties attacheddates in the primary for seat no. 1 .158 Since Mr. a
. 1. -,.,~ .for governmental purposes to neighboring FallJolley did not receive a majority of the votes cast, a r es r 

. I River and Tripp Counties, respectively. Before 1975,runoff was necessary.159 In the runoff, the number ofwhit voter n . pl, the residents of predominantly Indian Shannon andwhite voters in many precincts almost tripled,w Todd Counties were not permitted to vote in the
producing the largest turnout since the school board o orit nelections of predominantly white Fall River and
had been elected countywide. Mr. Jolley gained Tripp Counties, which provide them with govern-
only 500 additional votes in the runoff, but his white mental services.16
opponent gained an additional 3,500.160 Candidate 169In Little Thunder v. State of South Dakota, '69Jolly lost by over 2,500 votes. T

16Jolly lt by o r 2 0 plaintiffs, who were residents of these unorganized
This system has two apparent effects on the black counties, 1

7 alleged that South Dakota law prevent-
community. First, the black community has limited ed them from voting for county officials in violation
control over which blacks are elected to the board. of the 14th amendment to the U.S. Constitution.
According to respondents, when blacks have sug- Under South Dakota law, unorganized counties such
gested blacks for vacancies on the board, the as Shannon and Todd are attached to organized
suggestions have been ignored.' 62 As one respondent counties for "administration of governmental and
summed up, "Blacks are not represented by blacks of fiscal affairs, including all State, county, judicial,
their choice."' 63 Second, grassroots political partici- taxation, election, recording, canvassing and foreclo-
pation is ultimately dampened. One individual de- sure purposes. . ".. "71 County officials who admin-
scribed it as a situation in which "blacks get ister these local government functions for the unor-
conditioned under these electoral rules to losing."' 64 ganized counties are elected by voters of the

In June 1978, black plaintiffs sued the school organized counties. Residents of the unorganized
district under the 1st, 13th, 14th, and 15th amend- counties were not allowed to vote for the county
ments, and section 2 of the Voting Rights Act.'65 officials of the organized county to which they are
The plaintiffs alleged that "the adoption and contin- attached.
ued use of the at-large, numbered seat and majority The district court dismissed the plaintiffs' com-
run-off system was and is for the purpose and effect plaint.'72 On appeal, the U.S. Court of Appeals for
of diluting the voting strength of black residents of the Eight Circuit reversed the district court's deci-
Florence. . . "166 The case was dismissed after the sion and remanded the case to the district court for
school board agreed to abolish the numbered post granting of appropriate equitable relief.17 3 The court
and majority vote rules. In the May 5, 1981, school of appeals found that the South Dakota law denied

154 Ibid. 164 Ibid.
155 Ibid. 165 Ibid.; statement by Frank Gilbert.
156 Ibid. 166 Complaint at 1, Freddie Jolley :. School District No. 1 of Florence
157 Ibid. County, No. 78-880 (D.S.C., File] une 2, 1978).
158 Ibid. 167 Id. at 2.
159 Florence County Election Commission, "Tabulation of Returns, Special 168 John Gaines, attorney for plaintiffs, telephone interview, May 18, 1981.
Election for School District No. 1, Florence County, South Carolina, held 169 Drew S. Days III, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division,
May 3, 1977" (hereafter cited as Florence County Tabulation of Returns, U.S. Department of Justice, objection letter to Mark Meierhenry, attorney
May 3, 1977). general, State of South Dakota, Oct. 22, 1979 (hereafter cited as Meierhen-
160 Ibid. ry Objection Letter).
161 Florence County Election Commission, "Tabulation of Returns, Special 170 Little Thunder v. State of South Dakota, 518 F.2d (8th Cir. 1975).
Election for School District No. 1, Florence County, South Carolina, held 171 Todd, Washabaugh, and Shannon Counties were the only unorganized
May 17, 1977" (hereafter cited as Florence County Tabulation of Returns, counties in the State.
May 17, 1977). 72 S.D. Codified Laws Ann. §7-17-1 (1967).
162 Florence County Tabulation of Returns, May 17, 1977. 173 Little Thunder v. State of South Dakota, 518 F.2d 1253, 1254 (8th Cir.
163 Johnson and Gilbert Interview. 1975).
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the residents of the unorganized counties equal total deviation in population distribution of approxi-

protection under the law. The court of appeals mately 65 percent" among the three proposed

stated that the residents of the unorganized counties districts.182 The Attorney General further noted that

had a "substantial interest in the choice of county "the one district which is predominantly Indian in

elected officials since those officials govern their population. . .is substantially underrepresented

affairs." 174 The court further stated that "such whereas the two predominantly white districts are

unequal application of fundamental rights we find both significantly overrepresented. .. 83 As a

repugnant to the basic concept of representative result, the Attorney General objected to the plan,

government.' 1 75 As a result of this court decision, since Tripp County had not met the burden of proof

residents of the predominantly Indian counties of "that the plan under submission does not have the

Shannon and Todd can now vote for county purpose or effect of abridging the right to vote on

government officials in Fall River and Tripp Coun- account of race."184

ties. The Attorney General later declined to reconsider

Subsequent to the 1975 Little Thunder decision, the objection.l 1 5 After the Department of Justice

the Tripp County commissioners devised an election filed suit, alleging that the county was planning to

system which allowed residents of Todd County to hold its November 1978 elections in districts pursu-

vote for all three Tripp County commissioners, but ant to the redistricting plan that had not been

allowed the residents of Tripp County to vote only precleared, the county signed a consent decree that

for the one commissioner running from their dis- allowed the 1978 elections to proceed. 18 6 The de-

trict.' 76 After the 1976 elections, however, the Tripp cree, however, barred the results in the commission-

County Commissioners sued the State of South ers' races from being certified unless either the

Dakota, alleging that the attachment of the counties Attorney General or the U.S. District Court for the

was illegal since the residents of the two counties District of Columbia found the proposed districts

had not approved the change. 177 They also alleged not to be discriminatory in purpose or effect. 18 7 As

that the election system allowing residents of Todd of May 1981, the results of the 1978 commissioners'

County to vote for all three commissioners and the race have not yet been certified. No commissioners

residents of Tripp County only to vote for one have been elected since 1974 and despite the Little

commissioner was unconstitutional.1 78 The South Thunder decision, the current commissioners were

Dakota Supreme Court upheld the attachment but elected solely by the voters of Tripp County. 188

also held that the present election system was In Little Thunder, the U.S. Court of Appeals for

unconstitutional. 1 79 The court barred the successful the Eighth Circuit held that residents of predomi-

candidate for commissioner in the 1976 election nantly Indian Shannon County had a "sufficient

from taking office until the counties were reappor- interest in the elections of Fall River county offfi-

tioned.' 8 0 cials to be entitled to the right to vote for those

Based upon this decision, the Tripp County Board officials."' 8 9 Full participation for the predominantly

of Commissioners adopted a new redistricting plan Indian residents of Shannon County in Fall River

to be used for the 1978 elections. 18 1 Upon submission county government, however, has not been realized.

of the new plan under section 5 of the Voting Rights In 1976, Frank Rapp, an Indian and resident of

Act, the Attorney General determined that because Shannon County, attempted to run for county

the apportionment plan was based on voter registra- commissioner of Fall River County.1 90 His nominat-

,tion instead of population statistics, there was "a ing petition was rejected by the county on the

174 Id. at 1256. 185 Ibid.

175 Id. 186 Drew S. Days III, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division,

176 Id. at 1258. U.S. Department of Justice, reconsideration letter to Tom Tobin, State

17 County of Tripp v. State of South Dakota, 264 N.W. 213, 219 (Sup. Ct. attorney's office, State of South Dakota, Nov. 9, 1978.

S.D. 1978). 187 United States v. Tripp County, No. 78-3045 (D. S.D. No. 1, 1978).

178 Id. 188 Id.

17 Id. 189 Mark Posner, attorney, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S.

81 Id. at 219. Department of Justice, telephone interview, May 14, 1981; two of the

112 Dew Days III, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, current commissioners were elected in 1974 by the voters of Tripp County.

U.S. Department of Justice, objection letter to Tom Tobin, State attorney's The third commissioner was not elected but appointed by the other two.

office, State of South Dakota, Oct. 26, 1978. 190 United States v. State of South Dakota, 636 F.2d 241, 244 (8th Cir.

83 Ibid. 1980). fn

184 Ibid. Id. at 242.
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grounds that only residents of Fall River County ticipation of [these] counties with respect
could run for county commissioner.19 The Attorney to. . .the.. .permanent county governing bod-
General filed a complaint against the State of South ies."198 The State of South Dakota is currently
Dakota, alleging that this prohibition violated the seeking a declaratory judgment in the U.S. District
1st, 14th, and 15th amendments, and section 2 of the Court for the District of Columbia that the proposed
Voting Rights Act.1 92 The district court dismissed law is neither discriminatory in purpose or effect.199

the complaint, but on appeal, the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Eighth Cir.. nit reversed the decision Teas
and remanded the case to the district court for
granting of appropriate relief.193 The court held that Jim Wells County, Texas-Redistricting
the "candidacy restriction.. .clearly burdens the Jim Wells County has a 67 percent Mexican
right to vote in that it restricts the field of candidates American population, but has only one Mexican
and this limits the voters' freedom of choice."' 9 4 The American commissioner on a four-person county
court further stated that this "right to vote is commission. In 1978 the county submitted a 1975
severely circumscribed by their inability to vote for redistricting plan to the Department of Justice for
candidates who live in the same county as they preclearance. 200 The Department objected to the
do. .. .The ultimate effect of the candidacy restric- plan.201
tion would be the denial of representation to an In 1974 the county also had redistricted.202 The
identifiable class of voters with a common inter- plan developed at that time included 2 of 4 commis-
est." 195 sioner precincts with a Mexican American popula-

The political status of residents of Shannon and tion of 65 percent or more and a third precinct with
Todd Counties in neighboring Fall River and Tripp a Mexican American population of more than 60
Counties has been further complicated by the pas- percent. The 1975 plan submitted to the Department
sage of South Dakota House Bill 1197, which severs of Justice had, however, only 1 precinct with a more
Tripp County from Todd County and Fall River than 65 percent Mexican American population and 1
County from Shannon County. The act establishes with a more than 60 percent Mexican American
the two predominantly Indian political units as population.203
organized counties.' 96 The Attorney General object- The objection letter also noted that the 1975 plan
ed to this proposed change, however, finding that had a greater population deviation among districts
"the preponderance of evidence suggests that one of than the 1974 plan (40.0 percent and 28.4 percent,
the reasons for the passage of House Bill 1197 is to respectively) and that the existence of racial bloc
nullify the effects" of Little Thunder. 197 According voting in the county made it unlikely that a Mexican
to the Attorney General, the lack of sufficient American would be elected from a majority Anglo
revenues in the newly organized counties and the district. 204

required contracting out of services by the neiwly On February 1, 1980, the Department of Justice
organized Shannon and Todd C-:onties to Fall ilver objected to another redistricting plan submitted by
and Tripp Counties would return them "tc) a Jim Wells County.2 05 In this objection, the Depart-
position of dependence" upon the predominantly ment noted that the southern portion of Alice (a
white counties "while being without electoral par- town in the county) was divided among all four
191 Id. against the county alleging that the county had not precleared its
192 Id. at 242. redistricting plan. See Arriola v. Harville, No. 78-87 (S.D. Tex., Oct. 9,
193 Id. at 245. 1979). The county submitted the redistricting plan on Jan. 18, 1977. Delays

194 Id. at 244. in issuing the objection were due to the failure of the jurisdiction to respond

196 Meierhenry Objection Letter.
195 Id. at jection 244.rto Department of Justice requests for additional information. Elda Gordon,

M97 Ibid. equal opportunity specialist, U.S. Department of Justice, telephone inter-
198 Ibid. view, Mar. 17, 1981.
199 State of South Dakota v. U.S. (D.D.C., filed Aug. 6, 1980). For 201 DrewS.Days IIIAssistantAttorneyGeneral,CivilRightsDivision,
additional imformation on the voting problems of Native Americans in U.S. Department of Justice, objection letter to Romeo Flores, county
South Dakota, see also South Dakota Advisory Committee to the U.S. attorney, Jim Wells County, July, 3, 1978.
Commission on Civil Rights, Native American Participation in South 202 Ibid.
Dakota's Political System 1981). 203 Ibid.
200 This first redistricting plan for Jim Wells County was not submitted 204 Ibid.
until 1976 when the Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund 205 Drew S. Days III, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division,
informed the U.S. Department of Justice that the county had redistricted U.S. Department of Justice, objection letter to T.L. Harville, county judge,
without preclearance. MALDEF subsequently prevailed in a lawsuit Jim Wells County, Feb. 1, 1980.
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commissioners' precincts. That section of the county In Crockett County a Democratic nomination is
is also heavily Mexican American. The Department tantamount to being elected.21 3 Before Mr. Castro
of Justice again stated that Mexican Americans could be elected in the November general election,
would not likely win an election in predominantly however, the commissioners' court reapportioned
Anglo precincts, given the existence of racial bloc the precincts, concentrating Mexican Americans in
voting in the county. The Department of Justice Precinct 4, to ensure that he would be the only

further stated that the one precinct in which Mexi- Mexican American elected.2 4 Under the redistrict-
can Americans had a realistic chance of electing a ing, Precinct 4 would now have an 84 percent
Mexican American to office was of least importance Mexican American population.2 15 The result was a
"in view of the paucity of road mileage and budget smaller proportion of Mexican American voters in
funds allocated to it."206 Finally, it noted the lack of other precincts in which there had also recently
minority participation in developing the redistricting been Mexican American challenges to incumbent
plan. 207 Anglo commissioners. In fact, in Precinct 1, which

On August 12, 1980, the Department of Justice lost a significant number of Mexican Americans
again objected to another redistricting plan submit- under the new redistricting, a Mexican American
ted by Jim Wells County. 20 8 The county's new plan candidate had previously come within 60 votes of
still divided the minority concentration in the defeating the Anglo incumbent. 2 16 The new redis-
southern portion of Alice into all four commissioner tricting plan had been introduced by the incumbent
precincts. The Department noted that other plans Anglo commissioner of Precinct 1.217

were available that would not divide the concentra- Without submitting the new districts for preclear-
tion of minorities in Alice.20 9 It further stated, "The ance by the Department of Justice under section 5 of
adoption of a plan that would maintain Mexican the Voting Rights Act, the county held the Novem
American voting strength at a minimum level, ber 1974 elections. After the Attorney General
where alternative options would provide a fairer objected to the plan 218 the county nevertheless
chance for minority representation, is relevant to the proceeded with the May 1976 Democratic primary
question of an impermissible racial purpose in its and the June 1976 runoff.21 9

adoption."210 Finally, the Department repeated that primary, Mexican American plain-
there was no significant participation by the minori- tiffs sued the county, attempting to prevent the 1976
ty community in the adoption of the redistricting general election or any subsequent elections from

plan. 21' taking place in the districts to which the Department
of Justice had objected. A final order by the Federal

Crockett County, Texas-Redistricting court in September 1977 required that commission-

In May 1974 a Mexican American candidate, ers' court Precincts 1 and 3 be returned to their pre-

Jesus Castro, won the Democratic nomination for 1974 boundaries and that a special election employ-

county commissioners' court in Precinct 4 in Crock- ing the pre-1974 boundaries in those districts be held

ett County. Although Precinct 4 had long had a on December 10, 1977.220 Subsequent charges of

majority Mexican American population, Mr. Castro irregularities in the December 10 election and the

became the first Mexican American ever to receive January 1978 runoff revealed such a widespread
the Democratic nomination for county commission- pattern of election law violations that a State district
ers' court in the 45 percent Mexican American court invalidated this election and ordered a new
county. 212 election for August 1978.221 In this new election,

206 Ibid. 214 Ibid., pp. 225-26.

207 Ibid. 215 Ibid., p. 226.
208 James P. Turner, Acting Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights 216 Ibid.
Division, U.S. Department of Justice, objection letter to T.L. Harville, 217 Ibid.
county judge, Jim Wells County, Aug. 12, 1980. 218 J. Stanley Pottinger, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division,

209 Ibid. U.S. Department of Justice, objection letter to Lucius D. Burton, attorney-
210 Ibid. at-law, Odessa, Tex., July 7, 1976.
211 Ibid.

212 Texas Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 219 Report on Participation, pp. 227-28.

Report on the Participation of Mexican Americans, Blacks and Females in the 220 Ibid., pp. 227-29.
Political Institutions and Processes in Texas, 1968-1978, prepared by Charles 221 Ibid., pp. 230-32. These irregularities included the color coding of

Cotrell (1980), p. 225 (hereafter cited as Report on Participation). ballots so that the votes of Mexican Americans could be identified and later
213 Ibid., p. 222. removed from the absentee ballot boxes.
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Sostenes DeHoyos defeated the incumbent Anglo on the Houston City Council.22 8 On September 21,
who authored the redistricting plan and became the 1979, the Attorney General withdrew his objection
first Mexican American elected to the position of to Houston's proposed annexations. 22 9

county commissioner in Precinct 1.222

Houston, Texas-Annexation, Redistricting Virginia
In 1977 Houston annexed 37 square miles of

predominantly white suburban areas, adding almost
140,000 new residents, almost all Anglo. As a result Hopewell, Virginia-At-Large Elections
of the annexations, the black population in the Hopewell currently has a seven-member council
enlarged city was reduced from 26.0 to 24.8 percent, whose members are elected at large and serve
and the Mexican American population was reduced staggered terms.2 30 No black has ever served on the
from 14.0 to 13.5 percent.2 2 3 When the city attempt- Hopewell City Council. In fact, only 1 black has
ed to preclear these annexations under section 5 of ever run for the council in the 20 percent black city.
the Voting Rights Act, the Attorney General object- Although Rev. Curtis Harris has run for the city
ed.224 The Attorney General stressed that the de- council 6 times over a 16-year period, none of his
crease in the minority population would make it candidacies has been successful.2 31

even more difficult than had formerly been the case In 1964, 1966, 1968, 1970, 1978, and 1980, the
for minority residents to elect minority candidates Reverend Mr. Harris was a candidate for city
under the present at-large system that also included ouncil. 23 In each election he could not gaincouncil.232 In each election, he could not gain
residency districts and numbered posts. 225 At that 33

enough white support to be elected. TM For example,
time, there was one minority member on the eight- in both 1978 and 1980, Mr. Harris polled more totalin both 1978 and 1980, Mr. Harris polled more totalmember city council. According to the Attorneyeber cty counil A ordin to the Aorey votes in the two precincts with significant blackGeneral, "Although approximately two of every populations than any other candidate on the bal-eight residents of the City of Houston are black, and

approxiately one of every eight residents is a lot.234 However, in predominantly white precincts in
approximately one of every eight residents is a both of these elections he ran last or next to last.2 35Mexican American, only one black, and no Mexican o 

American, has ever served on the eight member City Without white support and, in particular, without
Council under the present electoral systeXm." 226 support from Precinct No. 4, minority candidates

The city was granted approval by the Department cannot be elected to the Hopewell City Council.23 6

of Justice to hold a referendum on August 11, 1979, Currently, six of the seven members of the council
on expanding the city council from 8 to 14 members. reside in Precinct 4237 Under this election system,
In the proposed election system, nine council mem- blacks have been reluctant to run, and Mr. Harris
bers would be elected from single-member districts has been the only exception.2 3

and five would be elected at large. Although blacks After considerable efforts by the Hopewell Action
and Mexican Americans opposed the plan for a Council, the Virginia Southern Christian Leadership
larger council, the referendum passed. 227 The subse- Conference, and the Virginia American Civil Liber-
quent drawing of the new district boundaries was ties Union, the city council voted on January 13,
cleared by the Attorney General, and three new 1981, to put the current at-large election system to a
minority council members were elected on Novem- citywide referendum to determine if the voters
ber 6, 1979. As a result there are now four minorities prefer single-member districts. 2 39 The referendum
222 Ibid., p. 232. Virginia Southern Christian Leadership Conference, and Elizabeth Jack-
223 Drew S. Days III, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, son, president, Hopewell Action Council, interview in Hopewell, Va., Jan.
U.S. Department of Justice, objection letter to Robert M. Collie, Jr., city 12, 1981 (hereafter cited as Harris and Jackson Interview).
attorney, Houston, June 11, 1979. 231 Ibid.
224 Ibid. 232 Ibid.
225 Ibid.

226 Ibid.
227 U.S., Commission on Civil Rights, The State of Civil ights 1979 (1980) 234 City of Hopewell: "City Council Election, May 2, 1978 Election
p. 333. Results'; and "May 6, 1980 City Council Election."
228 Ibid. 235 Ibid.
229 Drew S. Days III, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, 236 Harris and Jackson Interview.
U.S. Department of Justice, letter withdrawing objection to Robert M. 237 Ibid.
Collie, Jr., city attorney, Houston, Sept. 21, 1979. 238 Ibid.
230 "City and County At-Large Elections," p. 2; Curtis Harris, president, 239 Ibid.
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will be held as part of the general election on boundaries of this multimember district, blacks
November 3, 1981.240 cannot be elected. Senate seat no. 1 in District 16 is

now occupied for the first time by a Republican.2 4 9

State and Federal Elections Systems In March 1980 black plaintiffs sued the State of

and Voting Rules South Carolina under the 1st, 13th, 14th, and 15th
amendments, and section 2 of the Voting Rights
Act. The plaintiffs alleged that "the present methodSouth Carolina of electing the senate of South Carolina, including
the use of large majority-white multimember dis-

State Senate -Multimember DistrictsStte Senate- ultimember Districts, numbered seats and the majority runoff
The South Carolina Senate elects its 46 members requirement has the effect and is for the purpose of

in 13 multimember districts and 3 single-member diluting the relative strength, of the class of black
districts. The senate also uses numbered post and voters in South Carolina .... "25 The case was
majority vote rules.2 41 No black has served in the dismissed by the district court and, according to one
South Carolina Senate in this century.2 42 The South of the attorneys for the plaintiffs, the suit is not being
Carolina House elects its 124 members in single- pursued due to lack of financial resources necessary
member districts only, using a majority vote rule.243 tosupportsuch aneffort. 25

Of the 124 members of the house, there were 14
black members in 1980.244

Although black representation in the South Caro- State House-Redistricting
lina Legislature has increased in the last decade, the The South Carolina House has single-member
election systems and voting rules used in both districts, but black opportunities for election to that
chambers of the legislature limit the opportunities body continue to be limited to those few districts
for black representation. In the senate, majority whose boundaries include majority black voting
white, multimember districts composed of several populations. High levels of racial bloc voting in
counties in which candidates must run for a particu- conjunction with the majority runoff rule severely
lar seat have made black representation impossi- limit black opportunities for election in virtually all
ble.245 For example, in 1980 William Saunders, a other single-member districts. For example, in house
Charleston radio station owner, was considered a District No. 61, which includes portions of Flor-
strong contender to be the first black since 1895 to ence, Dillon, and Marion Counties, Frank Gilbert, a
be elected to the senate.24 6 However, he was defeat- black candidate, led four white candidates in the
ed in his bid for the vacant seat no. 1 in senate August 23, 1977, Democratic primary. He polled
District 16, which is composed of Georgetown and 1,141 votes or 46 percent of the votes cast.252 Mr.
Charleston Counties. In traditionally Democratic Gilbert's total was almost double that of his nearest
Georgetown County, which is 45 percent black, Mr. challenger.2 5 3 He had not received a majority of the
Saunders received 58 percent of the vote, polling 98 votes, however, and was forced into a runoff, which
percent of the vote in predominantly black pre- he lost to his white opponent. 25 4

cincts.24 7 In more populous Charleston County, In house District No. 107, which includes a
which is 34 percent black, his support fell to 43 portion of Georgetown County, Morris Johnson, a
percent of the total vote.2 48 Given the present black candidate, won the Democratic nomination

240 Curtis Harris, president, Virginia Southern Christian Leadership Con- 250 Complaint at 6, Simkins v. Gressette, No. 80-0500-8 (D.S.C., filed Mar.
ference, telephone interview, June 18, 1981. For the response of the city of 14, 1980).
Hopewell to these statements, see appendix G of this report. 25 Mordecai Johnson, former city council member, Florence, S.C., and
241 Registration and Election Laws of South Carolina, §2-1-60 (1980), §7-17- attorney for plaintiffs, telephone interview, May 20, 1981. The Department
600 (1980). of Justice also filed a lawsuit against the State of South Carolina, alleging
242 Johnson and Gilbert Interview. that the 3 single and 13 multimember districts and the use of numbered
243 Registration and Election Laws of South Carolina, §2-1-10 (1980), §7-17- posts and majority runoff requirements diluted minority voting strength, in
600(1980). violation of section 2 of the Voting Rights Act and the 15th amendment.
244 Joint Center for Political Studies, The National Roster of Black Elected (U.S. v. State of South Carolina, No. 80-730-8 (D.S.C. filed Apr. 18,
Officials, vol. 10 (1981), p. 235. 1980)). The complaint was later withdrawn in light of the Bolden decision,
245 Johnson and Gilbert Interview. which makes intent to discriminate difficult to prove; Paul Hancock,
246 'A Black Man Runs for the S.C. State Senate," Focus, 1980, no. 8, p. 7. Assistant for Litigation, U.S. Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division,
247 Dillard Field, "Margin Elects Cantrell; GOP Captures 2 seats," Voting Section, interview in Washington, D.C., May 27, 1981.
Georgetown (S.C.) Times, Nov. 6, 1980, p. 2. 252 Johnson and Gilbert Interview; statement by Frank Gilbert.
248 Ibid. 253 Ibid.
249 Ibid. 254 Ibid.
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for the seat vacated by the death of the incumbent. these particular districts, candidates must run dis-
in the February 15, 1977, Democratic runoff, Mr. trictwide for three to seven seats in the house of
Johnson defeated his white opponent by 2,193 votes delegates. Since none of these districts has a black
to 2,061.255 However, in the April 5, 1977, final majority, there is a tenuous electoral base for black
election, Mr. Johnson failed to attract any additional candidates. 264 As a result of the refusal of many
white support, which was needed to ensure his whites to support black candidates, only single-shot
election over his Republican opponent. In 4 predom- voting in the black community has in some instances
inantly white precincts, he polled 25 votes in the assured black representation. In 1979, of the four
February runoff compared to 502 votes for his black delegates elected, three ran far behind white
Democratic opponent.25 6 In the final election Mr. delegates elected in the same multimember districts.
Johnson could increase his support in these precincts In Newport News, Delegate Robert C. Scott ran at
to only 48 votes, while his Republican opponent least 2,500 votes behind the successful white candi-
polled 802 votes.25 7 Mr. Johnson lost the election by dates.2 65 In Richmond, Delegates Benjamin Labert
over 700 votes.258 In that election Georgetown and James Christian, Jr., ran at least 3,000 votes
County elected its first Republican to the statehouse behind the successful white candidates.2 6 6 In fact,
in this century.25 9 Mr. Christian avoided defeat by only 442 votes. 267

VirPin ia Only the late William F. Robinson, former delegate
from Norfolk, avoided this situation in the last house

State House-Multimember Districts of delegates election. 268 According to Norfolk com-
The Virginia House of Delegates elects its 100 munity leader Evelyn Butts, however, Mr. Robinson

members from 20 single-member districts, 28 multi- finished first in the seven-member Norfolk district
member districts, and 4 floterial districts.26 0 (Floteri- because a certain number of blacks voted for him
al districts are single-member districts whose bound- only. 269 In past elections, Mr. Robinson had finished
aries encompass other districts. Electors in these seventh in the seven-member district despite the fact
districts, therefore, vote for candidates who will he had been endorsed by the local Democratic
represent the floterial district, as well as for those party. 27 0 Efforts were made in 1979 to avoid this
who will represent the other districts.) Of the 100 through single-shot voting.2 71

members in the house of delegates, 4 are black. 26 1 The problem for black candidates in multimember
This level of black representation is related in part to legislative districts in Virginia is that they must gain
the fact that only one district in the entire house of white support or organize extensive single-shot
delegates has a potential black voting-age majori- voting campaigns in the black community. Even
ty. 2 62 Although blacks constitute 19 percent of the when blacks are part of a slate, securing white
State population, and are concentrated in the south- support is problematic. For example, Delegates
ern and southeastern portions of the State, the Lambert and Christian ran in the Richmond multi-
drawing of legislative boundaries and the extensive member district in 1979 as part of a Democratic
use of multimember districts has limited black slate. Although this gained them some white sup-
opportunities for elected office. 263 port, it also gave the whites on the slate more black

Currently, all four blacks in the Virginia House of support.27 2 According to a study by Michael Brown
Delegates are elected from multimember districts. In of the Virginia State Conference of Branches,
255 Claire Conners, "Johnson Wins Primary Runoff," Georgetown (S.C.) Virginia Politics (Falls Church, Va.: The Woman Activist Fund, 1981)
Times, Feb. 17, 1977, p. 1. (hereafter cited as The Almanac).
256 Claire Connors, "Young Wins Vacant Seat in House," Georgetown 263 Kendrick and Goldberg Interview.
(S.C.) Times, Apr. 17, 1977, p. 1; Board of Canvassers for the County of 264 Michael Brown, coordinator, field branch activities, Virginia NAACP,
Georgetown, "The Whole Number of Votes Cast for District 107 House of interview in Richmond, Va., Jan. 13, 1980 (hereafter cited as Brown
Representatives." Interview).
257 Ibid. 265 The Almanac, p. 16.
258 Ibid. 266 Ibid., p. 48.
259 Ibid. 267 Ibid.
260 Code of Virginia, Title 24.1, §12.1 (1980); Chan Kendrick, director, 268 Ibid., p. 34.
Virginia American Civil Liberties Union, and Judy Goldberg, staff 269 Evelyn Butts, cochair, Concerned Citizens for Political Education,
attorney, Virginia American Civil Liberties Union, interview in Richmond, interview in Norfolk, Va., Jan 15, 1981.
Va., Jan. 13, 1980 (hereafter cited as Kendrick and Goldberg Interview). 270 Ibid.
261 Joint Center for Political Studies, The National Roster of Black Elected 271 Ibid.
Officials, vol. 10(1981), p. 262. 272 Michael Brown, "An Analysis of the 1979 Richmond House of
262 Flora Crater, Elizabeth Vantrease, and Meg Williams, The Almanac of Delegates' Race" (unpublished paper, 1980), p. 8.
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NAACP, one out of two black voters supported There was strong opposition by black residents of
white candidates, but only one of three white voters the State to the prior plans because they maintained
supported a black candidate in the 1979 house of the multimember district election system.2 82 These
delegates race in Richmond.2 73 districts diluted black voting strength, since many of

them were created by combining majority black

Mississippi counties with majority white counties, with the
majority white counties having the larger popula-

State Senate and House-Redistricting tion.283

(Multimember Districts) In 1978 the Mississippi legislature adopted a plan
The Mississippi Senate and House currently elect that required members of the legislature to be

all 174 members from single-member districts.2 74 In elected from single-member districts. That plan,
the 1979 elections, the first to be held with single- which is the current one, has resulted in increased
member districts only, two blacks were elected to representation by blacks in the Mississippi legisla-
the senate and 15 to the house. 275 Prior to this ture, from 4 in 1978 to 17 in 1979.284

election, the extensive use of multimember districts
limited to 4 the number of blacks in the Mississippi Congress-Redistricting
legislature,2 7 6 although blacks then constituted 38 Under the 1962 drawing of congressional district
percent of the State's residents. lines by the Mississippi Legislature, the Second and

The current apportionment plan is the culmination Third Congressional Districts encompassed Missis-
of 14 years of litigation in which blacks attempted to sippi's delta region and contained 24 of the State's 29
achieve fair representation in the Mississippi legisla- majority black counties.2 85 The Second Congressio-
ture. In 1965 black plaintiffs filed suit against the nal District was 59 percent black and the Third was
State of Mississippi alleging that the existing legisla- 46 percent black.2 86

five apportionment did not comply with the one- In 1966 the Mississippi Legislature redistricted,
person, one-vote principle, in violation of the equal drawing congressional district boundaries horizon-
protection clause of the 14th amendment. 2 77 The tally across the State. As a result, the Mississippi
district court found for the plaintiffs and ordered the delta region, which is predominantly black, was
Mississippi legislature to reapportion on the basis of divided among four of the State's five congressional
one person, one vote.2 78 districts.2 87 The 1972 congressional redistricting plan

Subsequent to the 1966 court decision, two plans made only minor changes in the 1966 plans.2 88

developed by the State and one developed by the The 1972 plan, which is currently in effect,
U.S. District Court for the Southern District of contains no congressional district that is more than
Mississippi were held unconstitutional due to malap- 46 percent black.28 9 A high degree of racial bloc
portionment. 2 79 In addition, the Department of voting and a majority vote rule employed in party
Justice objected to two plans developed by the primaries, combined with these congressional dis-
legislature, one in 1975 and one in 1978.280 The latter trict boundaries, make it virtually impossible for
plan objected to by the Department of Justice was black congressional candidates to be elected in
subsequently determined not to be discriminatory in Mississippi.2 90

purpose or effect by the U.S. Disctrict Court for the Recent elections in the Fourth Congressional
District of Columbia and is the one currently in District, which is 43 percent black, reflect the
effect.2 8 limited opportunities for black candidates. In 1980 a

273 Ibid. 283 Parker and Phillips Interview.
274 Miss. Code Ann. §§5-1-1, 5-1-3 (1972) (1980 Cumm. Supp). 284 Joint Center for Political Studies, The National Roster of Black Elected
275 Joint Center for Political Studies, The National Roster of Black Elected fficials, vols. 8 and 10(1978and 1980).

Officials, vol. 10(1980). 25 Washington Research Project, The Shameful Blight: The Survival of
276 Ibid., vol. 8 (1978).
277 Conner v. Johnson, 256 F. Supp 962 (S.D. Miss. 1966). Racial Discrimination in Voting in the South (Washington, D.C.: 1972), p. 96
278 Id. (hereafter cited as Shameful Blight).
279 See Connor v. Johnson, 265 F. Supp 492 (S.D. Miss. 1967) and Connor 286 U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Congressional
v. Johnson, 330 F. Supp 506 (S.D. Miss 1971), supplemented in 330 F. Supp. District Data Bank (1963), p. 254.
521 (S.D. Miss. 1971). 287 Shameful Blight, p. 97.
280 See State of Mississippi v. U.S., No. 78-1425 (D.D.C. June 1, 1979) at 2 28 Ibid., p 98
and 7, affd 444 U.S. 1050 (1980).
281 Id. S 1050 (1289 Congressional Quarterly, Congressional Districts in the 1970's (Washing-

282 One plan was a single-member district plan that was held unconstitu- ton, D.C.: Congressional Quarterly, 1974), pp. 108-09.
tional on malapportionment grounds. Connor v. Finch, 431 U.S. 407 (1977). 290 Kirksey Interview.
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black candidate, Henry Kirksey, declared for continues. Although the Voting Rights Act prohib-
Congress in the Fourth Congressional District. In its officials and private citizens from interfering with
the June 3 Democratic primary, he outpolled all the right of minorities to vote,29 5 minority candidates
other candidates, but did not receive a majority of and minority voters still are harassed and intimidat-
the votes cast.291 In the subsequent runoff, Mr. ed in numerous ways that adversely affect their right
Kirksey could not gain enough additional support, to vote.
especially among white voters, to win the nomina- Harassment or intimidation of minority candidates
tion. In the runoff his total vote increased by 9,000, can begin even prior to a declaration of candidacy.
but that of his white opponent increased by over For example, in Johnson County, Georgia, Robert
18,000. He lost by almost 6,000 votes.292 Folsom, a black resident of the county who had been

In the November 4 final election, another black participating in efforts to improve the economic and
candidate, Leslie McLemore, ran as an independent political status of blacks in the county, had been
for the same congressional seat. Although Mr. seriously considering running for sheriff. He had
McLemore finished second, he, too, was unable to broached the topic both with black friends and
secure significant white support. For example, in white coworkers.2 9 6 On April 19, 1980, shots were
Jackson's predominantly white northeast and south fired into Mr. Folsom's house, wounding his daugh-
sections, candidates Kirksey and McLemore failed ter. 297 Mr. Folsom chose not to run for sheriff. 298

to win any of the 39 precincts.29 3 In fact, in only 5 of The incident has had other effects on Robert
the predominantly white precincts did their vote Folsom. Subsequent to the shooting, he quit his job
amount to more than 15 percent of the total votes as a police officer. According to Mr. Folsom, any
cast in any of the 3 elections in which they were law enforcement officer must confront racism, but
candidates.294 he "cannot be objective now."2 9 9 Folsom stated that

"now my daughter is walking around with [shotgun]
Candidacy pellets in her head." 300 Two whites were arrested

Not only do particular election systems and and charged with the shooting.301
voting rules and certain methods of drawing bound- After declaring their candidacy, minority candi-
ary lines reduce the opportunities for minority dates continue to be the targets of white disapproval.
representation, but minority candidates also may In Roanoke Rapids, North Carolina, city council
confront a variety of other problems that have a candidate Granville Carter stated that he received
similar effect. In some instances, potential minority threatening telephone calls and numerous expres-
candidates may never run. In others, minority sions of disapproval of his campaign. Mr. Carter said
candidates may face obstacles that contribute to that he was told by whites, "You're not supposed to
their defeat. Factors that may affect minority candi- be in politics." Moreover, blacks informed him that
dates in this way include harassment and intimida- his campaign would negatively affect black people
tion of minority candidates or voters and limited in Roanoke Rapids.3 02 Mr. Carter believes that white
access to both white and black voters. employers had put pressure on black employees to

give him that message.303

Harassment and Intimidation In Jackson, Mississippi, congressional candidate
In many areas, strong disapproval both of minori- Leslie McLemore stated that he eventually decided

ties running for office and of members of the to travel accompanied by campaign aides, one who
minority community supporting these candidates was armed, after receiving threatening telephone

291 Rhodes Cook, "Black State Senator Leads Field For Rep. Hinson's Seat 301 In the Superior Court of Johnson County, Ga., Danny Hugh Foskey
But Faces June 24 Runoff," Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report, June and Hershel D. Hall were charged with the offense of aggravated assault
7, 1980, p. 1556. against Constance Folsom, Bobby Folsom, Carolyn Lucinda Folsom, and
292 "Mississippi 4th Runoff Results," Congressional Quarterly Weekly Christine Folsom. Special Presentment, Superior Court, Johnson County,
Report, June 28, 1980, p. 1802. Ga., Apr. 19, 1980. According to the assistant district attorney for Johnson
293 Kirksey Interview.
294 KIrk Idntv. County, William McBroom, the trial of the two alleged assailants had been

295 42 U.S.C. §1971(b) (1976). scheduled for June 22, 1981, but due to a change in the attorneys for the
296 Robert R. Folsom, community activist, interview in Wrightsville, Ga., plaintiffs, it was postponed. On June 25, 1981, motions from the plaintiffs'
Nov. 18, 1980 (hereafter cited as Folsom Interview). new attorneys were heard.
297 Ibid. 302 Granville Carter, candidate for city council, Roanoke Rapids, North
298 Ibid. Carolina, interview in Roanoke Rapids, N.C., Jan. 28, 1981 (hereafter cited
299 Ibid. as Carter Interview).
300 Ibid. 303 Ibid.
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calls that warned of dire consequences "if you don't Minorities who support minority candidates who

get out of the race."3 04 During the campaign, are running as independents may also be the target

persons working for Mr. McLemore stated that both of white hostility. When these candidacies challenge

a McLemore campaign office and a booth were both the racial and party status quo, considerable

marked with Ku Klux Klan advertisements.30 5 pressure is exerted upon black voters not to support

In South Carolina, on October 31, 1980, a cross these candidates. According to Herman Green, who

was burned on the lawn of James W. Fennell, a ran as an independent candidate for the Georgetown

candidate for South Carolina House District No. County (S.C.) School Board in November 1980,

120, which includes Hampton and Colleton Coun- many individuals were reluctant to be associated

ties.306 According to Mr. Fennell, the cross burning with an independent campaign in the staunchly

was one of numerous incidents of intimidation and Democratic county. Mr. Green stated that "many

fraud that led to his defeat.3 07 Although the South potential backers are reluctant to contribute or

Carolina Board of State Canvassers refused to support independents since they have to do business

overturn the election, it did find "that there were here."3 14 In general, he stressed, "There is wide-

gross improprieties and irregularities in the conduct spread fear among black voters that the power

of this election in both counties." 308 structure would find out if they supported black

Minorities may also be subject to strong disap- independents."3 1 5 Many black voters told Mr. Green

proval if they support minority candidates. As a that "he should have played ball with them [the

result, they may be convinced that support for Democrats]."316

minority candidates could have disastrous conse-
quences. In Plaquemines Parish, Louisiana, the Access to Voters
Parish Administration Advisory Council, chaired by Since minority candidates often cannot win with-

the chairman of the Plaquemines Parish Commis- out at least some white support, the opportunity to

sion, Chalin Perez, sent a letter to parish employees campaign freely in the white community is crucial.

endorsing white school board candidates only. Black Minority candidates often find this impossible, how-

community activists in the parish argued that this ever, and most rely solely upon minority votes and

letter intimidated many of the parish's black employ- resources. For example, George Young, candidate

ees,30 9 and as a result, many did not support black for the Halifax County (N.C.) Board of Commission-

school board candidates in 1980.310 None of the ers, was unable to recruit white campaign workers

black school board candidates won, although one and was reluctant to send black workers into many

ran from a predominantly black district.3 1 Addition- precincts in predominantly white Roanoke Ra-

ally, according to the campaign manager of one pids.31 7 According to Mr. Young, "The attitude and

unsuccessful black candidate, blacks in the parish reception makes it uncomfortable."3 1 8 Mr. Young

"still vote for white candidates out of fear."3 12 won many of the rural areas of the county, which

In Dillon County, South Carolina, some blacks are predominantly black, but he fell far enough

also have been afraid to vote for black candidates. behind his opponent in these Roanoke Rapids

According to a black candidate, word spreads in the precincts to lose the countywide election.3 9 Mr.

community that influential whites "will know" for Young also stressed that even many of his white

whom blacks voted.3 13 friends were reluctant to support him openly: "Most

304 Leslie McLemore, professor and chairman of the Department of Interview); Rhonda Encalade, poll watcher for Frederick Encalade,

Political Science, Jackson State University, and candidate for Congress, candidate for Plaquemines Parish School Board, telephone interview, Dec.

interview in Jackson, Miss., Dec. 5, 1980 (hereafter cited as McLemore 11, 1980 (hereafter cited as Encalade Interview).

Interview). 310 Ibid.
305 Ally Mack, professor of political science, Jackson State University, 311 Ibid.
interview in Jackson, Miss., Dec. 2, 1980. 312 Peggy Rayes, campaign manager for Earlie Mae St. Ann, interview in

306 James W. Fennell, candidate for South Carolina House District 120, Port Sulpher, La., Dec. 11, 1980 (hereafter cited as Rayes Interview).

telephone interview, Mar. 19, 1981 (hereafter cited as Fennell Interview); 313 Johnson and Gilbert Interview; statement by Frank Gilbert.

Paul Lieberman and Chester Goolrick, "South Carolina Blacks Still Lack 314 Johnson et al. Interview; statement by Herman Green.

Political Clout Despite Majorities," Atlanta Constitution, Jan. 23, 1981, p. 4- 315 Ibid.
A. 316 Ibid.

307 Fennell Interview. 31 George Young, Sr., candidate for Halifax County Commission, inter-

308 State of South Carolina, Board of State Canvassers, Order in Re: view in Enfield Township, N.C., Jan. 27, 1981 (hereafter cited as Young

Protest of James W. Fennell, Nov. 4, 1980, General Election for State Interview).
House of Representatives, District 120, Dec. 1, 1980. 31 Ibid.
309 Earlie Mae St. Ann, candidate for Plaquemines Parish School Board, 319 Supervisor of Elections, Halifax County, "Abstract of Votes Cast at a

interview in Port Sulpher, La., Dec. 11, 1980 (hereafter cited as St. Ann Primary Election for County Officers, on Tuesday, May 6, 1980."
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of my white friends said they can't blow their cover cratic Committee appointed a candidate to serve as
in actively supporting me."320 the party's nominee for the general election.3 29

In Port Gibson, Mississippi, unsuccessful mayoral Rather than selecting the Mexican American candi-
candidate James Miller campaigned only in the date, the party selected an Anglo who had not been
town's black community. According to Mr. Miller, on the primary ballot
"It's suicidal, a fruitless effort" to get exposure in the In Plaquemines Parish, Louisiana, blacks have
white community.32' only recently begun improving their economic and

In Jackson, Mississippi, congressional candidate p 330 Local respondents stated thatpolitical status. TM Local respondents stated that
Leslie McLemore stated that he was not invited to

, . ,~. . . . , many blacks for years were afraid to register, to
as many business and civic groups as were his white

vote, or to campaign for other changes to improveopponents. 3 22 According to Mr. McLemore, he was 
the quality of their lives; but that is beginning toexcluded both as a black and as an independent e qua of their lives; but that is begin to

candidate. 323 change.3 31 For example, after several years of appeal
In many jurisdictions, minority candidates also to the parish commission, the residents of Ironton,

have difficulty gaining access to political organiza- an all-black town in the parish, finally got running
tions or groups that endorse and financially support water in the city in December 1980.332 Previously,
candidates. In effect, this also denies black candi- water had to be collected by individuals and stored
dates the opportunity to campaign for white votes. in cisterns. Additionally, the creation of the present
For example, in Aransas County, Texas, a Mexican single-member districts for electing members to the
American candidate filed for the office of justice of school board only occurred after black plaintiffs
the peace for Precinct No. 1 in the May 1978 sued the parish when it was discovered that the
Democratic primary.3 2 4 Before the primary took parish had not precleared under section 5 of the
place, the Anglo incumbent who was seeking reelec- Voting Rights Act any previous changes in its
tion died. The only remaining living candidate on election system. 3 33 In the May 1980 elections the
the ballot was the Mexican American. 325 The con-

the balt ws te M n A . Te cn first since the court decision requiring the parish to
test, however, was not over.326 Subsequently, politi-

test, however, was not o . S, p i return to single-member districts, black candidates
cal advertisements appeared in local newspapers

adver t a ared in lca n er s ran for five of the nine seats on the parish schoolinforming voters that they could still vote for the ra
former justice of the peace "even though he is now board. 334 This was the first time in the history of the
deceased." 32 7 Voters also were informed that if the parish that blacks had run for that body.33 Accord-
deceased "receives a majority of the votes cast, the ing to three respondents, the Plaquemines Parish
Aransas County Democratic Committee will con- Administration Advisory Council, an all-white body
vene and select a nominee whose name will be of elected officials and other prominent citizens that
certified to be placed on the General Election Ballot endorses candidates, did not support any of the black
for November."3 2 8 The Mexican American candi- school board candidates.33 6 The advisory council
date lost the election and, under article 8.22 of the sent letters to all parish employees, urging a vote for
Texas Election Code, the Aransas County Demo-

320 Young Interview. Educational Fund, telephone interview, May 1, 1981. For the response of
321 Miller Interview. the Aransas County Democratic Executive Committee to these statements,
322 McLemore Interview. see appendix G.
323 Ibid. 330 Wendell Rawls, Jr., "Sons of Perez, Delta's Patriarch, Grapple for
324 Joaquin G. Avila, associate counsel, Mexican American Legal Defense Power," New York Times, Feb. 25, 1980, p. A14; Ron Pursell, managing
and Educational Fund, letter to Gerald Jones, Chief, Voting Section, Civil attorney, Community Development Unit, New Orleans Legal Assistance
Rights Division, U.S. Department of Justice, Apr. 28, 1978. Corporation, and Ron Chisom, paralegal, Community Development Unit,
325 Ibid. New Orleans Legal Assistance Corporation, interview in New Orleans,
326 According to Texas law, "If a candidate in the first primary dies after La., Dec. 10, 1980.
the deadline for filing, his name shall be printed on the first primary ballot 331 St. Ann Interview; Encalade Interview; Merlis Broussard, former
and the votes cast for him. If such a deceased candidate receives a majority plaintiff against Plaquemines Parish, La; interview in Ironton, La., Dec. 8,
of the votes, the proper executive committee shall choose a nominee and 1980 (hereafter cited as Broussard Interview).
certify such name to the proper office .. "Tex. Elec. Code, Art. 8.22 332 Ibid.
(Vernon Supp. 1980). 333 Broussard v. Perez, 416 F. Supp. 584 (1976).
327 Rockport (Tex.) Pilot, Apr. 27, 1978, p. 11. 334 St. Ann Interview; Encalade Interview; Broussard Interview.
328 Ibid. 335 Rayes Interview.
329 Jose Garza, staff attorney, Mexican American Legal Defense and 336 St. Ann Interview; Encalade Interview; Rayes Interview.
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"all of the candidates supported by your Parish and voting rules which dilute the vote of the
Administration."3 3 7 None of the black candidates minority population.
won.33 8 The Commission found that in jurisdictions sub-

Black candidates also have confronted problems ject to preclearance minority candidates experienced
in gaining access to black voters. Unless black obstacles which severely limited their opportunities
candidates can adequately monitor the process of for election. In Johnson County, Georgia; Jackson,
voting and of counting the votes, they may be Mississippi; and Hampton County, South Carolina,
unable to mobilize their black support and to make minority candidates were harassed and intimidated
black votes count. For example, in November 1980, while they campaigned. In Plaquemines Parish,
blacks alleged that many white election workers Louisiana, and Dillon and Georgetown Counties,
throughout Mississippi's Fourth Congressional Dis- South Carolina, black voters have been fearful of
trict prevented voters from using marked sample supporting black candidates. In addition, minority
ballots in voting areas. 33 9 These ballots were provid- candidates often must rely solely upon minority
ed by candidates. Neither Mississippi law nor gener- votes and resources to win election. In Roanoke
al instructions distributed to election workers by the Rapids, North Carolina, and Port Gibson and
Hinds County Election Commission prohibit the use Jackson, Mississippi, minority candidates found it
of these types of sample ballots.340 According to difficult to campaign in white neighborhoods and
Leslie McLemore, a candidate for Congress in that had limited access to political organizations or
election, it was clear that many of these election groups that endorse or financially support candi-
workers were "trying to negate the effectiveness of dates.
the McLemore campaign as much as possible. Poor Since 1975 particular election systems and bound-
people and black people rely upon sample ballots ary changes also have continued to limit the oppor-
more than anyone else."3 41 Where the McLemore tunities for minorities to be elected to office. As the
campaign had trained personnel or attorneys avail- preceding pages have documented, election systems,
able, this prohibition was not enforced.3 42 In St. voting rules, and boundary changes in Alabama,
Landry Parish, Louisiana, a white member of the Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina,
parish school board controlled the election machine- South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, and Virginia
ry to such a degree that he was able to organize a frequently have reduced the minority population or
complex vote-buying scheme involving election diluted minority voting strength in specific districts
workers.3 43 As a result of the ensuing vote buying, to the point where minority candidates cannot win.
two black candidates lost their bid for the school In these situations, the minority community some-
board.34 4 Subsequently, the election was overturned, times is faced with an unresponsive elected govern-
and Gilbert Austin, one of the black candidates, ment that ignores their interests in public services,
gained a seat on the board in a court-ordered special education, and employment.
election in April 1980.3 45 Discriminatory boundary changes will be of spe-

cial concern in the period 1980-82. After the 1980
census population figures are released, States, coun-

Conclusion ties, and municipalities again will be determining
This chapter has discussed both problems encoun- whether district lines will have to be redrawn. Of

tered by minority candidates which reduce their primary importance to minorities will be whether
opportunities for election and also election systems redistricting plans lessen minority voting strength

337 Chalin 0. Perez, chairman, Plaquemines Parish Administration Adviso- 340 According to Mississippi election laws, voters are not prohibited from
ry Council, letter on Plaquemines Parish Administration Advisory Council using marked sample ballots at election sites. See, Miss. Code Ann. §23-7-
stationery, Sept. 10, 1980. 11; 23-7-311 (Supp. 1980). These sections of the code discuss the use of
338 St. Ann Interview; Encalade Interview. sample ballots provided by the State, but do not specify that marked sample
339 McLemore Interview; Mack Interview; Kirksey Interview. The Hinds ballots are prohibited.
County, Miss., Election Commission, in instructions to election workers for 341 McLemore Interview.
the November 1980 election, stated that the bailiff "should ensure that no 342 Kirksey Interview.
candidate or person representing a candidate distributes any campaign 343 Gilbert Austin, Jr., member, St. Landry Parish School Board, interview
literature within 30 ft. of the building. .... This means any sample in Opelousas, La., Jan. 30, 1981.
BALLOT with candidate's advertisement." State of Mississippi, County of 344 Ibid.; United States v. Saint Landry Parish School Board, 601 F.2d 859
Hinds, "General Election Instructions," Nov. 4, 1980, p. 2. The instruc- (1979).
tions, however, did not prohibit voters from carrying these ballots into the 345 United States v. Saint Landry Parish School Board, 601 F.2d 859
voting area for their own personal use. (1979).
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and whether they discriminate against minorities in were not equally open to participation by the group in question-
mi ~purpose onr ~~effect. ithat its members had less opportunity than did other residents inpurpose or effect. the district to participate in the political processes and to elect

Many of these election systems, voting rules, and legislators of their choice.35 0
boundary changes that have a discriminatory pur-
pose or effect are subject to preclearance under In immer v McKeithen the Court of Appeals forpose or effect are subject to preclearance under the Fifth Circuit held unconstitutional the use of ansection 5, since they were established subsequent to
the effective date the jurisdictions were covered at-large electn sytem i East Carrol Parish,
under the Voting Rights Act. In numerous other Louisiana. In that case, the fifth circuit further

developed the standards established in White forsituations, however, they were established prior to developed the standards established in White for
the effective date of coverage under the act. For proving a vote dilution case. It listed several factors

that could sustain a finding of unconstitutional voteexample, the at-large election systems in Opelika, that could sustai a fndig of unconstitutional vote
Alabama; Port Gibsoln, Mississippi; Georgetown dilution if an aggregate of them could be shown toAlabama; Port Gibson, Mississippi; Georgetown ex i
County, South Carolina; Halifax County, North st:
Carolina; and Hopewell, Virginia, were in existence Where a minority can demonstrate a lack of access to the process
prior to the effective date these jurisdictions were of slating candidates, the unresponsiveness of legislators to their

coered u er te Vting Rig Ac. In m y particularized interests, a tenuous state policy underlying thecovered under the Voting Rights Act. In many preference for multi-member or at-large districting, or that the
instances, minorities have either lacked the expertise existence of past discrimination in general precludes the effective
or resources to challenge these election systems or participation in the election system, a strong case is made. 351

voting rules. In some instances, minorities have In City of Mobile v. Bolden, the city appealed the
sought to prove through the courts that jurisdictions fifth circuits decision to the Supreme Court of the
have diluted their voting strength, in violation of the United States. A divided Court reversed the fifth
14th or 15th amendments or section 2 of the Voting circuit352 and issued six opinions.353 Four justices, the
Rights Act. Lawsuits alleging unconstitutional vote plurality opinion, asserted that intent must be shown
dilution, however, have been made more difficult under the 14th amendment if an at-large election
due to a recent Supreme Court decision, City of system is to be found unconstitutional. To prove
Mobile v. Bolden. 346 ~Mobile v. Bolden. 346~ , .intent, a "plaintiff must prove that the disputed plan

In City of Mobile v. Bolden, black plaintiffs alleged was "conceived and operated as [a] purposeful
that the at-large method of electing Mobile, Ala- device to further racial discrimination'. . .354
bama's, three-person city commission, which hadhe plurality rejected the Zimmer standard forThe plurality rejected the Zimmer standard for
been used since 1911, diluted black voting strength proving intent, stating that it was "most assuredly
They alleged unconstitutional vote dilution under insufficient to prove an unconstitutionally discrimi-
the 14th and 15th amendments and under section 2 distinguished the holdingnatory purpose...3 . It distinguished the holding
of the Voting Rights Act of 1965. The plaintiffs in White by arguing that the invidious law in White
prevailed at the district court and appellate court (i.e., use of multimember districts) was traced to a
levels.34 plBoth lower courts relied on White v. racially discriminatory purpose
Regester 348 and Zimmer v. McKeithen 349 in holding The plurality further asserted that a dilution
for the plaintiffs. In White v. Regester the Supreme action cannot be brought under the 15th amend-
Court of the United States held unconstitutional the ment, only under the 14th amendment. It further
use of multimember district election systems in asserted that discriminatory purpose also must be
Dallas and Bexar Counties, Texas. The Court dis- shown in suits filed uder the 15th amendment. It
cussed the burden of proof required to provecuss e b n of p f r d prov stated that this amendment "prohibits only purpose-
unconstitutional vote dilution: fully discriminatory denial or abridgment by govern-
The plaintiffs' burden is to produce evidence to support findings ment of the freedom to vote. .. "356 and to regis-
that the political processes leading to nomination and election ter. A majority of the Court, however, believed that
346 446 U.S. 55 (1980). 352 446 U.S. 55 (1980).
347 423 F. Supp. 384 (S.D. Alabama 1976), affd 571 F.2d 238 (5th Cir. 353 Id. Justice Stewart wrote the plurality opinion and was joined by Chief
1978). Justice Burger and Justices Powell and Rehnquist. Justice Stevens con-
34s 412 U.S. 755 (1973).
34- 4512 U.S. 75 (1973) (5th Cir. 1973) , ad pr cm on curred in the judgment and Justice Blackmun concurred in the result.349 485 F.2d 1297 (5th Cir. 1973) (en bane), affd per curiam on other
grounds sub. nom East Carroll Parish School Board v. Marshall, 424 U.S. Justces Brennan Marshall, and White filed dissenting opinions.
636 (1976). 354 Id. at 66, citing Whitcomb v. Chavis, 403 U.S. 124, 149 (1971).
350 412 U.S. at 766. 355 Id. at 73.
351 485 F.2d at 1305. 356 Id. at 65.
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a dilution action based on discriminatory intent still out the areas covered by the act are excluded from
can be brought under the 15th amendment. 3 57 Final- the political process and are convinced that their
ly, the plurality opinion said that section 2 of the current election systems make responsive govern-
Voting Rights Act has an "effect no different from ment impossible. In many areas, numerous unsuc-
that of the 15th amendment,"3 5 8 thereby stating that cessful efforts to elect minorities to office or to
discriminatory intent must be shown in lawsuits filed change the particular election system have produced
under this section. widespread disillusionment and apathy. As one black

Although the Bolden decision has made proving leader from a near majority black town, which has
unlawful vote dilution more difficult, the negative not elected a black to municipal office in this
effects of many election systems, voting rules, and century, put it, "Blacks have lost hope for repriseen
boundary changes are very real. As the preceding tation. Apathy has set in. The feeling of hopelessness
case studies have documented, minorities through- is well ingrained." 35 9

357 Id. Justices Stevens, Blackmun, White, Marshall, and Brennan formed 359 Ronald Jackson, state representative, District 38, interview in Birm a>:-
the majority on this issue. For a discussion of their opinions see Lodge v. ham, Ala., Jan. 29, 1981. Mr. Jackson was referring to to" cit: .-- e-
Buxton, 639 F. 2d 1358, 1372 (5th Cir. 1981). Ala., which elects its city commission undet an at-larg. t;o,
358 Id. at 61.
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Chapter 6

Preclearance and
Noncompliance

This chapter discusses the kinds of election district lines to avoid black majorities, switching to at-large
hanges to which the Depa t of J e hs elections or multimember districts to prevent localized black

ges to which the Department of Justce has majorities from electing any representatives at all, and annexing
objected under section 5 of the Voting Rights Act predominantly white suburban areas to majority black cities to
and the degree of local compliance with that section avoid black control are some examples of the types of changes

section 5 has been used to invalidate. 2

of the act. Section 5 requires jurisdictions subject to
preclearance either to submit for preclearance any
proposed change in voting practices or procedures Department of Justice Submissions
to the Attorney General or to obtain a declaratory and Objections
judgment in the U.S. District Court for the District Between 1975 and 1980, 30,322 proposed changes
of Columbia that the proposed change is not in voting practices and procedures were submitted
discriminatory in purpose or effect.1 to the Department of Justice under section 5 of the

Section 5 was designed to provide a speedy Voting Rights Act (see table 6.1). Over one-half of
mechanism for the review of voting changes that these changes, about 16,208 or 53.5 percent, were
could potentially undercut full minority participa- submitted by Texas. The next largest number, over
tion in the political process. Given the efforts of 2,200 (7.5 percent) of proposed changes, was submit-
jurisdictions to circumvent court decisions that ted by Georgia. Three States (Connecticut, New
abolished discriminatory voting practices, section 5 Hampshire, and Wyoming) submitted no proposed
provided an ongoing review of all changes in voting changes at all, and 6 States submitted fewer than 10
practices or procedures. Howard Glickstein, then each (Hawaii, 9; Idaho, 1; Maine, 3; Michigan, 3;
director of the Center for Civil Rights at the Oklahoma, 1; and South Dakota, 6). All of the
University of Notre Dame, testified at the 1975 Southern States subject to preclearance under the
hearings on the extension of the Voting Rights Act act (the 40 counties in North Carolina, Alabama,
regarding the effectiveness of section 5: Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, South Carolina,

Texas, and Virginia) except for the covered countiesSection 5 has had a far-reaching impact in preventing both
blatantly and subtly discriminatory changes. As the suspension of in Florida submitted over 700 proposed changes
literacy tests and devices and the Federal examiner provisions of each.
the act have helped to raze many of the barriers to black hese proposed changes resulted in a total of 236
registration and voting in the covered States, whites have
resorted to changing the governmental structures to assure that objection letters from the Department of Justice.3
black political power will be kept to a minimum. Gerrymandering The largest number of objection letters, 85 (36.0

' 42 U.S.C. §1973c (1970). Hearings on S. 407, S. 903, S. 1297, S. 1409, and S. 1443, 94th Cong., 1st
2 U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights of the sess., 1975, p. 216.
Committee on the Judiciary, Extension of the Voting Rights Act of 1965; 3 This report covers only changes that have occurred since the Voting
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percent), was sent to Texas. Georgia received 41 Commission analysis of Department of Justice oh-
objection letters, 17.4 percent of the total. These two jections shows that there were a total of 770 specific
States accounted for over one-half of the objection proposed changes to which objections had been
letters. Ten States that submitted proposed changes interposed (see table 6.4).
to the Department of Justice received no objection The majority of changes that were the subject of
letters (Alaska, Colorado, Florida, Hawaii, Idaho, objections related to the dilution of minority voting
Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Mexico, and strength.4 The changes that resulted in the lar.gest
Oklahoma; see table 6.2). number of objections were annexatio s. These were

The number of objections, however, is larger than the subject of 235 objections, or 30.5 percent of the
the number of objection letters, since many of these total. The Department of Justice most often object-
letters contain objections to more than one type of ed to the annexations of predominantly white resi-
proposed change. For example, one objection letter dential areas or to undeveloped areas zoned for
may contain objections to an at-large election system middle-income housing. Many objection letters stat-
and to an annexation. ed that these annexations would have had the effect

According to figures supplied by the Department of decreasing minority voting strength in the annex-
of Justice, the 236 objection letters issued included a ing jurisdiction, thereby decreasing the possibility
total of 538 objections. The largest number of that minorities would be able to elect candidates of
objections was to proposed changes submitted by their choice.
Georgia, 152 objections, or 28.3 percent of the total. Five other types of proposed changes were
This was followed by 128 objections to proposed objected to more than 50 times each. The Depart-
changes submitted by Texas, 23.8 percent of the ment of Justice objected 80 times (10.4 percent of
total. These were the only States that received more the total) to proposed changes to at-large election
than 100 objections. The next largest number of systems.5 It objected 66 times (8.6 percent) to
objections was to proposed changes in Louisiana, proposals to institute majority vote requirements 6

with 69 (12.8 percent) (see table 6.3). and 60 times (7.8 percent) to election changes that
In addition, Commission staff analyzed the De- included numbered posts. 7 Finally, it objected 56

partment of Justice objection letters to determine times (7.3 percent of all objections) to proposed
which changes most frequently caused objections. changes involving redistricting of boundary lines
To reflect more accurately the total number of that adversely affected minorities and 55 times to
objections, the Commission's analysis counts each changes that involved polling locations.
element of an objection separately. For example, if With the exception of the changes to polling place
the Department of Justice had objected to a pro- locations, all of the most frequently proposed
posed change involving six polling places, the changes were ones that could have resulted in the
Commission counted this as six objections whereas dilution of minority voting strength. These proposed
the Department of Justice had counted it as one changes accounted for 64.5 percent of all objections
objection. The resulting total number of objections interposed by the Department of Justice, or nearly
counted by the Commission is, therefore, larger than two-thirds of the total.
the total number of objections originally indicated in Several other types of changes that were objected
Department of Justice data reported in table 6.3. to less frequently also involved dilution of minority

Rights Act was extended in 1975. Data from the Department of Justice bloc voting exists within the political subdivision, a minority candidate
indicate, however, that the number of objection letters has risen sharply could have very little chance of being elected.
since the extension of the Voting Rights Act, from 148 between 1970 and 6 Ibid., p. 39. A jurisdiction with a majority vote requirement requires
1974, to 236 between 1975 and 1980. U.S., Department of Justice, Civil candidates to receive a majority of the votes to win an election. If no
Rights Division, Voting Section, "Number of Section 5 Submissions Which candidate receives a majority, there is a runoff election between the two
Have Been Objected to by State and Year from 1965 to February 28, 1981." candidates who received the highest number of votes. If one of the
4 "Dilution" occurs as a result of implementation of voting laws, practices,

candidates is a minority person and voting is along racial lines, theor procedures that decrease minority voting strength and, thereby,
decrease the likelihood of electing minority candidates to political office. likelihood of winning in a head-to-head contest with the white candidate is
Mechanisms related to dilution include annexations, at-large election minimal.
systems, staggered terms, and numbered place systems.7 Ibid., pp. 39-40. Under a numbered post requirement, candidates seeking
5 See David H. Hunter, Federal Review of Voting Changes (Washington, the same political office are elected by the entire electorate of the
D.C.: Joint Center for Political Studies, 1975). Under an at-large election jurisdiction but still have to run for a designated post (e.g., A, B, C). For
system, representatives of city or county governing bodies are elected by example, if a minority and a white candidate run for post A and voting is
the entire political subdivision rather than from districts within it. When the along racial lines, the chances for a minority candidate to win in a majority
minority population is smaller than the white population and when racial white jurisdiction are minimal.
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TABLE 6.1 Changes Submitted Under Section 5 and Reviewed by Department
of Justice, by State and Year, 1975-80

Total

State 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 Number Percent

Alabama 299 349 153 146 142 295 1,384 4.6%
Alaska 0 3 0 25 1 8 37 0.1
Arizona 52 228 180 311 163 655 1,589 5.2
California* 0 382 99 105 8 89 683 2.3
Colorado* 0 12 4 34 147 36 233 0.8
Connecticut** 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0
Florida* 1 57 8 46 28 28 168 0.6
Georgia 284 252 242 444 371 689 2,282 7.5
Hawaii* 0 6 0 0 0 3 9 0.0
Idaho* 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.0
Louisiana 255 303 460 254 336 356 1,964 6.5
Maine** 0 3 -- - -3 0.0
Massachusetts** 0 11 0 6 0 0 17 0.0
Michigan** 0 3 0 0 0 0 3 0.0
Mississippi 107 152 114 123 112 153 761 2.5
New Hampshire** 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0
New Mexico* 0 65 - - -65 0.2
New York* 78 106 96 72 27 25 404 1.3
Oklahoma* 0 1 0 0 - - 1 0.0
North Carolina* 293 125 183 156 89 158 1,004 3.3
South Carolina 201 419 299 212 138 192 1,461 4.8
South Dakota* 0 0 0 2 4 0 6 0.0
Texas 249 4,694 1,735 2,425 2,917 4,188 16,208 53.5
Virginia 259 301 434 314 267 464 2,039 6.7
Wyoming* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0

Total 2,078 7,472 4,007 4,675 4,750 7,340 30,322 99.9

* Selected county (counties) subject to preclearance rather than entire State.
** Selected town (towns) subject to preclearance rather than entire State.
- Not covered.
Note: Column does not total 100 percent due to rounding.

Source: U.S., Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Voting Section, Dec. 31, 1980.
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TABLE 6.2 Objection Letters From the Department of Justice, by State and
Year, 1975-80

Total

State 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 Number Percent

Alabama 5 10 1 2 1 3 22 9.3%
Alaska 0 0.0
Arizona 2 1 1 4 1.7
California* 1 1 2 0.8
Colorado* 0 0.0
Connecticut** 0 0.0
Florida* 0 0.0
Georgia 13 7 8 5 3 5 41 17.4
Hawaii* 0 0.0
Idaho* 0 0.0
Louisiana 3 2 1 3 2 11 4.7
Maine** 0 0.0
Massachusetts** 0 0.0
Michiaan** 0 0.0
Mississippi 9 5 6 2 3 3 28 11.9
New Hampshire** 0 0.0
New Mexico* 0 0.0
New York* 1 1 0.4
Oklahoma* 0 0.0
North Carolina* 3 2 2 1 2 10 4.2
South Carolina 2 8 6 7 4 27 11.4
South Dakota* 1 1 2 0.8
Texas 1 29 12 18 12 13 85 36.0
Virginia 1 1 1 3 1.3
Wyoming* 0 0.0

Total 40 63 37 40 26 30 236 99.9%

* Selected county (counties) covered rather than entire State.
** Selected town (towns) covered rather than entire State.

Note: The above figures do not include objections subsequently withdrawn. Column does not total 100
percent due to rounding.

Source: U.S., Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Voting Section, Feb. 28, 1981.
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TABLE 6.3 Objections Interposed by the Department of Justice, by State,
1975-80

State Objections 1975-80

Number Percent

Alabama 42 7.8
Alaska 0 0.0
Arizona 7 1.3
California* 5 0.9
Colorado* 0 0.0
Connecticut** 0 0.0
Florida* 0 0.0
Georgia 152 28.3
Hawaii* 0 0.0
Idaho* 0 0.0
Louisiana 69 12.8
Maine** 0 0.0
Massachusetts** 0 0.0
Michigan** 0 0.0
Mississippi 40 7.4
New Hampshire** 0 0.0
New Mexico* 0 0.0
New York 1 0.2
Oklahoma* 0 0.0
North Carolina* 52 9.7
South Carolina 37 6.9
South Dakota* 2 0.4
Texas 128 23.8
Virginia 3 0.6
Wyoming* 0 0.0

Total 538 100.1

* Selected county (counties) subject to preclearance rather than entire State.
** Selected town (towns) subject to preclearance rather than entire State.

Note: The above figures do not include obiections subsequently withdrawn.
Column does not total 100 percent due to rounding.
Source: U.S. Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division. Voting Section, Feb. 28, 1981.
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TABLE 6.4 Changes Submitted Under Section 5 to Which Objections by
Department of Justice were Interposed, by Type of Change, 1975-80

Objections

Type of change Number Percent

Annexations 235 30.5
At-large elections 80 10.4
Majority vote 66 8.6
Numbered posts 60 7.8
Redistricting/boundary changes 56 7.3
Polling place changes 55 7.1
Residency requirements 42 5.5
Staggered terms 36 4.7
Single-member districts 26 3.4
Change in number of positions 15 1.9
Multimember districts 13 1.7
Registration and voting procedures 13 1.7
Reauirements for candidacy 12 1.6
Election date change 11 1.4
Change in terms of office 8 1.0
Bilingual procedures 8 1.0
New voting precinct 6 0.8
Consolidation and incorporation 6 0.8
Change from appointive to elective/elective to appointive 3 0.4
Miscellaneous 19 2.5
Total 770 100.1

Note: The above figures count each element of an objection separately. For instance, if the Department
of Justice objected to a proposed change of six polling places, this was counted as six proposed
changes, but the Department of Justice data counted it as one objection. The total number of proposed
changes in this table is, therefore, larger than the total number of objections from the Department of
Justice data above. The above figures do not include objections subsequently withdrawn. Column does
not total 100 percent due to rounding.
Source: Commission analysis of Department of Justice objection letters.
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voting strength. These included residency require- Information obtained from civil rights organiza-
ments, 8 42 objections (5.5 percent of the total); tions revealed that jurisdictions do not always
staggered terms, 9 36 (4.7 percent); creation of new comply with the requirements of section 5. They
single-member districts, including newly reappor- either fail to submit election law changes for section
tioned districts or changes in district lines, 26 (3.4 5 review or they implement changes despite Depart-
percent); multimember districts,1 0 13 (1.7 percent); ment of Justice objections. As a result of these
and consolidation or incorporation, 6 (0.8 percent) practices, those individuals whom the Voting Rights
Together, all the objections to proposed changes Act is designed to protect are not receiving the
that could have diluted minority voting strengthections which Congress intended them to have.protections which Congress intended them to have.
constituted 80.5 percent of objections issued by the T A C 

The American Civil Liberties Union's (ACLU)Department of Justice.
southern office has sued several counties in Georgia

The 770 objections or 236 objection letters issued th ce has sed seerainGeog
by the Department of Justice to proposed election that failed to preclear changes from single-member
changes indicate that voting problems continue to election districts to at-large election systems. The
exist in various forms in many covered jurisdictions. have also challenged the enforceabilty of other
The discriminatory purposes or effects of these types of election law changes made by Georgia
practices and procedures objected to by the Depart- counties, but not precleared under section 5. For
ment of Justice continue to impede full minority example, in McKenzie v. Giles, the ACLU challenged
political participation. the at-large election systems for both the Dooly

County Board of Commissioners and the Board of
Education on grounds that the at-large systems had

Noncompliance not been precleared under section 5.12 In fact, Dooly
Department of Justice data presented in the County's method of electing county commissioners

preceding pages reveal the extent and kinds of on an at-large basis was enacted in 1967.13 After the
proposed changes that have been objected to by the ACLU filed suit against Dooly County alleging
Department of Justice through section 5 preclear- noncompliance with the Voting Rights Act, the
ance. Not all election changes that have a discrimi- county submitted its at-large election system to the
natory effect on minority voters are submitted to the Department of Justice, some 13 years after the
Department of Justice for preclearance. Under the election system was enacted. On July 31, 1980, the
Voting Rights Act, whenever a covered State or

Votin..g Ri ... «ts . .whenever a covered Stateor Department of Justice objected to the change in
political subdivision "shall enact or seek to adminis- t. method of election.14 In a consent decree of July
ter any voting qualifications or prerequisite to

ting or standar pactice or proedrewit 1980, the court in the McKenzie case directed that
voting, or standard, practice, or procedure with 
respect to voting different from that in force or the board of commissioners be elected from three
effect" on the date used to determine coverage (that single-member districts.15 With regard to the at-large
is, November 1, 1964, for jurisdictions covered in election system for the board of education, the court
1965; November 1, 1968, for those covered in 1970; provided for the election of board members from
and November 1, 1972, for jurisdictions covered in five single-member districts. 16 In March 1981 the
1975), it must preclear the change with the Attorney Georgia General Assembly enacted legislation pro-
General or obtain a declaratory judgment from the viding for single-member district elections for the
U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia." Dooly County Board of Education.1 7 A county

8 Ibid., p. 40. Under a system with residency requirements, each represen- 1 42 U.S.C. [1973c (1976).
tative must live in a separate district, but voting may be at large. As a result, 12 McKenzie v. Giles, No. 79-43-Amer. (M.D. Ga. July 5, 1980) (consent
a minority candidate may run against a white candidate from a predomi- decree) Plaintif First Amended C laint at 6
nantly minority district, but may not win in the general election.rt A d C a a 6
9 Ibid. Staggered term elections require candidates to run for the same 13 1967 Ga. Laws. 2586.
position at different time intervals. As a result, candidates for a number of 14 Drew S. Days III, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division,
otherwise identical positions are separated into individual races, and a U.S. Department of Justice, objection letter to John C. Pridgen, Vienna,
minority candidate has to run in a head-to-head contest with a white Ga., July 31, 1980.
candidate. In an at-large election system where voting is along racial lines, 5 McKenzie v. Giles, No. 79-43-Amer. (M.D. Ga. July 5, 1980) (consent
the minority candidate has only a minimal chance of winning.
10 Ibid., p. 36. Under a multimember district election system, more than one decree).
representative is elected from a single district. If the minority population is 16 Id.
smaller than the white population in the district and if racial bloc voting 17 John Pridgen, county attorney, Dooly CoJnty, Ga., telephone inter-
exists, a minority person will have very little chance of being elected to view, July 20, 1981.
office.
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referendum on the single-member district election remedy the section 5 violation).28 Berry v. Doles was
system was held in May 1981 and passed. 18 An settled in November 1979 when the district court
election for the five school board posts was held entered a consent decree providing for the election
July 14, 1981, and resulted in the election of the first of four county commissioners from single-member
black to the Dooly County Board of Education.19 districts and one county commissioner to be elected

Other Georgia ACLU cases that involved a 29

failure to preclear election changes include Daven-g
port v. Isler 20 and Jones v. Cowart. 21 These The ACLU also learned that the city of Dawson,
challenges to at-large elections in Clay and Calhoun Georgia, was sing a numbered post system in city
Counties, respectively, were on grounds that the at- council elections that had not been submitted for
large election systems used in electing county section 5 review. The ACLU filed a complaint
commissioners had not been precleared under sec- seeking to enjoin the use of numbered posts, and on
tion 5. As a result of the suit in Clay County, the November 29, 1977, the district court found for the
three-judge Federal district court ordered, in June plaintiffs and barred the use of numbered posts until
1980, that the county's at-large election system for the city complied with the Voting Rights Act. 30

board of commissioners was "not legally enforceable The Mexican American Legal Defense and Edu-
until such time as administrative or judicial pre- cational Fund (MALDEF) has also learned of
clearance is obtained therefore pursuant to instances in which local jurisdictions failed to seek
[1973c."22 In Calhoun County a June 1980 consent preclearance of election changes. In conductingdecree provides for the election of county commis- e of lectn ctin
sioners from five single-member districts.2 3 Accord- discovery for a challenge to the at-large election

system in Lockhart, Texas, MALDEF found that aing to the consent decree, five of the seats on thesystem in Lockhart, Texas, MALDEF found that a
seven-member board of education will also be from 1973 city charter had not been submitted for section
these five voting districts, with two members to be 5 review. 31 The city charter included provisions for
elected at-large.2 4 a numbered post system and an increase in the size of

Another ACLU case, Berry v. Doles, was brought the city council. MALDEF filed suit to enjoin
principally on grounds that Peach County, Geor- future elections until the city charter had been
gia's, at-large voting system unconstitutionally dilut- precleared. 3 2 On March 2, 1979, the district court
ed minority voting strength.2 5 A second cause of issued a temporary restraining order enjoining the
action in that suit, however, was that Peach County election process until the city of Lockhart submitted
failed to submit a voting rule implementing stag- he city charter for preclearance.3 On Septemberthe city charter for preclearance. 33 On September
gered terms of office. 26 On February 28, 1977, agered terms of offi. On F y 2, 1 , a 14, 1979, the Department of Justice objected "to thethree-judge Federal court enjoined enforcement of

Home Rule Charter insofar as it incorporates an at-the rule providing for staggered terms of office until Home Rule harter sofar as an at-
section 5 compliance was met, but denied plaintiffs large method of election, with numbered posts and
retroactive relief.27 In June 1978 the Supreme Court staggered terms."3 4 After receiving the Department
of the United States entered a per curiam order of Justice's objection to its election method, the city
directing that Peach County be given 30 days within of Lockhart filed a declaratory judgment action in
which to seek preclearance, and if preclearance the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia
were denied, plaintiffs were to be allowed to reapply seeking preclearance of the election change.35 On
for retroactive relief (e.g., special elections, to

18 Ibid. 29 Berry v. Doles, No. 76-139-Mac. (M.D. Ga., Nov. 16, 1979) (consent
19 Ibid. decree) at 2.
20 Davenport v. Isler, No. 80-42-COL (M.D. Ga., June 23, 1980). 30 Holloway v. Raines, No. 77-27 Amer. (M.D. Ga., Nov. 29, 1977).
21 Jones v. Cowart, No. 79-79-ALB (M.D. Ga., June 1, 1980) (consent 31 Jose Garza, staff attorney, MALDEF, San Antonio, Tex., telephone
decree). I N 80interview, July 17, 1981 (hereafter cited as Garza Interview).
22 Davenport v. Isler, No. 80-42-COL (M.D. Ga., June 23, 1980).
2 Jones v Cowart, No. 79-79-ALB (M.D. Ga., June 11, 1980) (consent 32 Cano v. Chesser, No. A-79-CA-0032 (W.D. Tex., filed Feb. 7, 1979).
decree) at 2. 33 Cano v. Chesser, No. A-79-CA-0032 (W.D. Tex., Mar. 2, 1979) (temp.decree) at 2.
24 Id., consent decree at 3. restr. order).
25 Christopher Coates, staff attorney, ACLU southern office, telephone 34 Drew S. Days III, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division,
interview, July 20, 1981. U.S. Department of Justice, objection letter to Walter H. Mizell, city
26 Ibid. attorney, Lockhart, Tex., Sept. 14, 1979.
27 Berry v. Doles, 438 U.S. 190, 191 (1978) (per curiam). 35 City of Lockhart v. United States, No. 80-0364 (D.D.C. July 30, 1981)
28 Id. (memorandum opinion).
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July 30, 1981, the district court denied the city of prevent implementation of a 1973 Frio County,
Lockhart's request for a declaratory judgment. 6 In Texas, reapportionment plan that the county was
denying Lockhart's request, the district court stated: implementing despite a Department of Justice objec-

tion.46

The plaintiff has failed to demonstrate. . .that the "home rule" 
governance and election plan will not have a discriminatory Department of Justice figures also indicate that
effect on Mexican-American voters ability to elect candidates of many jurisdictions continue to fail to preclear
their choice. Although the at-large system, by itself, does not election changes. For example, in 1980 a
deny Mexican-American voters the opportunity to elect candi- 
dates of their choice, the imposition of the numbered-post and total of 124 letters of request for submissions were
staggered-term provisions has clearly had and will continue to ent to covered urisdictions where it was believed
have such an effect on Mexican-American voters. 37

that changes had been made without preclearance.47
In Escamilla v. Stavely, MALDEF represented the Of these, 79 jurisdictions responded with 78 changes

plaintiffs who brought suit to require Terrell Coun- that had taken place without preclearance. 48 As of
ty, Texas, to submit a 1973 redistricting plan to the January 27, 1981, the Department of Justice had
Department of Justice that had not been pre-Department of Justice that had not been pre- received no response from 45 jurisdictions that may
cleared. 38 Despite a 1976 request by the Department i .cl d. , ~the Department i 1 have made election law changes, but did not submit
of Justice that Terrell County submit the 1973 plan

39 , ,o i_ , ., , them for preclearance. 49
for preclearance, 3 9 the county did not do so until
October 28, 1978.40 On December 27, 1978, the Preliminary data collected by the Southern Re-
Department of Justice issued an objection letter to gional Council in Atlanta, Georgia, on nonsubmis-
the 1973 reapportionment of commissioner precincts sions by covered jurisdictions in South Carolina,
in Terrell County.4 1 The Department of Justice Georgia, Alabama, and Louisiana further suggest
found that the 1973 redistricting plan afforded the extent of noncompliance with section 5 preclear-
Mexican American voters "less of an opportunity ance procedures despite the fact that the Voting
than other residents to participate in the political Rights Act has been in existence for 16 years. The
process and elect candidates of their choice" by Southern Regional Council reviewed State session
concentrating the Mexican American community in laws enacted since the oting ights Act was
one precinct and dispersing the rest of the Mexican

passed and compared these laws to the Department
Americans into other commissioner precincts.4 2 Theic. . r c is pin of Justice's records of submissions. Preliminary
result of this redistricting plan was that the overall

estimates of nonsubmissions discovered in this man-effect of the Mexican American vote was minimized
ner indicate that South Carolina had 120 nonsubmis-or diluted. The district court, in an order of March ner indicate that outh Carolina had 120 onsubmis-

18, 1980, ordered Terrell County to submit a new sions; Georgia, 330; Alabama, 65; and Louisiana,
redistricting plan to the Department of Justice.43 On 3750
April 28, 1980, the new redistricting plan was Janice Glover, project director of the Fair and
precleared by the Department of Justice.44 Open Government Project of the Southern Regional

Other MALDEF cases include Arriola v. Harville, Council, stated that these are "estimates of the
a challenge to the implementation of a 1975 redis- number of nonsubmissions"; nonetheless, they are
tricting plan for the county commission in Jim Wells indicative of the extent of noncompliance. 5 1 In fact,
County, Texas, that the U.S. district court found Ms. Glover said, the figures for South Carolina and
xwas not in compliance with section 5 preclearance Louisiana are "probably low because they are home
requirements4 5 and Silva v. Fitch, an action to

36 Id. at 12. U.S. Depattment of Justice, letter to James A. Moseley, Odessa, Tex., Apr.
37 Id. 28,1980.
38 Garza Interview. 45 Arriola v. Harville, No. C-78-87 (S.D. Tex., Oct. 9, 1979).
39 J. Stanley Pottinger, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, 46 Silva v. Fitch, No. SA--76-CA-126 (W.D. Tex., Oct. 5, 1975), affd sub
U.S. Department of Justice, letter to Jack Hayre, Terrell County attorney, nom. Fitch v. Silva, 429 U.S. 1081 (1977).
Sanderson, Tex., Dec. 8, 1976. 47 Margay Williams, Associate Director of Section 5 Unit, U.S. Depart-
40 Drew S. Days III, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, ment of Justice, telephone interview, Feb. 9, 1981.
U.S. Department of Justice, objection letter to Lucius D. Bunton, Odessa, 48 Ibid.
Tex., Dec. 27, 1978. 49 Ibid.
41 Ibid. 50 David Bell, program officer, Southern Regional Council, telephone
42 Ibid. interview, July 20, 1981.
43 Escamilla v. Stavely, No. DR-78-CA-23 (W.D. Tex., Mar. 18, 1980). 51 Janice Glover, project director, Southern Regional Council, telephone
44 Drew S. Days III, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, interview, Mar. 13, 1981.
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rule States and do not have to go through the State In United States v. County Commission, Hale
legislature to change local laws." 5 2 County, Alabama, the Attorney General brought suit

In some instances jurisdictions have attempted to alleging that Hale County had changed its election
implement changes despite the fact that the Depart- system for county commisssioners in violation of the
ment of Justice has objected to the change. For preclearance requirements of the Voting Rights
example, in July 1979, the Department of Justice Act. 61 The district court held that Hale County's
filed a civil suit to prevent county officials in Pike change from district elections to at-large elections
County, Alabama, from ignoring a section 5 objec- was of "no force and effect and any elections
tion.53 The county, in 1974, submitted a proposal to conducted pursuant to those enactments were un-
change from a single-member district election sys- lawful." 62 The court also held that the county would
tem for county commissioners to an at-large election be required to "[elect] county commissioners by
system with a residency requirement. Under the new district. . .unless and until such time as the Attorney
election system, commissioners were required to General or the District Court of the District of
reside in the district they represented, but each Columbia determines otherwise."6
would be elected on a countywide basis. The The Department of Justice continues to be in-

Department of Justice objected to the change olved in litigation against jurisdictions that imple-
because it was unable to conclude that the at-large is o mented changes over its objection. Informationsystem would not have a discriminatory effect. 54

systm w d nt he a dy e t. provided by the Department indicates that as ofDespite the objection, Pike County proceededDespite the objection, Pike County proceeded December 1980 it has been involved in 48 cases sincewith elections for commissioners under the at-large involvin nonomn obec
system in 1976 and 1978.55 In addition, Pike County interposed b the Attorney eneral ner ection
instituted another change, which required candi- the ttone eneal une 
dates to indicate the specific position they sought The of Justice was the plaintiff in 29
(i.e., numbered post). This change had never been ofthese cases 65 (ee table 6.5).
submitted to the Department of Justice for approv-
al.5 6 The U.S. District Court for the Middle District 
of Alabama held that Pike County's at-large election Concluson
system and numbered post requirement were un- Jurisdictions subject to preclearance have submit-system and numbered post requirement were un-
constitutional.57 The court declared that the individ- ted ver 30,000 changes in voting practices or
uals on the Pike County Commission were holding procedures between 1975 and 1980 for Federal
their positions illegally. The court ordered new preclearance under section 5 of the Voting Rights
elections under the old single-member district sys- Act. Although most changes are innocuous, the
tem unless the Department of Justice interposed no Department of Justice's review of proposed voting
objection to another type of election system that the changes regularly uncovers proposed voting prac-
county might wish to enact.5 8 tices or procedures that would be discriminatory in

Another example of a jurisdiction implementing a purpose or effect. Between 1975 and 1980, the
law despite having received a Department of Justice Department of Justice issued 236 objection letters to
objection is Hale County, Alabama. The Depart- proposed changes, an average of 39 objections per
ment of Justice objected on April 23, 1976, to Hale year.
County's change in the method of electing county Although 236 objection letters may appear insig-
commissioners from districts to an at-large election nificant compared to the total number of submissions
system.5 9 In May 1976 Hale County held a primary made in the same time period, the potential effect on
election on an at-large basis to elect candidates to minority political participation of each proposed
run for county commissioner, places 2 and 3, despite change to which the Department o. Justice has
the Department of Justice's objection. 6 objected is significant. For example, as was dis-
52 Ibid. 59 United States v. County Commission, Hale County, Ala., 425 F. Supp.
53 United States v. Pike County Commission, No. 79-245-N (M.D. Ala. 433 (S.D. Ala. 1976) (three-judge court), affd, 430 U.S. 924 (1977).
Oct. 12, 1979). 60 425 F. Supp. 435-436.
54 Id., slip op. at 2. 61 Id. at 433.
5 Id., Brief for Plaintiff at 5. 62 Id. at 436.

56 Id., slip op. at 3. 63 Id.
5 Id. (declaratory judgment) (Oct. 12, 1979). 64 U.S. Department of Justice, Litigation Unit, Table of Cases (1980).
58 Id. 65 Ibid.
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TABLE 6.5 Cases Involving Noncompliance with an Objection by the Attorney
General in Which the Department of Justice was the Plaintiff,
Defendant, or Amicus, 1975-80

State of
jurisdiction involved 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Alabama 3 1 1 2
Alaska
Arizona
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Georgia 2 2
Hawaii
Idaho
Louisiana 2
Maine
Massachusetts
Michigan
Mississippi 5 1
New Hampshire
New Mexico
New York
Oklahoma
North Carolina
South Carolina 1 1 4 1
South Dakota 1 1
Texas 3 7 5 1 4
Virginia
Wyoming

Total 5 11 9 11 4 8

Source: U.S., Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Voting Section, December 1980.
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cussed in chapter 5, the Department of Justice's populations are predominantly Indian) the right to
objection letter 66 to proposed annexations in Hous- vote for county officials in the organized counties to
ton, Texas, prevented the dilution of the city's which they are attached.70 In that decision, the court
minority population which would have made it even of appeals found that residents of Shannon and Todd
more difficult for minorities to elect candidates of Counties were denied equal protection of the laws in
their choice under the city's at-large election system. not being able to vote for county officials because
As a result of the objection letter, Houston redrew they had a "substantial interest in the choice of
its districts to provide for the election of nine county elected officials since those officials govern
council members from single-member districts and their affairs."71 Although the population affected by
five on an at-large basis.67 Previously, only one black this objection letter is only slightly more than 5,000,
and no Mexican American had ever been elected to the objection had the ultimate effect of helping
the Houston City Council.6 8 The first election after ensure the right of American Indians to vote for
redistricting saw three new minorities elected (two officials who govern their lives.
blacks and one Mexican American), increasing the The Department of Justice's section 5 review,
number of minorities on the city council to four.69 then, is a vital mechanism for uncovering proposed
The effect of this one objection letter, then, was changes in voting practices or procedures that could
surely significant to the minority population in be discriminatory in purpose or effect. A relatively
Houston. few objections have the potential for significant

Similarly, South Dakota has only received two impact because of the effect one objection can have
Department of Justice objection letters, but each of on the voting rights of a large segment of the
these has had an important effect on the American minority population in a given jurisdiction. Also, the
Indian population in Shannon and Todd Counties. In failure of jurisdictions to comply with section 5
its 1979 letter, the Department objected to a South preclearance procedures has a significant effect on
Dakota law that would have nullified the effect of a the voting rights of racial and language minorities if
court of appeals decision giving the residents of the the examples of known unsubmitted changes are
unorganized counties of Shannon and Todd (whose indicative of general failure to preclear.

66 Drew S. Days III, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, 69 Ibid.
U.S. Department of Justice, objection letter to Robert M. Collie, Jr., city 70 Drew S. Days III, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division,
attorney, city of Houston, June 11, 1979. U.S. Department of Justice, objection letter to Mark Meierhenry, attorney
37 U.S., Commission on Civil Rights, The State of Civil Rights: 1979 (1980), general, State of South Dakota, Oct. 22, 1979.
p. 33. 71 Little Thunder v. State of South Dakota, 518 F.2d 1253, 1256 (8th Cir.
68 Ibid. 1975).
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Chapter 7

The Minority Language Provisions of the Voting Rights
Act

Practices having the effect of inhibiting the full The Minority Language Provisions
political participation of language minorities still Language minority citizens, including those who
occur at the local level, as previous chapters have were born in the United States and those whose
shown. Chapter 4, particularly, documents the con- families have resided here for generations, have
tinued use of practices which limit their right to encountered numerous barriers to achieving full
vote. The location of polling places in predominant- political participation. Such barriers have resulted in
ly white communities or white establishments where low registration and voting by language minority
language minorities feel unwelcome was found to citizens. In Texas, for example, a U.S. district court
discourage them from voting. Challenging language in 1972 stated:
minority citizens' eligibility to vote without explain-
ing what they can do to vote creates unnecessary There can be no doubt that lack of political participation by Texas

frustration and disillusionment with the electoral Chicanos is affected by a cultural incompatibility which has been
fostered by a deficient educational system ... This cultural and

process for them. The lack of bilingual election language impediment, conjoined with the poll tax and the most
officials and trained bilingual workers to assist restrictive voter registration procedures in the Nation have

language minority voters at the polls was also operated to effectively deny Mexican Americans access to the
political processes in Texas even longer than the blacks were

discussed in chapter 4 as limiting their participation. formally denied access by the white primary.'

This chapter will more closely study the problems
.. i, .p 1.1 T.,~ Testimony presented during the 1975 hearings onlanguage minorities have in achieving full political

~.. . o -r ~~. .n~~ .*~ *extension of the Voting Rights Act documented theparticipation. Specifically, it examines whether the d .
n. . it _ i. e m s trh lack of access of language minority citizens to the

minority language provisions added by Congress in l p a political process. Numerous witnesses testified con-
1975 to the Voting Rights Act have resulted in cerning the roles culture, socioeconomic conditions,
increased access to the political process by language unequal educational opporunities, and a language
minority groups. The chapter also discusses those other than English have in preventing language
practices that continue to exclude language minori- minorities from fully participating in the political
ties from the electoral process. Federal enforcement process.2 One witness, Howard A. Glickstein, then
of the minority language provisions is also reviewed. director of the Center for Civil Rights at the

University of Notre Dame, testified:

Graves v. Barnes, 343 F. Supp. 704, 731 (W.D. Tex., 1972). of Leonel Castillo, city comptroller, city of Houston, Texas, pp. 738-56;
2 U.S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights of the testimony and prepared statement of Vilma S. Martinez, president and
Committee on the Judiciary, Extension of the Voting Rights Act of 1965. general counsel, Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund,
Hearings on S. 407, S. 903, S. 1297, S. 1409, and S. 1443, 94th Cong., 1st. pp. 756- testimony and prepared statement of Howard A. Glickstein,
sess., 1975, see e.g., testimony and prepared statement of Edward R. . , . ., 
Roybal, U.S. Representative, pp. 255-68; testimony and prepared statement
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Overt discrimination is not the only factor which limits the or voted in the Presidential election of 1972,10 and
political participation of Spanish-speaking Americans. Since most
registration and election materials are printed in English, the more than 5 percent of the citizens of voting age in
language barrier often has prevented Spanish-speaking citizens the jurisdiction were members of a single language
from registering or, once registered, from voting effectively. This minority group.
barrier is as significant an impairment of the right to vote as any
literacy test that was used to deny the franchise to blacks.3 (2) More than 5 percent of the citizens of voting

age in the jurisdiction are members of a single
In testimony based on its 1975 report, the U.S. language minority, and, the illiteracy rate of such

Commission on Civil Rights noted that English-only persons as a group is higher than the national
registration and voting "does impede the political illiteracy rate.12
participation of voters whose usual language is not Those jurisdictions falling under the first set of
English."4 The Commission further noted: criteria are commonly referred to as "4(0(4) juris-

The failure of the States to provide adequate bilingual assistance dictions" because they must meet the requirements
through bilingual registration and election officials, bilingual of section 4(f)(4) of the act. Jurisdictions covered by
registration forms, ballots, printed election materials, and publici- the second set of criteria are commonly called
ty undermines the voting rights of non-English-speaking citizens 
and effectively excludes some otherwise qualified voters from 203(c) Jurisdictions" because they must comply
participating in elections.5 with the provisions of section 203(c).13

Jurisdictions covered under either of the two sets
Based upon information presented during the 1975 of criteria must comply with the special provisions

hearings, the minority language provisions were of the Voting Rights Act requiring assistance to
added to the Voting Rights Act upon determination language minority citizens.' 4 Specifically, these juris-
by the Congress that "voting discriminaton against dictions must provide:
citizens of language minorities is pervasive and
national in scope." 6 Congress found that because of . . .any registration or voting notices, forms, instructions, assis-
the denial of equal educational opportunities by tance, or other materials or information relating to the electoral
State and local governments, language minorities process, including ballots,. . .in the language of the applicable

minority group as well as in the English language. 15

experienced severe disabilities and illiteracy in the
English language that, together with English-only The provisions further state that where the language
elections, excluded them from participation in the of the applicable minority group is oral or unwritten
electoral process.7 Congress, therefore, determined or, in the case of Alaskan Natives, if the predomi-
that to enforce the 14th and 15th amendments to the nant language is historically unwritten, the jurisdic-
U.S. Constitution, it was "necessary to eliminate tion is "only required to furnish oral instructions,
such discrimination by prohibiting English-only assistance, or other information relating to registra-
elections and by prescribing other remedial devic- tion and voting."16
es." 8 Jurisdictions covered under the first set of criteria

The minority language provisions apply in those described above, also are subject to the special
jurisdictions that meet either of the following two provisions of section 5, requiring preclearance with
criteria: the Attorney General of changes in voting practices

(1) The jurisdiction provided English-only regis- or procedures and may be assigned Federal voting
tration and election materials on November 1, 1972 examiners and observers.17 Jurisdictions covered
(that is, maintained a test or device, 9 under the 1975 under the second set of criteria described above, are
amendments), and less than 50 percent of its citizens subject only to the minority language provisions.
of voting age were registered on November 1, 1972, Political subdivisions in States covered under sec-

3 Id., at 228. Id. §1973b(f).
4 Id., at 98. 12 Id. §1973aa-la(b). For purposes of this subsection, illiteracy means the
5Id. failure to complete the fifth primary grade.
6 42U.S.C. 1973b(f)(1)(1976). 13 The actual minority language "trigger" provisions are §§4(f)(3) and

Id. 203(b), respectively, but nonetheless reference is usually made to §§4(f)(4)
Id. §1973b(t)(3). This section was added by the 1975 amendments to the and 203(c) as if those were the sections defining coverage under the act.

9 Id. §1973b(f)(3). This section was added by the 1975 amendments to the
act and states that the term "test or device" shall also mean "any practice or 14 The language minorities covered under the act are American Indians,
requirement by which [a jurisdiction] provided any registration or voting Asian Americans, Alaskan Natives, and persons of Spanish heritage. 28
notices, forms, instructions, assistance, or other materials or information C.F.R. §55.1(c) (1980).
relating to the electoral process, including, ballots, only in the English 15 42 U.S.C. §1973b(f)(4), 1973aa-la(c) (1976).
language." Id. 16 Id.
o10 Id. §1973b(b). 17 Id. §1973c-1973f.
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tion 203 are exempt from the minority language assistance most needed, factors explaining why these
requirements if less than 5 percent of the citizens of needs were not being met, and the steps they
voting age are members of a single language minori- considered necessary to aid language minorities to
ty group.1 8 participate more effectively in the electoral process.

Interim guidelines for implementing the minority Minority group representatives were in agreement
language provisions of the Voting Rights Act were that the minority language provisions of the Voting
issued by the Department of Justice on October 3, Rights Act have had only minimal results in their
1975.19 Subsequently, proposed interpretive guide- areas. For example, Rolando Rios of the Southwest
lines were published for comment, and the final Voter Registration Education Project stated that the
guidelines were issued.2 0 These interpretive guide- language provisions "must have helped, but the
lines establish the framework by which the Attorney impact has only been minimal compared to what
General seeks compliance with the major objective would ha been if the law was enforced." 2 4

of the minority language provisions, "to enable Representl ives of the American G.I. Forum of the
members of applicable language minority groups to United States in Denver, Colorado, thought the
participate effectively in the electoral process."21 minority language provisions have the potential of

The guidelines provide two basic standards by increasing the political participation of Mexican
which the Attorney General measures compliance Americans in Denver, but local "efforts are not
with the requirements of the minority language sufficient to have any impact."2 5 American Indian
provisions. These are: representatives in Tahlequah, Oklahoma, said the

language provisions have had no effect in Cherokee
(1) That materials and assistance should be provided in a way Coun 26

County.26designed to allow members of applicable language minority
groups to be effectively informed of and participate effectively in The reasons why most representatives of minority
voting-connected activities; and language groups believe the language provisions

have had limited effect are revealed in their discus-
(2) That an affected jurisdiction should take all reasonable steps
to achieve that goal.22 sions of the unmet needs in their communities-

bilingual registration services and oral bilingual
The guidelines stress the responsibility of covered assistance at the polls. Minority group representa-

jurisdictions for all implementation decisions. Spe- tives were unanimous in their opinion that these
cifically, they state that compliance with the minori- were the most important services a jurisdiction
ty language provisions is the responsibility "of the could offer to enable language minorities to partici-
affected jurisdiction" and the "guidelines should not pate more effectively in the electoral process.
be used as a substitute for analysis and decision by Publicity about the availability of bilingual services
the affected jurisdiction." 2 3 was also considered important. Some of the inter-

viewees thought written minority language assis-
Minority Language Assistance from tance was needed, to a lesser extent.
the Perspective of Minority
Language Groups Bilingual Registration Services

This section examines practices and procedures In the view of the community-based organiza-
that exclude language minorities from effective tions, bilingual registration services must include
participation in the electoral process from the more than printed bilingual registration forms. Voter
perspective of minority language citizens. Inter- outreach services and voter education programs for
views were held in five States with individuals and the minority language community, they say, are the
representatives of eight minority group organiza- first and most important steps in getting minority
tions to determine the types of minority language language citizens registered and involved in the

18 Id. §1973aa-la(b). 25 Roderick Delgado, president, Denver American G.I. Forum of the
19 40 Fed. Reg. 46080 (Oct. 3, 1975). United States; Manuel Gonzalez, Remigio Pete Reyes, Tony Arguello,
20 28 C.F.R. Part 55 (1980). Denver residents; State Representatives Laura De Herrera and Richard
21 Id. §55.2(b). Castro, interview in Denver, Nov. 20, 1980 (hereafter cited as Delgado et
22 Id. al. Interview).
23 Id. §55.2(c). 26 Waythene Young, North American Indian Women's Association, inter-
24 Rolando Rios, director of litigation, Southwest Voter Registration view in Tahlequah, Okla., Dec. 3, 1980 (hereafter cited as Young
Education Project, interview in San Antonio, Tex., Dec. 16, 1980 Interview), and Agnes Cowan, Chereokee Bilingual Center, interview in
(hereafter cited as Rios Interview). Tahlequah, Okla. (hereafter cited as Cowan Interview).
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political process. For example, John Navarrette, participation in the electoral process. Unless a
president of the Mexican American Political Associ- community-based organization or a nonpartisan vot-
ation (MAPA) in Fresno County, California, stated er registration effort assumes the responsibility of
that bilingual oral assistance on a one-to-one basis at registering language minorities, potential language
registration was the most important need of the minority voters remain alienated from the political
language minority community in Fresno. 2 7 Mr. system and fearful or intimidated by procedures they
Navarrette based his comments on his experience do not fully comprehend.
with voter registration drives conducted by his The comments made by the representatives of
organization in cooperation with the county's His- community-based organizations and individuals in
panic elected officials and with the Southwest Voter Commission interviews concerning the unmet regis-
Registration Education Project. During these regis- tration needs of language minorities correspond to
tration drives, his organization found that members findings by an extensive Federal Election Commis-
of the language minority community had many sion (FEC) survey. In its 1979 report on bilingual
questions about an apparently simple registration election services, the FEC found that there were
form despite the fact it was in Spanish. 28 Mr. fewer bilingual registration services than bilingual
Navarrette stated that "registration cards can be voting services.35 The FEC determined that this
written in Spanish, but assistance has to go beyond inequity was related to the attitude of election
that." 2 9 officials that "registration is something that people

In Tahlequah, Oklahoma, Waythene Young, pres- must do for themselves, to demonstrate their com-
ident of the North American Indian Women's mitment to political participation, and that only after
Association, expressed similar needs regarding oral being registered do they really merit aid and
assistance at registration for American Indians in attention." 3 6 The FEC concluded that:
Cherokee County. When her organization registered
voters in Cherokee County, Ms. Young learned that . . many election administrators either do not want, or feel that

registration procedures and registration forms need- they are unable, to deal directly with the large and growing mass
ed to be exple 3 0 Her organization found that* * of unregistered but eligible voters. Since language minority

citizens are disproportionately found in this. . .mass, the inescap-
English-speaking students at the Job Corps center able conclusion is that the goals of the bilingual provi-

also did not understand some of the questions on the sions. . cannot be met until this inattention to the unregistered is
remedied.3registration form.31 She remarked that "Cherokee emeded

County is very bilingual and people speak English,
but don't understand it as well as Cherokee and are Oral Bilingual Assistance at the Polls
more comfortable in Cherokee."32 In addition to registration services, the inter-

Roderick Delgado of the American G.I. Forum of viewed individuals and representatives of communi-
the United States in Denver, Colorado, said that ty-based organizations argued that oral bilingual
voter registration in Denver is a major need of the assistance at the polls is a crucial need of language
Mexican American community that has been over- minorities. Some of the respondents noted that the
looked by local election officials.3 He stated that provision of oral assistance at the polls appears to be
registration in the minority community is largely the left to the chance that a bilingual person will be
result of efforts by a bipartisan coalition supported appointed to work at a polling site in an area where
by funds from the Southwest Voter Registration language assistance is needed. For example, State
Education Project.34 Representative Laura De Herrera of Denver, Colo-

The effect of inadequate provision by jurisdictions rado, said that bilingual oral assistance at the polls in
for the registration needs of minority language Denver is dependent upon political party committee
citizens is that they are virtually excluded from people.38 She commented that party committees

27 John Navarrette, president, Fresno County Mexican American Political 34 Ibid.
Association, interview in Fresno, Calif., on Dec. 9, 1980 (hereafter cited as 35 Federal Election Commission, "Bilingual Election Services, Volume III:
Navarrette Interview). A State of the Art Report," August 1979, p. 66 (hereafter cited as
2* Ibid.
28 Ibid. "Bilingual Election Services Report").

2930~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Ibid.36 Ibid.
30 Young Interview. I

33 Ibid.3 Ibid. 37 Ibid.
32 Ibid. 38 Laura De Herrera, State representative, interview in Denver, Colo.,
33 Delgado et al. Interview. Nov. 20, 1980.
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recommend names to the county clerk, who selects they have trouble comprehending documents. She
the poll workers. 39 Similarly, in Texas the appoint- stated, "Speaking English is one thing, but compre-
ment of bilingual poll workers in areas where they hension is what's important."4 9

are needed is left to the chance that election judges, Carolyn Swimmer and Gloria Sly, employees of
who are appointed by county commissioners, are the Cherokee Education Center in Tahlequah, com-
bilingual or will select bilingual clerks to serve mented that American Indian voters definitely need
during the election.40 to have the State questions on the ballot explained,

Respondents in Fresno found the lack of bilingual because there are a number of Cherokees who can
precinct workers so acute that they complained to speak both English and Cherokee but cannot read
local election officials.41 Fresno city council member either language.50 They also mentioned that oral
Lionel Alvarado stated that election officials need to interpreters are provided in Cherokee tribal elec-
"reach out and get Hispanics to work the polls at tions.51
election time."4 2 He said oral assistance at polls in The representative of the League of United Latin
Fresno was needed because "Hispanics are intimi- American Citizens (LULAC) in Albuquerque, New
dated just by the experience of going into the booth Mexico, said that oral bilingual assistance was
and using computerized cards."4 3 He also said that important and "undoubtedly has helped," because
poll workers should reflect the community. 44 Cruz the bilingual people in his area are "not that fluent in
Bustamante also commented on the need for oral reading material so oral assistance is of more benefit
assistance at the polls in Fresno, noting that a large to them."5 2 Mr. Mares also said that people were
number of language minorities in Fresno could not more comfortable voting when someone was there
read well and often depended on their children to to assist them.5 3

translate for them.45 He stated that bilingual poll The most significant effect of inadequate oral
workers were needed because polls are often in bilingual assistance at the polls is that it discourages
Anglo homes or churches and that language minori- future interest in voting. If a minority language
ty voters feel unwelcome there, especially when voter goes to the poll and finds that such help is
they are not helped in their language. 46 unavailable or is inadequate, then the voter may be

Respondents in Cherokee County, Oklahoma, also discouraged from attempting to vote again. As
considered oral assistance at the polls to be an several respondents noted, minority language voters
important need that is not being adequately met in can be easily intimidated by the entire voting
Cherokee County. Agnes Cowan of the Cherokee process. According to representatives of communi-
Bilingual Center in Tahlequah expressed the view ty-based organizations, the best way to make voting
that the one bilingual interpreter the county election a positive experience for language minorities is to
board makes available during elections is not have helpful, trained, oral bilingual assistants avail-
enough.47 She stated that the county election board able at the polls. The failure of local jurisdictions to
at one time provided seven interpreters, but it provide this help is a major factor in discouraging
decided that they were not adequately utilized and language minority citizens from effectively partici-
discontinued their use. Ms. Cowan remarked that pating in the political process.
the interpreters were not used because the American
Indians did not know they were available. 4 8 Oral Publicity About Bilingual Services
bilingual assistance, in her view, is necessary. Al- A majority of the respondents remarked that
though Cherokees in the community, especially when bilingual services are provided, their availabil-
older persons, can understand and speak English, ity should be publicized. If the language minority

39 Ibid. 48 Ibid.
40 Tex. Elec. Code Ann. art. 3.01 (Vernon Supp. 1980). 49 Ibid.
4 Navarrette Interview. 50 Carolyn Swimmer, resource teacher, and Gloria Sly, community
42 Lionel Alvarado, city council member, interview in Fresno, Calif., Dec. coordinator, Cherokee Education Center, interview in Tahlequah, Okla.,
9, 1980 (hereafter cited as Alvarado Interview).
43 Ibid. Dec. 3, 1980 (hereafter cited as Swimmer and Sly Interview).
44 Ibid. 51 Ibid. For the response of Cherokee County to these statements, see

45 Cruz Bustamante, MAPA member, interview in Fresno, Calif., Dec. 9, appendix G.
1980 (hereafter cited as Bustamante Interview). 52 Sam Mares, northern district director, League of United Latin American
46 Ibid. For the response of Fresno County to these statements, see Citizens (LULAC), interview in Albuquerque, N.Mex., Nov. 17, 1980
appendix G of this report. (hereafter cited as Mares Interview).
47 Cowan Interview. 53 Ibid.
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community is unaware that bilingual election ser- were the result of community group effort."59 The
vices are available, it is obvious that the services, no county, stressed Mr. Navarrette, "only does what is
matter how elaborate, will tend not to be used. John minimally required by law." 60 Remigio Pete Reyes
Trasvina of San Francisco remarked that the situa- of Denver stated that bilingual announcements on
tion was analogous to "someone not inviting people television and radio were done by candidates or the
to a party and complaining that all the food is left Southwest Voter Registration Education Project.6l
because no one showed up."5 4 He also mentioned that candidate debates were

Interviewees noted that jurisdictions can publicize televised on the educational television channel in
the availability of bilingual election services both Spanish and "the same thing should be done on the
efficiently and inexpensively by having printed regular TV stations."62 State Representative Laura
announcements and bilingual material available in De Herrera argued that bilingual radio and televi-
places frequented by the language minority commu- sion programs that provide information on the
nity. Bilingual public service announcements, no- political process, candidates, and issues are needed
tices in minority newspapers and magazines, or so that language minorities can more effectively
bilingual advertisements in the community newspa- exercise their voting rights.6 3 She also remarked that
per are other ways jurisdictions can effectively the availability of written bilingual material at the
publicize bilingual election services. Other forums polls should be better publicized so that people
for publicity of services discussed include providing know it is available. 64

speakers for church groups, community organiza- The major effect of a jurisdiction's failure to
tions, and neighborhood meetings or social gather- inform the minority language community about
ings.5 bilingual election services is that the people who

In general, most of the respondents, except those need these services are not aware that they are
in San Francisco, remarked that there was little, if available and, consequently, do not use them.
any, publicity about the availability of bilingual
services. The LULAC representative in Albuquer- Bilingual Written Material
que, New Mexico, said that "people don't know the Community-based organizations in San Francisco
bilingual material is there. Most members of the expressed the need for better provision of bilingual
minority community are not aware of the bilingual written material. Representatives of MAPA and
election services that are available."5 6 Chinese for Affirmative Action in San Francisco

In Tahlequah, Oklahoma, Waythene Young, pres- indicated that the English-only version of the State-
ident of the North American Indian Women's provided ballot pamphlet had limited value to
Association, said there was no publicity about the minority language citizens. This pamphlet is provid-
availability of bilingual election services, although ed in Chinese or Spanish to those who requested
"the county did advertise once" that people could translated material when they registered. Those
call her organization about registration.5 7 She said unaware of its unavailability in translated versions
the county could better inform American Indians may request one later by sending in a request card.
about bilingual election services by publicizing in The English version, which is available to all voters,
the tribal newspaper and by asking to speak at has captions on the cover in Chinese and Spanish
community meetings.5 8 stating that if voters want the pamphlet in Chinese

Community representatives in Fresno and Denver or Spanish, they must request one by sending in a
remarked that publicity about bilingual election request card. Henry Der, executive director of
services or the election was only made available by Chinese for Affirmative Action, said, "Why would
candidates and community groups. In Fresno the someone who doesn't read English even bother to
Mexican American Political Association (MAPA) flip through it," referring to the fact that a non-
representative said, "Most of the radio and TV spots English-speaking person might be overwhelmed by

54 Angie Alarcon, president, San Francisco Mexican American Political 59 Navarrette Interview.
Association (MAPA), and members Ena Aguirre and John Trasvina, 60 Ibid.
interview in San Francisco, Dec. 11, 1980 (hereafter cited as Alarcon et al. 61 Delgado et al. Interview.
Interview). 62 Ibid.
55 Mares, Young, Delgado, and De Herrera Interviews. 63 De Herrera Interview.
56 Mares Interview. 64 Ibid. For the responses of the city and county of Denver Election
57 Young Interview. Commission and the Colorado Secretary of State's Licensing and Elections
58 Ibid. Division to these statements, see appendix G.
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the amount of English material that must be gone there's a lot of fear and suspicion."7 0 She said that
through to find the card on which to request participation by Indian leaders would help to allevi-
translated material. 65 John Trasvina of the San ate their distrust of non-Indians that had resulted
Francisco MAPA also expressed concern about the from their having been previously misled and taken
value of the State-provided pamphlet, saying that it advantage of.71
was "rarely used and not useful for either English or The respondents in Denver, particularly those
non-English speakers" because it was written in who had campaigned there, said that local officials
"legalese."66 Discussing written material provided in were not responsive to minority candidates. They
San Francisco, Ena Aguirre of MAPA, an elementa- stated that community organizations, such as the
ry school principal, remarked that "the grade level Southwest Voter Registration Education Project,
of the written material doesn't reflect the popula- had done more to register and educate voters in the
tion."67 minority language community than had local elec-

The availability of bilingual electoral services was tion officials.72 The LULAC representative in Albu-
of utmost concern to the community-based organiza- querque said that local election officials should
tions and individuals interviewed. Better bilingual "contact local organizations. . .to maintain a conti-
assistance in registration and oral assistance at the nual dialogue and greater communication" about the
polls were cited most frequently as the most impor- needs of the language minority community.7 3

tant needs of the language minority community. The The belief of respondents that the needs of
failure of jurisdictions to provide adequate bilingual minority language citizens are not being met because
services in these areas is seen by these community of noncooperation by local election officials finds
people as continuing to exclude minority language support in the FEC's survey of bilingual election
citizens from effective participation in the political services. This survey found that efforts to provide
process. comprehensive bilingual voter services "have been

extremely limited."74 FEC attributed these limited
efforts to:

Cooperation of Local Election
Officials . .a widespread misunderstanding on the part of local election

The community organizations and individuals administrators: firstly, that just formalistically making bilingual

expressed strong viewpoints as to why the needs of services available, without bringing them to the language minori-
-xrse . ..vie s a y. . ed ties through the links of community organizations, will produce

the language minority communities in their areas any great demand for them; and, secondly, that the point of the
were not met. All but two interviewees placed legislation is primarily to have bilingual forms available and that

principal responsibility for the unmet needs of the the appropriate measure of its success, therefore, is the number of
bilingual forms used.75

language minority community on local election
officials. Only in San Francisco did representatives The individuals and community organizations
of minority organizations perceive that local elec- interviewed also provided recommendations for
tion officials were trying to implement adequately making compliance with the minority language
the minority language provisions. (San Francisco provisions an attainable goal. Rolando Rios, of the
has consented to a court decree to provide minority Southwest Voter Registration Education Project,
language assistance).68 stated that the minority language regulations had to

In Tahlequah, Oklahoma, Agnes Cowan, of the be made more specific and enforced so that it is clear
Cherokee Bilingual Center, called for the participa- what "jurisdictions must have for effective bilingual
tion of American Indian community leaders in the assistance."76
development of a successful bilingual election pro- In San Francisco K e.ry Der, executive director
gram in Cherokee County. 69 She noted that "Chero- of Chinese for Affirmative Action, remarked that
kees don't relate well to the county election board; the minority language provisions of the Voting

65 Henry Der, executive director, Chinese for Affirmative Action, inter- 69 Cowan Interview.
view in San Francisco, Dec. 11, 1980 (hereafter cited as Der Interview). 70 Ibid.
66 Alarcon et al. Interview. 71 Ibid.
67 Ibid. For the response of the California Secretary of State to these 72 Delgado et al. Interview.
statements, see appendix G. 73 Mares Interview.
68 United States v. City and County of San Francisco, No. C-78 2521 CFP 74 "Bilingual Election Services Report," p. 17.
(N.D. Cal., May 8, 1980) (consent decree) (hereafter cited as U.S. v. City 75 Ibid.
and County of San Francisco). 76 Rios Interview.
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Rights Act should be "amended to the degree that it showing that Chinatown's voter registration rate

specifies what constitutes effective participation by was one-half that of the majority community, but no
minority language voters."77 He stated that the law action was ever taken on the complaint.8 6

should provide for more than the "technical system The MAPA representatives in San Francisco
of providing [bilingual] materials and services."78 He agreed that the State should take action to enforce
also thought it should provide for "increased partici- its law providing for voter outreach in underregis-
pation in voter registration and voting."79 tered areas. They called for the secretary of State to

In response to a question as to what State officials make sure that the voter outreach plan that is filed
could do to improve access to the political process Francisco is implemented by establishingfor San Francisco is implemented' M7 by establishing
for language minorities, the respondents provided a program "to monitor the voter outreach pro-
several recommendations. Representatives of the
American G.I. Forum of the United States in gram. 8

Denver thought that State election officials should In luson community-based organizations are

"encourage the use of bilingual ballots"8 0 in Colora- concerned about practices that continue to impede

do communities. That organization also said that the progress of language minorities in becoming
State election officials should "support legislation informed and able to participate effectively in the
liberalizing voter registration" so that more lan- electoral process. They believe these impediments

guage minorities could be reached.8 1 Rolando Rios can be removed by providing (1) bilingual services

of the Southwest Voter Registration Education for registration and oral bilingual assistance at the
Project argued that the State of Texas should polls, (2) improved publicity about the availability of
establish "concrete regulations on how to enforce bilingual services, and (3) better cooperation of local
the State law" providing for bilingual election election officials.
services.8 2 In California, the Chinese for Affirmative
Action and MAPA representatives agreed that State
officials could improve access to the political pro- Federal Enforcement of the
cess for language minorities by implementing the Minority Language Provisions
Voting Rights Act and California law on votingVoting Rights Act and California law on voting Responsibility for enforcing compliance with the
assistance to language minorities. Specifically, they proiion i elegae acc

. t. C ' l' minority language provisions is delegated according
noted that California's law requiring registrars to

- , ' , .& ,to the coverage formula that applies to a jurisdic-
develop voter outreach plans8 3 could be implement-

tion. Jurisdictions covered under section 4(0g(4) are
ed better. Henry Der of Chinese for Affirmative on dictions covered under section 4((4) are

Action stressed that the secretary of State is failing the responsibility of the Civil Rights Division of the
to take the lead to see that the State law is Department of Justice. These jurisdictions are sub-

enforced.8 4 He reported that his organization had ject to both the minority language provisions and

filed a complaint with the secretary of State to the preclearance procedures. Responsibility for enforce-

effect that San Francisco was not abiding by the ment of the language provisions in jurisdictions

State law in that it did not provide registration covered under section 203 is delegated to U.S.

outreach in underregistered areas.8 5 Mr. Der said his attorneys whose regions include these jurisdic-
complaint was based on his organization's study tions. 8 9 Section 203 jurisdictions are subject only to

77 Der Interview. 84 Der Interview.

78 Ibid. 85 Ibid.

79 Ibid. 86 Ibid.

80 Delgado et al. Interview. 87 Alarcon et al. Interview.

81 Ibid. 88 Ibid. For the response of the California Secretary of State to these
82 Rios Interview. statements, see appendix G.
83 "It is the intent of the Legislature that voter registration be maintained at 89 Barry Weinberg, Deputy Chief, Voting Section, U.S. Department of

the highest possible level. The Secretary of State shall adopt regulations Justice, telephone interview, Apr. 23, 1981. Mr. Weinberg stated that the

requiring each county to design and implement programs intended to decision to delegate responsibility for enforcement of the minority language

identify qualified electors who are not registered voters, and to register provisions in section 203 jurisdictions to U.S. attorneys was made in

such persons to vote. The Secretary of State shall adopt regulations November 1975. He was unaware of any correspondence or other written

prescribing minimum requirements for such programs. If the Secretary of documentation occurring at that time. The first correspondence from the

State finds that a county has not designed and implemented a program Department of Justice to the U.S. attorneys officially informing them of

meeting such prescribed minimum requirements, the Secretary of State their section 203 enforcement responsibilities was in a memorandum of Oct.

shall design a program for such county and report the violation to the 22, 1976, from James P. Turner, Acting Assistant Attorney General, Civil

Attorney General." Cal. Elec. Code §304 (West 1977). Rights Division.
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the requirements of the minority language provi- because it had not disseminated information in
sions.90 Navajo, had not sent information to Navajo chapter

Because section 4(f)(4) jurisdictions must preclear officials for distribution at meetings, and had not
all election law changes with the Department of asked Navajo organizations about how to communi-
Justice, bilingual plans and procedures describing cate adequately with the Navajo people. 95

how the jurisdiction will comply with the language The court also found that the school district did
provisions are also reviewed under this process. As not adequately provide for bilingual Navajo poll
in other submissions, the jurisdiction must demon- workers and limited the number of polling places on
strate to the Attorney General or the U.S. District the Navajo Reservation to the detriment of Navajo
Court for the District of Columbia that its bilingual voters. 96 Further, the court stated that the "diminu-
plans and procedures are discriminatory neither in tion of voting places was done with that intent, and
purpose nor effect. 91 had that effect [of abridging protected voting

The Department of Justice provided the Commis- rights]."97 The court further stated that "information
sion with a list of section 4(f)(4) jurisdictions that regarding the existence of and pertaining to the
have submitted bilingual plans and procedures for subject matter of an election is surely information
review. It also included information on those juris- necessary to cast an effective vote." 98

dictions that the Department of Justice has request- The enforcement of the minority language provi-
ed to submit bilingual plans and procedures for sions in jurisdictions subject only to the require-
preclearance. A review of this list indicates that a ments of section 203 is not as easily determined as
majority of section 4(f)(4) jurisdictions have submit- for section 4(f(4) jurisdictions, which are subject to
ted bilingual plans and procedures either on a State, preclearance. Since responsibility for enforcement of
county, or subdivision basis. In reviewing compli- compliance with the language provisions of section
ance with the minority language provisions, the 203 is delegated to U.S. attorneys, no centralized
Department of Justice has issued five objection enforcement mechanism is present. In fact, to gain
letters related to bilingual plans and procedures-to information on the extent of Federal enforcement in
Yuba County, California, on May 26, 1976; Monter- section 203 jurisdictions, each U.S. attorney must be
ey County, California, on March 4, 1977; to Lamar contacted individually.
Consolidated Independent School District, Fort To assess Federal compliance efforts in jurisdic-
Bend County, Texas, on October 3, 1977; and to tions subject only to the minority language provi-
Apache County High School District, Arizona, on sions, interviews were held with eight U.S. attorneys
October 4, 1976, and on March 20, 1980.92 The whose districts include section 203 jurisdictions.
Department of Justice has withdrawn its objections (See table 7.1.) They were also selected based on the
except for that in Monterey County, California, and applicable language minority groups in their dis-
the one in the Apache County High School District tricts. For example, the U.S. attorney districts for
issued on October 4, 1976. 93 Colorado and New Mexico have the most section

The types of problems that arise with bilingual 203 jurisdictions covered for Spanish, the eastern
plans are illustrated in the Apache County case. The district of Oklahoma has the most jurisdictions
Apache County High School District brought suit covered for American Indians, and the district of
for a declaratory judgment in the U.S. District Hawaii has the most jurisdictions with an Asian
Court for the District of Columbia to preclear the American language (Japanese and Filipino). In
bilingual plan for the August 31, 1976, bond election addition, the jurisdictions in these U.S. attorney
objected to by the Department of Justice. 94 The districts are covered solely by section 203.
district court denied the Apache County High Interviews with the eight U.S. attorneys revealed
School District's request. The court found that the that none had any compliance procedures and only
school district had "deliberately failed to inform the three had done any type of enforcement activity to
Navajos" about the election and the issues involved help assure compliance with the minority language
90 28 C.F.R. §55.8(b) (1980). 95 Id., slip op. at 4.
9' Id. §55.22. 96 Id., at 5-6.
92 U.S., Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, "Complete Listing of 97 Id., at 14.
Objections Pursuant to Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965" (1980). 98 d.
93 Ibid.
94 Apache County High School Dist. No. 90 v. United States, No. 77-1815
(D.D.C. June 12, 1980).
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TABLE 7.1 U.S. Attorneys Interviewed and Number of Jurisdictions Subject to
Section 203 and Applicable Minority Language Group by U.S.
Attorney District

Applicable minority language groups
Total number of section 203

U.S. attorney jurisdictions (counties)' Spanish American Asian

district in U.S. attorney district heritage Indian American

Colorado 33 33 1
New Mexico 32 32 5
E.D. California 17 16 1
E.D. Oklahoma 14 14
N.D. California 9 9 1

N.D. Oklahoma 7 7
Nevada 4 3 2
Hawaii 3 _ 

119 93 30 4

i Jurisdictions may be covered for more than one applicable minority language group. For example, in

Colorado, one jurisdiction (Montezuma County) is covered for both Spanish and an American Indian
Language.

Source: 28 C.F.R. Part 55, appendix, July 1, 1979, and telephone interviews with secretaries in U.S. attorneys' offices to determine

which covered counties were in the U.S. attorneys' districts.

provisions in their regions. In general, the U.S. In response to a question regarding reasons why

attorneys considered that it was not their role to U.S. attorneys are not actively enforcing the lan-

seek out problems, but to wait for the submission of guage provisions, the assistant U.S. attorney for

specific complaints. U.S. Attorney R.E. Thompson Colorado, Carole Dominguin, stated that U.S. attor-

of New Mexico stated, "Not much manpower will neys do not have the resources to do compliance

be expended by U.S. attorneys unless there is a enforcement or investigations. 104 She also said that

problem." 99 U.S. attorneys cannot monitor polls on election day

B. Mahlon Brown, the U.S. attorney in Nevada, because they would become witnesses and there

said, "I do not consider enforcement of section 203 would be problems in prosecuting later on.'05 Joe

of the Voting Rights Act to be a priority type of Dolan, the U.S. attorney for Colorado, stressed that

activity in this State."' 00 He also stated, "I do not another agency, such as the Community Relations

have formal procedures or a system for enforcing Service of the Department of Justice, should evalu-

compliance with the minority language provisions. I ate compliance and do spot checking at the polls.' 06

will adhere to the law and apply it vigorously if a The U.S. attorney for the eastern district of Oklaho-

complaint is brought to my attention."' 0' ma, James Edmondson, stated that responsibility for

In Hawaii, U.S. Attorney Walter Heen remarked enforcing compliance with the minority language

that he was aware of the requirements of the provisions was "the major responsibility of the State

minority language provisions, but he did not know election board" and "Federal resources should be

whether his office was responsible for enforcing the maintained for prosecution."' 07 HubertABryant,

provisions.' 02 According to Mr. Heen, his office had U.S. attorney for the northern district of Oklahoma,

never received a complaint regarding voting rights remarked that unless the Department of Justice

violations and none of his office's resources was "gives U.S. attorneys the manpower to do the job,"

allocated to voting rights.' 03 responsibility for enforcing compliance with the

99 R.E. Thompson, U.S. attorney, district of New Mexico, interview in 103 Ibid.

Alburquerque, Nov. 17, 1980. 104 Joe Dolan, U.S. attorney, district of Colorado, and Carole Dominguin,

'°0 B. Mahlon Brown, U.S. attorney, district of Nevada, interview in Las assistant U.S. attorney, interview in Denver, Nov. 20, 1980.

Vegas, Aug. 20, 1980. 1'" Ibid.

'", Ibid. 106 Ibid.

102 Walter Heen, U.S. attorney, district of Hawaii, interview in Honolulu, 107 James Edmondson, U.S. attorney, eastern district of Oklahoma, inter-

Aug. 26, 1980. view in Muskogee, Okla., Dec. 2, 1980.
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minority language provisions should be given to the of Federal examiners was also required by the
Department of Justice in Washington, D.C. 108 He decree.17
stated that more support staff is needed if the U.S. Under the consent decree, a voter outreach plan
attorney is supposed to seek out problems.10 9 must be developed by the registrar. The city is

In Colorado and the eastern district of California, required, among other things, to distribute bilingual
some enforcement activity was found. In Colorado, voting and registration materials for Chinese- and
the U.S. attorney sent out questionnaires to county Spanish-speaking citizens, work with communitySpanish-speaking citizens, work with community
clerks and community organizations in all of the Stae .. ' .. jurisdictions covered under theminori groups in identifying locations to distribute voterState's jurisdictions covered under the minority

State's . jn c d u r te registration forms, identify underregistered languagelanguage provisions, requesting information on their i fms de uneegisee lang
minority precincts, develop bilingual public servicebilingual services and problems in implementation mority pn , inguerce

with the language provisions. 1" 0 Toso Himel, assis- announcements, and administer a street corner regis-
tant U.S. attorney in the eastern district of Califor- tration program in underregistered Chinese- and
nia, remarked that compliance enforcement in his Spanish-speaking precincts." 8

office consisted of sending all covered jurisdictions Moreover, the consent decree provides for an
letters prior to the last congressional election.'l extensive program to recruit, hire, and train bilin-
These letters were to remind the jurisdictions of gual poll workers. As part of this program, the
their responsibilities under the act and to request registrar must identify Chinese- and Spanish-speak-
samples of their bilingual materials.12 ing precincts that will require Chinese- and Spanish-

The U.S. attorney for the northern district of language assistance at the polls and "establish
California, G. William Hunter, was asked what procedures to insure that such assistance will be
problems his office had in enforcing the minority available when and where needed."" 9 Also required
language provisions. He responded that his enforce- e deee i he establishment of a citizens' taskby the decree is the establishment of a citizens' task
ment efforts were like "firemen putting out fires." 1l3 force to advise and assist the registrar and the
He complained that his staff resources were limited

implementation of an election hotline for voters toand that he did not have the manpower continually
receive information in Chinese and Spanish onto monitor voting rights.l 4 Despite Mr. Hunter's

problems with limited staff resources, he has man- election day. 20

aged successfully to enforce compliance with the Finally, the consent decree, which is in effect until
minority language provisions in one of the largest August 6, 1985, requires that San Francisco provide
covered jurisdictions in his district, San Francisco. the court and the U.S. attorney with preelection and

On May 19, 1980, a three-judge court in the U.S. postelection reports.'12 The preelection report is to
District Court for the Northern District of Califor- include action taken in preparation for an election, a
nia approved a consent decree in the case brought list of targeted precincts, bilingual poll workers
by the U.S. attorney, United States v. City and assigned to those precincts, and samples of all
County of San Francisco. 15 In general, the consent election material prepared in English, Spanish, and
decree provided that San Francisco make available Chinese. The postelection report is to indicate the
Chinese- and Spanish-language voting and registra- manner in which the consent decree's provisions
tion materials and provide assistance so that Chi- 22

were complied with in the election. x2 2
nese- and Spanish-speaking citizens of San Francisco o r h 

The San Francisco registrar of voters has three
could be "effectively informed of and effectively t 

staff members who work exclusively in the area ofparticipate in the voting process for all primary, 
special and general elections."" 6 The appointment compliance with the minority language provisions,

10o Hubert Bryant, U.S. attorney, northern district of Oklahoma, interview 114 Ibid.
in Tulsa, Dec. 4, 1980. 115 U.S. . City and County of San Francisco.
109 Ibid. 116 Id., consent decree at 3.
'0 Dolan Interview. 11

"I Toso Himel, assistant U.S. attorney, eastern district of California, Id, 4-5.
interview in Sacramento, Aug. 19, 1980.
12 Ibid. 'n Id., at 6.

113 G. William Hunter, U.S. attorney, northern district of California, and 120 Id., at 7.
Amanda Metcalf, assistant U.S. attorney, interview in San Francisco, Aug. 121 Id., at 9.
26, 1980. 122 Id.
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planning compliance efforts, recruiting bilingual poll English";1 29 (2) "adequate numbers of bilingual
workers, and publicizing.' 23 According to the regis- persons to serve as interpreters within each precinct
trar's assistant in charge of implementing the minori- in San Juan County serving Navajo voters in need of
ty language provisions, a total of 4,598 minority language assistance";' 30 (3) adequate training for
language citizens (3,206 Chinese- and 1,392 Spanish- "bilingual interpreters in effective interpretation of
speaking persons) were on their list for written all aspects of the ballot, including constitutional
bilingual material as of October 27, 1980.124 amendments, so that they may effectively render

In its December 4, 1980, postelection report to the oral assistance to Navajo-speaking voters";'31 (4)
U.S. district court and U.S. attorney, the registrar of "sufficient information concerning the location of
voters reported that whereas in 1978 the registrar polling places in the Navajo language"; 132 and, (5)
had identified 55 precincts in need of bilingual poll "sufficient oral instructions, assistance, and other
workers, "2-1/2 years later, the number is up to information concerning all aspects of the voter
247."125 The report also reveals that the registrar registration process, absentee voting process, and
fully publicized San Francisco's bilingual election voter purging process in the Navajo language."' 33

services and worked with community organizations In a stipulation of April 8, 1980, both parties in
such as Chinese for Affirmative Action.'26 The this action agreed to settle the case without a trial.' 34

executive director of Chinese for Affirmative Ac- The United States District Court for the District of
tion, Henry Der, in fact, helped the registrar set New Mexico issued an order on April 8, 1980,
priorities for bilingual poll workers in Chinese adopting the stipulation as the order of the court and
precincts and provided assistance in recruiting bilin- dismissing the complaint with prejudice. 135 The
gual poll workers.127 district court, also, retained jurisdiction until De-

Unlike other jurisdictions, San Francisco's imple- cember 31, 1984, "to review any questions concern-
mentation of the minority language provisions has ing compliance with the provisions of the Order
been carried out under court supervision. Planning approving this Stipulation."' 36

bilingual election services, working with community The stipulation of April 8, 1980, stated that San
organizations, publicity, recruitment, hiring, and Juan County agreed to comply with the minority
training bilingual poll workers as well as the cre- language provisions of the Voting Rights Act in
ation of innovative programs such as street corner preparing and conducting all elections within the
registration and election-day bilingual hotlines are county. Specifically, San Juan County agreed:
activities that San Francisco has shown can be (1) To expand its "voter registration program to
accomplished. actively register Navajo voters."137 This was to be

in another civil suit, the Department of Justice's done by establishing a voter registration office in
Civil Rights Division worked with the U.S. attorney Shiprock staffed by a deputy registration officer
for the district of New Mexico in filing suit to bilingual in Navajo and English during the 2
enforce the minority language provisions in San weeks preceding the registration deadline for
Juan County, New Mexico, a section 203 jurisdic- countywide elections; appointing a minimum of 2
tion.'2 8 The Attorney General, on behalf of the deputy registration officers who are bilingual in
United States, alleged that San Juan County violated English and Navajo to each precinct in the county
the voting rights of American Indians in San Juan with a Navajo voting age population of 5 percent
County by failing to provide (1) "oral instructions, or more, as well as appointing at least 24 at-large
assistance, and other information relating to the deputy registration officers who are bilingual in
registration and voting process in the Navajo lan- English and Navajo; and announcing and publish-
guage whenever such information was provided in ing the establishment of the registration office, its

123 Nancy Dillon, assistant to the San Francisco registrar of voters, 130 Id.
interview in San Francisco, Dec. 10, 1980. 131 Id.
124 Ibid. 132 Id.
125 "Report of San Francisco Registrar of Voters to U.S. District Court, 3

Northern District of California and U.S. Attorney," Dec. 4, 1980, p. 1. 4 Id., Stipulation at 2
126 Ibid.
127 Ibid. 135 United States v. County of San Juan, New Mexico, No. 79-508 JB

128 United States v. County of San Juan, New Mexico, No. 79-508 JB (D.N. Mex. Apr. 1980) (order adopting stipulation as order of the court).

(D.N. .Mex. ,Apr1. 8 , 1980).Stipulation at 6
129 Id., Plaintiffs Complaint at 4. 137 Id. at 2.
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location, dates and hours of operation, the avail- election, and all other voting information during
ability of bilingual assistance, and registration the 2-week period preceding each election.' 4 3

deadlines on two radio stations with Navajo-lan- San Juan County, New Mexico, then, is another
guage programs and in English in two newspapers illustration of Federal enforcement of the minority
in the county 2 weeks before each election's language provisions in a section 203 jurisdiction.
registration deadline.' 38 Effective enforcement of the minority language

provisions in all section 203 jurisdictions, however,
(2) To provide "more comprehensive recruit- has not been consistent.
ment and enlistment of bilingual poll officials and
interpreters." This was to be done by enlisting a Conclusion
minimum of two bilingual interpreters and one Compliance with the minority language provi-
alternate to serve at polling places in each pre- sions of the Voting Rights Act varies among
cinct with a 5 percent or more Navajo voting-age covered jurisdictions. The effect of a jurisdiction's
population. 39 failure to comply with the language provisions or to

make more than minimal effort to comply is that
(3) To expand poll worker training. The pro- language minorities are excluded from full participa-
gram for poll officials and all county employees tion in the electoral process. The lack of bilingual
involved in the electoral process is to provide voter education services, of bilingual oral assistance
information on Federal bilingual voting require- for registering and voting, and of publicity about the
ments, the bilingual registration and voting proce- availability of bilingual election services was found
dures undertaken by the county to comply with to hamper severely the effectiveness of the minority
the Voting Rights Act, and to provide instruction language provisions and to limit the ability of
on methods of rendering effective assistance to language minorities to register and vote.
Navajo-speaking voters.' 40 Achieving full compliance will require greater

enforcement of the minority language provisions.
(4) To provide each polling place in those Currently, enforcement of the provisions covering
precincts with a 5 percent or more Navajo voting- section 4(f)(4) jurisdictions (jurisdictions that must
age population a list of all registered voters so as provide minority language assistance and preclear
to allow bilingual interpreters to assist Navajo- changes in election law) is the responsibility of the
speaking voters to locate their proper polling Civil Rights Division of the Department of Justice.
place.141 Enforcement of the provisions in section 203 juris-

dictions (jurisdictions that only have to provide
(5) To expand their program for adequate trans- minority language assistance) has been delegated to
lation of all voting information for communication U.S. attorneys. Interviews with eight U.S. attorneys
in Navajo. The county also agreed to continue to show that little is being done in their jurisdictions to
distribute voter information in Navajo through enforce these provisions. None of the U.S. attorneys
means designed to reach Navajo-speaking vot- monitors elections or confers with community-based
ers.'42 organizations to determine the needs of the language

minority community and whether they are being
(6) To announce three times each week on two met, although two had engaged in some type of
Navajo radio programs and to publish twice in compliance activity. Implementation of the minority
two English language newspapers all information language provisions has been inconsistent and une-
concerning offices and candidates on the ballot, ven. It is evident that meaningful participation in the
constitutional amendments, referendum issues, political process for language minorities is a promise
other issues on the ballot, eligibility to vote in the yet to be fulfilled.

138 Id. at 3. 141 Id. at 5.
139 Id. at 4. 142 Id.
140 Id. 143 Id.
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Chapter 8

Findings and
Recommendations

Findings age blacks in Mississippi were registered immediate-
ly prior to the passage of the act. Within 2 years, 60
percent of voting age blacks in Mississippi were

Results of the Voting Rights Act registered. Registration rates for minorities continue
1. The number of minorities who have been to lag well behind the rates for whites, however.

elected to public office has increased since the According to a 1976 Bureau of the Census survey of
Voting Rights Act was extended in 1975. registration in jurisdictions covered by the preclear-

a. In 1974, 964 blacks held public office in the six ance provisions of the Voting Rights Act, between
States, plus North Carolina, that were subject to 63 and 78 percent of whites were registered in these
preclearance in 1965 and 1970. In July 1980, 2,042 jurisdictions, contrasted with between 48 and 67
blacks served as elected officials in these States. percent of minorities. Only two States under state-
b. In 1979-80, 1,138 Hispanics had been elected wide preclearance coverage (Louisiana and South
to public office in Arizona and Texas, the two Carolina) and North Carolina maintain registration
States made subject to preclearance by the 1975 data by race. In two of these States-Louisiana and
amendments to the Voting Rights Act. North Carolina-black registration rates in 1980
Despite considerable progress, however, minori- continued to be substantially lower than white

ties continue to constitute a small percentage of registration rates. In Louisiana, South Carolina, and
elected officials in virtually all States covered under North Carolina the white registration rates were 76
the preclearance provisions. Blacks constitute no percent, 62 percent, and 72 percent; in contrast, the
more than 8 percent of all elected officials in black registration rates were 61 percent, 56 percent,
Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North and 55 percent, respectively.
Carolina, South Carolina, Texas, and Virginia. His-
panics constitute 13 percent of all elected officials in
Arizona and 6 percent in Texas. Most minority Continuing Problems in Registration
elected officials are in local positions, such as school 3. In the Commission's study of voting problems
board members. Few minorities have been elected to in 70 jurisdictions covered by the preclearance
the U.S. Congress, to State senates, to county provisions, some minorities found registration offi-
governing boards, or to law enforcement positions, cials discourteous or openly hostile and intimidating
such as sheriff or county judge. when they attempted to register. Requests for

2. The number of minorities who have registered unnecessary personal information by officials also
since the initial passage of the Voting Rights Act has were found to intimidate minorities. Building on the
been substantial. For example, 7 percent of voting blatant and pervasive discrimination against them in
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the past, the present attitudes of registrars deter use of at-large election systems severely limits the
minorities from registering. ability of minority communities to elect the

4. Registration in the jurisdictions studied often candidates of their choice.
took place in locations (e.g., county courthouses) or b. Numerous voting rules continue to limit the
at times that were particularly inconvenient for ability of minorities to be elected to public office.
minorities, a disproportionate number of whom are These rules, which dilute minority voting
poor and live in rural areas unserved by public strength, include majority vote requirements, anti-
transportation. single-shot voting rules, numbered posts, residen-

5. Alternative registration procedures, including cy requirements, and staggered terms. These rules
the use of deputy registrars and satellite registration often are coupled with at-large election systems.
offices in minority communities, could result in The result is that minority voting strength is
substantial increases in minority registration. Minori- substantially weakened in jurisdictions where ra-
ty organizations, however, have had a difficult time cial bloc voting continues to be the predominant
convincing registration officials of the need for such political pattern, and minority candidates have
alternative procedures. Some have had to appeal to little or no opportunity to win election.
State legislators or to other officials or organizations c. Annexations and consolidations have had a
to obtain more accessible registration. negative effect on minority voting strength. Some

6. In two instances the section 5 preclearance jurisdictions have attempted to annex predomi-
process prevented the implementation of purging nantly white areas or areas zoned for middle-
and reregistration procedures that could have had a income housing, thereby decreasing minority vot-
negative effect on the number of minorities who ing strength in the annexing jurisdiction. Other
were registered to vote. jurisdictions have refused to annex predominantly

minority areas even though these areas have
Continuing Problems in Voting sought annexation.

7. In several jurisdictions studied, all polling d. Jurisdictions have drawn boundaries with the
places were located in predominantly white commu- purpose or effect of diluting minority voting
nities or in buildings that housed all-white organiza- strength. They have split areas with a high
tions or were in areas not served by public transpor- concentration of minorities into several districts,
tation. Such locations deter minorities from voting. so that minorities do not represent a substantial

8. Two States, Louisiana and Mississippi, enact- proportion of the population in any district. They
ed legislation restricting assistance to illiterates. The also have created redistricting plans in which
Department of Justice objected to the legislation minority voting strength in the new districts is less
submitted by Mississippi, but not to that from than that in existing districts.
Louisiana. Commission interviews in Louisiana indi- e. Some minorities who attempt to run for
cated that some blacks in that State who needed political office are intimidated, harassed, or threat-
assistance at the polls were unable to vote as a result ened. Often they do not have the same access to
of this legislation. all voters as do white candidates because predomi-

9. Minorities continued to be harassed or intimi- nantly white civic and partisan organizations do
dated by election officials when they attempted to not support their candidacies.
vote.

Preclearance and Noncompliance
Continuing Problems in Fair 11. The Department of Justice issued objections
Representation to over 700 proposed changes submitted by jurisdic-

10. In jurisdictions subject to preclearance that tions subject to preclearance between 1975 and 1980.
were included in the Commission study, minorities Most of these proposed changes involved election
faced numerous barriers to electing the candidates of rules which, if they had been implemented, would
their choice. These barriers included the following: have diluted minority voting strength. The largest

a. Minorities have rarely been able to win number of proposed changes involved attempts to
elections in the large number of jurisdictions annex predominantly white areas or areas zoned for
subject to preclearance that have at-large election middle-income housing. Other changes to which the
systems and where racial bloc voting exists. The Department of Justice frequently objected included
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changes to at-large election systems and to the use of ance. For example, harassment and intimidation of
the majority vote rule, which requires winning minority voters and candidates persist, and registra-
candidates to receive a majority of the votes cast tion still is inaccessible to minorities living in rural
rather than a plurality. areas. In many jurisdictions subject to preclearance,

12. Although covered jurisdictions are required the political position of minorities continues to be
to preclear all proposed changes in election rules precarious. With the goal of providing long-term
with the Department of Justice or the U.S. District protections for minority participation in the political
Court for the District of Columbia, this requirement process, the Commission, therefore, recommends
is sometimes violated. Moreover, some jurisdictions that the provisions of the Voting Rights Act being
have implemented changes to which the Depart- considered for extension in 1982 should be extended
ment of Justice has interposed objections without through 1992, an additional 10 years. It also recom-
obtaining the required declaratory judgment of mends that those jurisdictions covered by the 1970
nondiscrimination from the U.S. District Court for and 1975 amendments to the act be covered until
the District of Columbia, in violation of section 5 of 1992 as well.
the Voting Rights Act. Extension of the special provisions of the act

would mean that the Department of Justice could
Minority Language Provisions send Federal examiners and observers to areas

13. Lack of bilingual voter education services, where complaints concerning the integrity of regis-
bilingual oral assistance for registering and voting, tration and election activities continue. It would also
and the lack of publicity about the availability of mean that covered jurisdictions would have to
bilingual election services severely hampers the preclear their redistricting and reapportionment
effectiveness of the minority language provisions plans developed as a result of the 1980 and 1990
and limits the ability of language minorities to census. This report has shown that unfair redistrict-
register and vote. ing is one of the major mechanisms preventing full

14. There has been minimal enforcement of the minority participation in the political process.
minority language provisions by most of the eight 2. Prior to August 6, 1982, Congress should extend
U.S. attorneys interviewed. for an additional 7 years the minority language

provisions of the Voting Rights Act. 
Recommendations Minority language citizens, many of whom are

from families that have lived in this Nation for
Extension of the Voting Rights Act generations, continue to face barriers in registering
1. Prior to August 6, 1982, Congress should extend and in voting because of their difficulty with the
for an additional 10 years the special provisions of the English language. High illiteracy rates and the
Voting Rights Act. denial of equal educational opportunities have im-

Despite increased political participation by minor- peded the progress of language minorities in achiev-
ities in many jurisdictions covered by the special ing full access to the political process.
provisions of the Voting Rights Act, minorities Although bilingual oral assistance in registering
continue to face a variety of problems which the act and in voting was found by Commission research to
was designed to overcome. This report has docu- be the most important type of bilingual election
mented white resistance and hostility by some State service needed, minority organizations felt that such
and local officials to increased minority participation assistance was frequently not adequate. The lack of
in virtually every aspect of the electoral process. It bilingual voter education services and publicity
also has documented the resistance of many local concerning the availability of bilingual election
jurisdictions to following either the letter or spirit of services were other areas found to limit the political
the preclearance provisions of the Voting Rights participation of language minority citizens.
Act. Although these provisions are not due for consid-

Commission research found that minorities con- eration for extension until August 6, 1985, the
tinue to be excluded from full participation in the Commission recommends that the minority language
political process in jurisdictions subject to preclear- provisions of the Voting Rights Act be extended for

1 See dissent of Commissioner Stephen Horn.
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7 years. This extension would make uniform the persons from voting if there are no minority election
expiration dates of all of the act's special provisions. workers and they feel intimidated by white election
It would also provide more time to jurisdictions that workers.
have not yet fully implemented the minority lan- The effects of certain practices and procedures
guage provisions so that they can adequately plan can be the result of past and present intentional
and implement assistance to language minority discrimination against minorities or the result of a
citizens as intended by Congress. jurisdiction's insensitivity to minority interests. Since
3. Congress should amend section 2 of the Voting some jurisdictions do not consider the effects of their
Rights Act to prohibit all States or political subdivi- voting practices and procedures on their minority
sions from maintaining or establishing voting prac- populations, it is important that minorities them-
tices or procedures that have the "effect" of discrimi- selves have some effective mechanism for seeking
nating on the basis of race, color, or inclusion in a redress. The Commission's recommendation to
minority language group. amend section 2 would provide that mechanism.

Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act 2 is a nation- 4. Congress should hold hearings to determine
wide provision. Lawsuits filed under this section whether a nationwide Federal election law that pro-
have involved challenges by minorities to alleged vides minimum standards for registering and voting in
discriminatory voting practices or procedures in Federal elections should be implemented.
jurisdictions not covered by the special provisions of Commission research in jurisdictions subject to
the Voting Rights Act. Lawsuits under this section preclearance found that certain voting practices and
have also involved challenges to alleged discrimina- procedures limited the ability of persons to exercise
tory practices or procedures in jurisdictions covered their right to vote effectively. Practices such as
by the special provisions, but where the challenged denying a person the right to take a self-marked
practice or procedure was instituted prior to the sample ballot into the poll, not allowing an illiterate
effective date of coverage under the act. person to secure assistance in voting from an

Section 2 prohibits States or political subdivisions individual of his or her choice, and failing to make
from using voting practices or procedures that registration more accessible to rural, low-income
"deny or abridge the right of any citizen. . .to vote persons may also be barriers to other voters regard-
on account of race or color" 3 or inclusion in a less of where they live.
minority language group.4 The Commission's rec- The Commission recommends that Congress hold
ommendation would change this section to prohibit hearings to determine if practices such as those
jurisdictions from maintaining or establishing voting found in covered jurisdictions are pervasive nation-
practices or procedures that have the "effect" of wide and whether a Federal election law setting
"denying or abridging the right to vote on account certain minimum standards for registering and vot-
of race or color" or inclusion in a minority language ing should be implemented. The Federal election
group. law would identify those areas Congress finds to be

Commission field research and objection letters so fundamental to the electoral process that should
issued by the Department of Justice have shown that not be denied to any citizen.
efforts to establish voting practices or procedures
having a discriminatory effect on minorities con- Enforcement of the Voting Rights Act
tinue. For example, a jurisdiction's effort to annex a 5. Congress should amend the Voting Rights Act to
predominantly white residential area may have the provide for civil penalties or damages against State
effect of decreasing substantially the minority popu- and local officials who fail to comply with the
lation in the annexing jurisdiction. This decrease preclearance provisions of the Voting Rights Act.
could dilute the political strength of the minority This report has documented the continuing refusal
community, resulting in the community's inability to by some jurisdictions covered by the Voting Rights
elect candidates of its choice. Similarly, a require- Act to comply with the preclearance provisions of
ment that illiterate persons can only receive voting section 5. Either they fail to preclear their election
assistance from election workers, instead of from law changes or they implement them despite the
persons of their choice, may discourage those Department of Justice's objection. This continuing

2 42 U.S.C. §1973 (1976). 42 U.S.C. §1973b(f)(2) (1976).
3 Id.
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violation of the Voting Rights Act significantly Current Department of Justice guidelines provide
diminishes the voting rights of minorities. only that "materials and assistance should be provid-

More effective enforcement is needed if minorities ed in a way designed to allow members of applicable
are to achieve full participation in the political language minority groups to be informed of and
process. One means of making it more effective is to participate effectively in voting-connected activi-
provide for civil penalties or damages against State ties."7 Lack of specific criteria has resulted in
and local officials who violate the Voting Rights inadequate assistance to minority language voters.
Act, with damages being awarded to the individual For example, Commission research indicates that
or organization seeking to enforce the act.5 oral assistance is a major need of the minority
6. Congress should amend the Voting Rights Act by language community that is not being met. So that
adding a section which places an affirmative responsi- covered jurisdictions may provide minority lan-
bility on the Attorney General to enforce more guage assistance more thoroughly and efficiently,
vigorously compliance with the preclearance provision criteria should be developed by the Department of
of section 5. Justice specifying what constitutes effective minori-of section 5.

ty language assistance.
Commission review of information received from ty language assistance.

8. The Attorney General should provide for effec-
civil rights organizations indicated that jurisdictions . e vs

tive enforcement of the minority language provisions
do not always comply with section 5 preclearance . .-do not always comply with sectin 5 pre arae in jurisdictions subject to section 203 of the Voting
requirements. Some jurisdictions were even found to Rights Act by requiring U.S. attorneys to monitor
implement election changes despite having received regularly compliance with the provisions in every
an objection from the U.S. Department of Justice. iicion in their districts.8

section 203 jurisdiction in their districts.s
'To ensure that jurisdictions required to submitTo ensure that jurisdictions required to submit Responsibility for enforcing the minority language

election law chanes do, in fact, submit them, the provisions in section 203 jurisdictions is delegated to
Commission recommends that the act be amended to U.S. attorneys. Research by the Commission indi-
place an affirmative responsibility on the Attorney ates that U.S. attorneys interviewed who have the
General to enforce more vigorously compliance most jurisdictions covered solely under section 203
with section 5. This amendment to the act should in their districts are doing little, if anything, to
require the Attorney General to devise forthwith provide continuous, ongoing compliance monitor-
systematic procedures for reviewing compliance ing. The eight U.S. attorneys interviewed have no
with section 5. One of these procedures might compliance procedures, no contact with minority
include, for example, a requirement that all jurisdic- community organizations, and do not monitor elec-
tions subject to section 5 submit a yearly report tions to determine if minority language assistance is,
identifying their election law changes and whether in fact, being provided. More effective monitoring
or not they have been submitted. of the minority language provisions would aid in
7. The Department of Justice should amend its ensuring that they are implemented in section 203
guidelines on implementation of the minority language jurisdictions. Most important, the ability of minority
provisions to include specific criteria for determining language citizens to participate effectively in the
effective minority language assistance. 6 political process would be enhanced.

5 This recommendation also was made in the Commission's 1975 study. 6 See dissent of Commissioner Stephen Horn.
U.S., Commission on Civil Rights, The Voting Rights Act: Ten Years After, 7 28 C.F.R. §55.2(b) (1980).
p. 346.8 See dissent of Commissioner Stephen Horn.
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Statement of Commissioner Stephen equal protection of the laws, there is one solution

Horn on the Minority Language which is dictated by common sense: "If one wishes

Provisions of the; Voting Rights Act to cast a ballot in the United States of America, one
I do not concur with the arguments made by the should learn as much English as is necessary to fulfill

Commission staff and my colleagues in chapter 7, that limited, but fundamental, aspect of citizenship."
"The Minority Language Provisions of the Voting Such a national policy would not stop a friend or
Rights Act." Nor do I concur with recommenda- relative who speaks the primary language of the
tions 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 in chapter 8 as they pertain to citizen from writing out instructions or from mark-
the extension and implementation of that portion of ing a sample ballot for the individual who needs
the act. assistance. Such a national policy would not stop

To argue that the provision of "equal protection community-based ethnic groups from rendering
of the laws" includes voting rights assistance in the assistance to those less familiar with English than
language of some minority group members and not others. Such groups have been readily available for
others is to pervert the meaning of a Constitution each immigrant wave. What such a policy would
which was designed to protect the individual. Equal stop is the illusion that for every language group in
protection is not a matter of group protection; it is a government agent must be employed orthe Nation a government agent must be employed or
matter of individual protection. The 1970 national

some form of government assistance must be made
census recorded 96 mother tongues where languages s f o g a 

available to aid all members who understand Englishother than English were the primary languages in the 
less well than their native language.households in which many of our fellow citizens

hwere raised. The 1980 census coded 387 non-En- Presumably, naturalized citizens had to learn somewere raised. The 1980 census coded 387 non-En-
glish-language possibilities, 180 of which were spo- English in order to receive citizenship. Before this
ken by various tribes and groups of American Nation goes the way of Quebec or engages in the
Indians. As we can readily see, to continue to aid bitter language-based quarrels of some of the frag-
with specialized electoral services those who are in a mented states of India, I recommend that we call a
few but not most minority language groups is itself halt to what many of us have long recognized as a
discriminatory. To provide governmental assistance misguided experiment. I thus urge Congress not to
to aid one or even a handful of speakers of any of extend the minority language provisions of the
these possible 387 languages is also absurd. To assure Voting Rights Act.
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